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Aiklis Ababa immigrant compound to be closed
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By Jerusalem Post Staff

"The -transit compound housing would-
be inunigrants in the Ethiopian capital of
Addis Ababa is to be closed, after steps
are taken to bring to Israel all those eli-

gible'to immigrate here, the Ministerial
Committee on the Diaspora, headed by
Industry ' and Trade Minister Natan
Sharansky, decided yesterday.

Sharansky’s spokesman, Roman
Polansky, stressed that the compound

would be emptied gradually, and that
there is no target date for its closure.
There are between 3,200 and 3,500 peo-
ple currently in the compound, he said.
Once h is closed, immigration from

Ethiopia would be processed as is immi-
gration from any other country: applica-
tions would be processed by the Israeli
Consulate or its representatives and
applicants would remain in their homes
until they immigrate.
A special committee under the auspices

of the Interior Ministry is to be appointed
to check the eligibility to immigrate of all

those currently resident in the compound,
according to a ministry statement.

The investigation would be made
based on “an agreed-upon list,” based on
the lists currently maintained by the

Interior Ministry, the Joint Distribution

Committee, and community records
already submitted to the government.
“Every month we will bring more into

Israel and [try] to bring them all within a

year,” Absorption Ministry spokesman
Yehuda Glick told the Associated Press.

But Polansky said the rate at which
camp residents are brought here depends
first and foremost on the cooperation of
the Ethiopian government. It will also
depend on the budgets and manpower to

be allocated for the operation, and the

cooperation of the international organi-

zations dealing with the compound resi-

dents. he said.

He refused to characterize all those

currently in the compound as Falash
Mura - Jews or descendents ofJews who
had converted to Christianity - saying
many of those in the compound had
“returned to Judaism.”
However, he also denied repons that

all the camp residents would be brought
here under the Law of Return, saying

that some might immigrate under the

Law of Entry.

“Our aim is not to ‘bring the Falash

Mura to Israel.’ which would include

many people who are not in the com-
pound.” he added. "The point is to close
the compound, which is attracting all

kinds of people."
At the meeting yesterday, the minister-

ial committee also decided that the rab-
binate will set up four offices in the CIS.
at which potential immigrants can clari-

fy their religious and marital status vis a
vis the rabbinate, so as to prevent prob-
lems that might later come up regarding
marriage and divorce.

Palestinian

activists:

Kidrah

fired for

of Israel’s

soccer loss

By OB LEWIS

National Infrastructure Minister

Ariel Sharon, in Russia on a work-

ing visit, was refused -entry to the

Dynamo Moscow Stadium for the

Russia-Israel World Cup qualify-

ing match, even though he had

been invited to attend and had

flown in specially from St

Petersburg.

Sharon told Israel Radio that

because of “an organizational fail-

ure," local authorities refused to

let his security guards enter the

stadium with their weapons.

Sharon returned to his Mosc°w

hotel, and saw die match on Tv.

It was probably just as well, as

Israel lost 2-0, failing m an effort

to gam at least one point needed to

stay in contention for a qualifying

place in European GroupJ.

To have a chance of holding on

to second place, Israel must beat

Bulgaria in the final group ro®**

in Sofia on August 20.

Match report Page 10
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No progress seen at Cairo talks

By JON IMMANUEL

Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat fired attorney-gener-

al Khalid Kidrah after he received

evidence he had been charging

bail, releasing prisoners; and pock-
eting the money without receipts,

Gaza, human rights activist Eyyad
Sarraj said yesterday.

Kidrah resigned last week, say-

ing -he - was 'suffering ' from 111-

'

'hfeaffi^ bw-»-
hraise'anest, according to another

"

human rights activist, Bassam EkL .

The dismissal of Kidrah folr

lowed a confession by a legal

assistant who participated in the

scheme, Sarraj said. ...

The firing has inspired excite-

ment in the Palestinian human
rights community, because Kidrah

was seen as the backbone of a

repressive system that, arrested

many people for political reasons

and
.
then planted evidence on

them of criminal offenses.

Sarraj,for example, was arrested

and jailed for two weeks last year

after writing an article critical of

Arafat and the PA’s human rights

record, but he was initially

charged with drug possession.

Sarraj said in a lecture last night

at the Minerva Center for Human
Rights in Jerusalem that in the past

two days he had received 20 letters

from people explaining how they

believe Kidrah had wronged them,

criticism" they had been afraid to

voice when be was in office.

See fODRAHf Page 2
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As Israeli

By JAYBUSHINSKY

Despite a last-minute squabble

that nearly threw them off track,

Israeli and Palestinian officials

met under Egyptian auspices for

nearly three hours in Cairo yester-

day in an effort to talk their way
back to the negotiating table.

However, their failure to issue a

joint communique or to provide

details of the three-sided discussion

suggested they were unsuccessful.

Arafat blinked first, Page 2

The talks were beneficial.” said

Netanyahu spokesman Shai

Bazak. “There still is a need for

more work by the parties in order

to bridge the gaps, and therefore it

was agreed that the work will con-

tinue in the days ahead.”

Before the talks could begin,

there were two tense hours during

which the Israeli negotiators wail-

ed for the PA to disavow claims

about a settlement hall by its

spokesman, Marwan Kanafani. a

longtime confidant of Chairman

Yasser Arafat.

When Erekat announced that

Israel had not agreed to anything

in advance, thereby providing the

"substantive retraction*' demanded
by Bazak. the diplomatic drama
came to a quick denouement.

Israel’s four-man team had been
told their trip to Egypt was to be
canceled, when the Palestinian

side admitted there were no prior

Israeli commitments to stop settle-

ment building and suspend the Har
Homa housing project, thereby

removing the obstacle.

The team members were cabinet

secretary Danny Naveh, Foreign

Ministry aide Ya'acov Bardugo.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu's political adviser Uzi

Arad, and attorney Yitzhak
Molcho. a Netanyahu confidant.

The Palestinian delegation was
headed by the Palestinian Authority's

chief negotiator, Saeb Erekat.

Until then, pessimism prevailed

in the Prime Minister's Office,

with director of communications

David Bar-Illan saying the out-

come was predictable and would
"amount to nothing."

But the mood in Palestinian polit-

ical c ire les remained u pbea t

throughout. Arafat adviser Nabil

Abu-Rudeineh said the Palestinian

delegation hoped to terminate the

crisis in the light of the Egyptian

efforts to advance the peace process.

See CAIRO, Page 2

for a road on Har Homa.
(Reuter)

Barak to be party secretary

On Har Homa,

the work goes on

By SABAH HOMO

Labor Party Chairman Ehud
Barak yesterday decided to

assign himself the authority of

party secretary-general for the

coming four months.

In that period, he will decide

whether to call elections for a

new secretary-general or to

appoint an administrative direc-

tor-general, as Binyamin

Netanyahu did when he took

over the Likud in 1993.

Barak will be going to Jordan

today as King Hussein’s official

guest, flying in Hussein’s pri-

vate helicopter.

Barak spent the afternoon at

party headquarters in Tel Aviv

after meeting with his party

rivals. He plans to meet today

with his predecessor, Shimon

Peres.

Barak arrived at headquarters

at noon and was welcomed with

flowers, snacks, and wine. He

raised a toast to the Netanyahu

government's quick demise.
t

Soon after occupymg. Peres s

chair, he met with outgoing sec-

retary-general Nissim Zvilh and

party law committee head David

Liba’i.

At the end of the meeting, it

was announced that, as of

Sunday, when Zvilli‘s resigna-

tion takes effect, Barak will

stand in for him for a period of

four months.

Barak is encountering botn

support and opposition to his

possible plan to appoint a direc-

tor-general. Thus, MK Haggat

Merom hotly opposes doing

away with the secretary-general-

ship, a post for which many

inside the party say he plans to

^Merona says that discontinuing

the post means “downgrading
the party and placing all the

power in the chairman's hands,
as happened in the Likud.”
But MK Haim Ramon calls the

secretary-generalship “a vestige

of Eastern European Communist
parties.”

Before he made his ceremonial

appearance at party headquar-

ters, Barak began his round of

meetings with his rivals in his

Ramat Gan office suite. There is

a possibility that he will contin-

ue to operate out of this suite.

The first to appear was

Ramon, whom Barak considers

his potentially most troublesome

opponent because he has threat-

ened to challenge him in 1999

and because he.potentially could

leave Labor and opt to form a

new party.

The meeting was mainly a

photo opportunity, with both

men emerging all smiles, but

admitting that nothing of sub-

stance was discussed.

“We still have no political loot

to divide,” Barak explained, but

added that “I see in Haim a very

important person in helping

bring down the Netanyahu gov-

ernment. 1 am sure that he will

lend his shoulder to the task and

that we will work in harmony.

Ramon said that “all the hard

feelings which have, existed

between us are minor in compar-

ison to what happened in Labor

in the past.

“The days of the Rabin-Peres

feud will not come back. I

think that feud was largely

responsible for our failure to

win back power. The differ-

ences between us are not deep.

They are the -sort that often

crop up in politics."

Barak’s meeting with MK

Labor Parly Chairman Ehud Barak poses yesterday in front of

the new sign pointing to his Tel Aviv office. (Gideon Matanczi

Yossi Beilin, who won nearly 29

percent of the primary votes,

was also a photo opportunity.

“Yossi is a central figure in the

party,” Barak said. “1 see him as

a very important factor, and

together we will lead the party

to success."

Beilin obliged by seeming to

back away from his earlier

demands for the No. 2 slot.

“Numbers are for the health

fund clinic," Beilin said.
“J

don’t believe in numbers and

will not come to Ehud with

numbers."
Discordant sounds, however.

came from the party’s rising

star, Shlomo Ben-Ami. who had

insisted that he does not want to

be “artificially limited to the

socio-economic rubric. I will not

be categorized because of my
ethnic background.

"I will set the balance between

the issues I choose to deal with
”

Ben-Ami said.

Ephraim Sneh spoke against

factionalism, but indicated that

“I will stay true to my political

following and this group will

continue to back me."
“A party need not be monolith-

ic." Sneh said.

By ELU WOHLGEiERMTER

While (he world continues to spot-

light Har Homa as die impediment

to peace talks, construction workers

at the site just concentrate on gening

the day's work done.

On a day like yesterday, with tem-

peratures in the mid-30s and cement

trucks and tractors kicking up dry

powdered din all over your clothes

and hair, there’s no chance to reflect

on politics. Twelve weeks into con-

struction, it’s clear a lot of earth has

been moved since that cold March

18, when all the tumult started.

At the bottom ofHar Homa, where

the road forks left to Sur Bahir and

right to Beit Sahur. a crew of 10

Arab workers is working on a new
road, laying pieces of Jerusalem

stone along a concrete wall.

AD is quiet, except for an occa-

sional reporterorcamera crew come
to see where construction stands, if

the government is to call a halt.A 24-

year-old security guard, sitting m his

truck out of the sun, says tire com-
motion is all phoney.

“There’s no problem here at all,"

he says. “It’s the media that makes

an issue of the whole thing.”

He says there’s been no trouble

with security at die site because “the

Bolder Police pass along here all the

time - one shot [from my gun] and

they’re here in a second."

Arab children from Sur Bahir

crane down every weekend to play

on the soccer field that sits alongside

the road being built, the guard says,

but “they never say anything to us -

what can they say?”

Further down, on die back side of

Har Homa, where you stare straight

out at Beit Sahur and see a comer of

Bethlehem to your right, more con-

struction is going on. A cement
mixer is pouring a fresh batch to top

off a concrete guard rail that's

already been built. One truckload

finishes, and another comes along,

eight trucks going and coming with

their loads.

Along other ridges, one can see

parts of numerous concrete walls

that have been built. While it’s haiti

to discern just yet where all this

building is going to be. it's clear that

a neighborhood of6.500 units is tak-

ing shape.

Moshe, the driver of one of the

cement trucks, says he doubts the

government will stop construction.

“It all depends on what happens day
by day.” he says. “It can oil change,
just like that"

One worker, Omar, stands to die

side, recording what time the trucks

come and deposit their loads. His
neighbors in Sur Bahir. he says,

“draft want them [Israel] to build

here.” But asked what they think of
his working on the contentious hiD,

he admits they have no opinion.

“They don’t know I work here,”

he says quietly, staring at the ground.
T don’t tell them.”
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21 hurt on mads
Twenty-one people, nine of them children, were injured on the

nation’s highways yesterday.

Five rDF soldiers were injured yesterday evening in two sepa-
rate road accidents in southern Lebanon. In both accidents,
armored vehicles overturned. Four soldiers were lightly injured
and the fifth suffered moderate injuries.

A 10-year-old boy was critically injured when he was struck
by a car on the Coastal Highway, north of the Netanya-North
interchange. Eight other children were injured, two of them seri-
ously and the rest lightly to moderately, in a collision between a
car ami a minibus near Kfar Truman,
Seven people were injured, two of them seriously, when a car

swerved out of its lane and struck an oncoming car on the
Ashkelon-Ashdod road. Jtim

5 Israelis to testify in Jordan murder trial
Three teachers and a pupil from the Amit-Fuerst School in

Beit Shemesh, and pathologist Dr. Yehuda Hiss, leave for Iordan
today to testify for the prosecution in the trial of Pvt Ahmed
Daqamsa for the murder of seven Beit Shemesh schoolgirls at
Naharayim in March.
AssL-Cmdr. Anton lyov of ihe Judea and Samaria police, who

is accompanying the witnesses as liaison with the Jordanians,
said yesterday they would refute the defense claim that

Daqamsa was provoked into shooting the girls while saying his
prayers. “It’s clear the soldier was not praying, because it was
not prayer time," lyov said. /rim

Hussein names former PM Speaker of Senate
King Hussein yesterday named former prime minister and

close confidant Zeid Rifai, 61 , as Speaker of the Senate. He suc-

ceeds, Ahmed Lawzi. 72, who resigned Saturday because of
health problems. Rifat served as prime minister several times
starting in the early 1970s. He resigned in April 1989 because of
widespread riots over price increases. The Senate is appointed
by the king. It is similar to Britain’s House of Lords. AP

Shahor retires from IDF
Maj.-Gen. Oren Shahor was mustered

out of the IDF yesterday, ending 32 years
of service, marred by his suspension in

November from his last position as coor-

dinator of government activities in Judea,

Samaria, and the Gaza Strip for holding
secret meetings with then opposition

leader Shimon Peres. A former OC
Intelligence Corps, Shahor was appointed
by Yitzhak Rabin to be top negotiator for

civilian affairs with the Palestinians. His ^ .

suspension following media revelations
vrren ananor

of his meetings with Peres and LaborMK Yossi Beilin was seen

at the time as a sign of mistrust between the Likud-led govern-

ment and some top IDF brass. Arieh O'Sullivan

Technion junior faculty to strike today
Junior faculty members at the Technion will strike today, in

sympathy with their colleagues across the country. At the

Hebrew University’s Ml Scopus campus, students will join the

junior faculty in a protest demonstration. Junior faculty mem-
bers at Tel Aviv. Haifa, and Hebrew universities have been strik-

ing for four weeks over their work conditions. lrim

Police thwart Osem extortion attempt
Police yesterday arrested a man suspected of attempting to

extort $750,000 from the Osem food company. The affair began
on Friday, when a fax arrived at the company demanding the

sum. The fax. signed by someone who called himself Uri,

threatened to infect Osem products with germs and publicize

this in the media. Yesterday, when a man contacted the company
from a public phone in Herzliya and repeated the threats in a
conversation.'with its deputy director-general, police tracked him
down and arrested him. him

Beef thieves and police dash in Beduin village

Disturbances broke out yesterday in Tuba, near Rosh Pina,

after police raided the Beduin village and confiscated large

amounts of stolen beef. Rosh Pina police said the meat had been
stolen from Golan Heights settlements. Police chief SupL Yoram
Malul said several residents were arrested for selling the meat
and attacking policemen. He said no one was hurt. him

Worker killed in fail into milling machine
A 20-year-old worker was killed yesterday when he fell into a

pipe milling machine in the Plassim factory of Kibbutz
Merhavia. An investigation is under way to determine how the

accident occurred. him

«£» AMIT WOMEN
mourns the death of

MOLLY BELENKEN n

Board Member and devoted volunteer

We express our deepest sympathy to the family.

Robin S. Kahn
Chairperson Israel

Executive

Dr. Ami Ze'evI

Director General
Evelyn Blachor
National President

The Directors and Staff of __
Incorporating the British Ollm Society

extend sincere condolences to their colleague

Zvla Gerstf
on the death of her dear mother

MICHAL GERSTL ?-t
and wish the family long life

nD«n pn inn
With deep sorrow and profound grief we announce

the passing of my beloved wife,

our mother, grandmother and aunt a virtuous and righteous woman

MACHLA ZLATA (Marion) HILLS0N
wife of Dov Arye Halevi Hillson

daughter of the (ate Rabbi Moshe Ya’akov Port 7*T

The funeral took place yesterday. June 8, 1997 (3 Sivan 5757)

The bereaved family

Hussein urges Jordanians

;o deenen Deace with Israe
Hews agencies

King Hussein urged Jordanians
yesterday to drop their hostility

toward Israel and follow bis foot-

steps in building peace.
“What are you afraid of?"

Hussein asked rhetorically. “Why
fear instead of being confident of
your Arab roots, loyalty, and gen-
uineness?"

It was a reference to concerns in

Jordan that Israel's advanced
economy will overwhelm that of
resource-barren Jordan.

In a speech to tribal chieftains

in Irbid. the king said the eco-
nomic fruits of the 1994 peace
treaty will not materialize as long

as Jordanians hesitate in dealing

Israel.

Opposition to peace bas come
mainly from Moslem fundamen-
talists. who call for the destruc-

tion of Israel, and leftists, who
demand the unconditional return

of all Arab lands seized by Israel

in the 1 987 Six Day War.
Both groups are using powerful

unions to encourage Jordanians to

resist normalizing ties with Israel.

Roughly two-thirds of Ionian's

3.8 million people are of
Palestinian origin.

In bis 40-minute speech, Hussein

also warned Syria that hard-line

groups based on its soil might
undermine efforts toward peace.

Syria is home to 10 Palestinian

groups that are vocal critics of the

Middle East peace process and
have vowed to wreck iL

Hussein blamed Moslem fun-

damentalists in Jordan for dam-
aging ties with Syria in 1979,

when Damascus accused

ANALYSIS

Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat and King Hnssein meet reporters yesterday in Amman, where Arafat went to brief

the king on the Israeli-Palestinian talks in Cairo. (Remer)

Amman of backing the Syrian
Moslem Brotherhood in a revolt

against the ruling Arab Baath
Socialist Party.

“I hope that our brothers in

Syria did not forget what bas hap-

pened,” Hussein said.

Meanwhile, Palestinian Authority

Chairman Yasser Arafat held talks

in Amman with Hussein yesterday.

Arafat blinked first
By MARK A. HELLER

For three months, since ground
was broken fra* the Har Homa pro-

ject, Palestinian Authority
Chairman Yasser Arafat and Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu
have been playing a game of
chicken: Each was betting that the

dangers of a frozen peace process

would force the other to give way.
Yesterday, Arafat blinked.

His decision to send his repre-

sentatives to Cairo cannot have
been easy, since it reverses the

basic Palestinian policy of post-

poning serious engagement in the

hope that regional and internation-

al pressure would force Israel to

comply with the Palestinian inter-

pretation of Israel’s obligations

under the Interim Agreement
If tiiis happened. Israel would

have to give up territorial assets

and concede a more favorable

opening position for the Palestinian

side when talks eventually did

begin. If not Israel would lose fur-

ther political/diplomatic assets,

even as the PA continued to

entrench itself in east Jerusalem
and before any new Palestinian

undertakings were required in per-

manent status negotiations.

But the strategy of stalling was

K1DRAH
Continued from Page 1

Sarraj said be feels the

Palestinian human rights situa-

tion, of which he has been very
critical, is now improving in

the Palestinian-controlled terri-

tories, and that people are

beginning to appreciate the
work of human rights activists.

CAIRO
Continued from Page 1

The unusual optimism
stemmed from a comment,
attributed European Community
peace envoy Miguel Moratinos,
that Netanyahu had agreed to

freeze construction work at Har
Homa,
Arafat flew to Amman to con-

fer with King Hussein about the

potential breakthrough.
As if to prove that the conces-

sions attributed to Netanyahu
were politically impossible due
to the makeup of bis coalition.

Aharon Domb, secretary-gener-

al of the Council of Settlements

in Judea. Samaria, and Gaza,
charged that the council had
reason to believe the govern-
ment circulated reports about a
compromise ,which he
described as having.no basis in

reality.

Domb said there was no stop-

page of any kind “in the work
under way in the settlements of
Judea and Samaria."

Liat Collins adds:

“The prime minister could

save the expense of sending the

not without its risks. Some
Palestinians argued that it played
right into Netanyahu's hands,
since there seemed no prospect of
serious pressure, especially from
the US, and any outbreak of vio-

lence might backfire.

Arafat’s inability to deliver any-

thing on the peace process front

also invited greater domestic atten-

tion to other reasons for public dis-

enchantment - waste, arbitrary

exercise of power, and corruption.

And the combination of stale-

mate and shortcomings in

Palestinian governance jeopar-

dized international assistance to

the PA, from the donor countries

in general, and from the US in par-

ticular. where the Middle East
Peace Facilitation Act comes up
for renewal this summer in the

face of growing congressional

indifference or outright hostility.

As a result, Arafat was forced to

drop his requirement that Israel

suspend settlement construction

before contacts could be renewed.

Indeed, so great was the need to

move things off dead center that

Palestinian officials were even
forced to admit publicly that an
announcement by Arafat’s spokes-
men to the effect that the

Palestinian condition had been

"People who are victims
should be encouraged to speak
ouL Only after the dismissal of
the attorney-general did people
complain about him, because
he is no longer in power.
People are so scared when they
believe they have no protec-

tion," Sarraj said.

The dismissal comes a month
after Kidrah, a Fatah lawyer
who is said to have followed

delegation to Cairo if it does not

take with it a willingness to

freeze settlement activity and
suspend the construction on Har
Homa," Meretz leader Yossi
Sarid said. “Freezing the settle-

ments is not a Palestinian

demand that should be
answered; it is common sense
which demands it. It is impossi-

ble to carry out negotiations
with goodwill while simultane-

ously continuing to create facts

on the ground."
The Likud faction is scheduled

to meet with Netanyahu this

evening to discuss diplomatic
developments. Likud faction

chairman Michael Eitan said the

premier had informed him that

the process of forming Israel’s

stand on the negotiations is not
yet finished and he is interested

in hearing the opinion of the

Likud MKs.
Eitan said there are “legitimate

differences of opinion within the
party on the extent of conces-
sions, but the whole coalition is

united in its belief that were the

negotiations being carried out
today by a left-wing govern-
ment, the scope of the compre-
hensive concessions it would
make would endanger national

met was simply wrong.
Even so, it was necessary to pro-

vide Arafat with a face-saving

mechanism that could enable him
to climb down from the limb. The
US could no longer do this,

because Palestinian officials had
denounced American mediators as

hopelessly biased. But Egypt was
eager to intercede, partly out of
genuine concern for the fate of the

peace process, partly to demon-
strate that it continues to play an
important and constructive role in

regional affairs.

And even Netanyahu helped, by
allowing the so-called “Allon-
Plus” plan to leak, thereby sig-

nalling to Palestinians and Israelis

that, however repugnant the
details of this plan may be to

Palestinians, he is not a prisoner of
ideology and is as prepared as the

Labor Party to talk business.

In short, Arafat blinked to get

the talks starred. But that does not
mean he will surrender to get them
finished. And if negotiations am-
ply lead to a stalemate of a differ-

ent kind, everyone will lose.

The writer is senior research
associate at the Jaffee Center for
Strategic Studies at Tel Aviv
University.

Arafat's instructions down the
line, ordered a lawyer arrested
for sedition after he wrote an
article about the Bar-On AffaiT
that compared the PA legal sys-
tem unfavorably to the Israeli

system.
The lawyer, Jamil Salameb,

speculated on what would have
happened if the ill-fated politi-

cal appointment of an attorney-

general had happened in Gaza.

security."

National Religious Party fac-

tion head Hanan Porat demand-
ed that the delegation first of all

raise the subject of the land

dealers killed for selling land to

Jews.

Margot Dudkevitch adds:
Throughout the day, settle-

ment leaders reacted harshly to

reports claiming Netanyahu had
raised the possibility of freezing

construction in the settlements.

“It appears there are certain ele-

ments within the present govern-
ment who are willing to go
along with freezing settle-

ments," Domb said.

Council spokeswoman
Yehudit Tayar refused to specu-
late on how the settlers would
react if the rumors prove to. be
correct.

“We are confident that

Netanyahu will continue in the

right direction,’’ Tayar said.

Council chairman Pinbas
Wallerstein, however, noted that

if Netanyahu considers a freeze

in the settlements, he will have
no government.
“This government will not sur-

vive a freeze on construction in

the settlements," he said.

as Israeli and Palestinian negotia-

tors met for the first time in more
than two months in Cairo.

Officials said Arafat, who flew

from Gaza on board a Jordanian

military helicopter, consulted the

king on the latest Egyptian moves
to revive Israeli-Palestinian talks.

The two leaders also reviewed

bilateral ties.

Azeri diplomat predicts

increased ties with Israel
By STEVE BODAH

Azerbaijan is interested in

strengthening relations with Israel

and might open an embassy with-

in the next year, a former Azeri
diplomat said yesterday.

Nesib Nesibzadeh, a professor at

Asian University in Baku andAzeri
ambassador to Iran from 1992-94,

said his government is trying to

establish an independent foreign

policy, free of Russian influence.

This, he said, would include
closer relations to Azerbaijan's

neighbor, Tbrkey, as well as Israel.

Nesibzadeh said he foresees an
Azeri embassy being established here

despite what he termed an insuffi-

ciently flexible policy by Baku.
Currently, Israel has an embassy in

Baku,whileAzerbaijan is represented

here by a non-resident ambassador:

Speaking at Tel Aviv University,

he said: “I see current government

policy in foreign affairs as being on
ihe right track." he said. “They
have changed their policies from
one of being pro-Russian. It’s real

possible that such a thing could
happen next year."
Nesibzadeh, who is meeting with

Foreign Ministry officials' during
his visit, said intensifying relations

with Israel could prompt an angry
Iranian reaction.

He said Baku finds it too difficult to

establish normal relations with neigh-

boring Iran and Armenia, which are

cooperating in die dispute over
Nagorno-Karabakh. Instead, it is

seeking to intensify its alliance with

Turkey and forge ties with Israel

“We have to increase and acceler-
ate our attempt to have closer rela-

tions with Israel," he said. “It’s nec-
essary. Of course, Iran will react
very nervously. Even without rela-

tions, Iran is very nervous of an
independent Azerbaijan-"
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Bakshi-

Doron
slams
Temple
Mount
prayer
By HAIM SHAPtBO

Sephardi Chief Rabbi Eliahu
Bakshi-Doron yesterday criticized
rabbis who cal] for Jewish prayer
on the Temple Mount and said that
such a move could cause many
Jews to sin unknowingly.
Speaking at the inauguration of

the new seat of the Chief
Rabbinate in Beit Yahav, near the
entrance to Jerusalem, Bakshi-
Doron recalled that following the
Six Day War, the Chief Rabbinate
piled that because of its holiness,
it was forbidden for Jews to

ascend the Temple Mount.
“We have to remember that each

person cannot make a law for him-
self," Bakshi-Doron said.

The rabbis who are calling for

Jewish prayer on the Temple
Mount reportedly have the back-
ing of former Ashkenazi chief
rabbi Avraham Shapiro. They also
appealed to Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu, who is said

to be sympathetic to their request.

Bakshi-Doron, however, noted
that even rabbis who have ruled

that Jews could ascend the Temple
Mount have specified that one
could only enter the edges of the

site after having properly purified

and immersed themselves. By-

establishing a place of prayer on
the mount, he argued, many Jews
who had not purified themselves

could unwittingly transgress.

In addition, he said, by building

a modest synagogue at the edge of

the mount, Jews would be giving

the impression that this most
sacred of all places is not impor-

tant to them.

Better to wait for the proper

lime. Bakshi-Doron said, referring

to the coming of the Messiah.

Bakshi-Doron also attacked

efforts by the Conservative and
Reform movements to obtain

recognition in Israel. He said a

survey abroad had shown that of
every 1.000 Jews affiliated with

such movements, only three or

four remain Jews by the third or

fourth generation.

ANALYSIS

Yahalom: No compromise
on conversion bill

By UAT COLLINS

MKs involved in seeking a
solution to the conversion bill

dilemma continued to give out
mixed messages yesterday.
Law Committee chairman

Shaul Yahalom (National
Religious Party) has rejected all

compromises suggested so far.

Yesterday he said that he sees no
solution before the June 30 dead-
line set by the High Court of
Justice for passage of legislation,

other than freezing both the High
Court petitions relating to con-
versions and the legislation.

Coalition and Likud faction

chairman Michael Eitan, on the

other hand, said he would raise

another possible compromise,
but refused to divulge details.

Leaders of the Conservative and
Reform movements in the US are

expected to arrive here this week
to take part in the discussions.
The Law Committee is not

scheduled to meet this week
because of Shavuot. but
Yahalom said that next week ihe

committee would continue
preparing the bill for its second
and third readings.
Yahalom completely rejected

the suggestion raised by Eitan

last week - a combination of
several proposals -aimed at sep-
arating the nationality claus in

identity cards from the lists in

the Popularion Registry. Jews’ DD
cards would be marked with

either the word "Jewish." the

Hebrew letter yod or a Star of

David; if the person had convert-

ed, the type of conversion
would be listed in the Population
Registry. Alternately, this clause

could be deleted from the ID card
altogether.

In addition, under the proposal,

the words "or has converted"
would be deleted from the Law
of Return and converts from all

streams of Judaism would get

rights under the Citizenship Law.
not the Law of Return. This
would give the Interior Minister

greater leeway in rejecting a

request for citizenship and would
help avoid the problem of foreign
workers undergoing quick con-
versions to gain immigrant
rights.

Yahalom said he opposes all

suggestions that would erase the

word -Jewish” from identity

cards or replace it with some
other symbol. "It will play into

the hands of those who say the

State of Israel is not a Jewish
state," he said.

He also based his rejections of
the Citizenship Law proposal on
the fact that haiacha forbids

reminding converts that they
were not bom Jewish.
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Fire fighting

A crop-duster sprays water over the fire that broke out yesterday afternoon in the Jerusalem Forest, between Ramat Raziel and
Ness Harim. Residents of these and other nearby communities were put on alert for a time, lest there be need to evacuate them,
but that proved unnecessary. Because of the difficult terrain, it took over three hours to control the blaze, which destroyed some
60 dunams (15 acres) of woodland. Another brush fire over several dunams near Ramat Beit Shemesh was also extinguished.

(Text liim: photo: Brian HendJer)

WJRO threat to NATO expansion irritates US
By HABLYN HENRY

NEW YORK - The World
Jewish Restitution Organization

collided with American foreign

policy last week when it threat-

ened to fight the admission of

Poland, Romania' and the Czech
Republic to NATO unless these

states return Jewish property.

The WJRO threat appears to

have irritated and embarrassed its

strongest ally, but it is not expect-

ed to prevent NATO’s expansion.

For more than two years. Stuart

EizenstaL the Clinton administra-

tion’s point man on restitution,

has been urging Central and
Eastern European stales to restore

to the Jewish community the

properly that was confiscated by
the Nazis, then nationalized by
subsequent communist regimes.

But NATO is the Americans'

primary post-Cold War foreign-

policy objective, and it was only

last month that Washington won
Russia’s acceptance for the

expansion of the military alliance.

“Do you think the White House
went through all this with

(President Boris] Yeltsin to give it

up?" asked one observer.

“We will use all the means
accessible to prevent the Czech
Republic, Poland and Romania
[from] joining NATO until these

countries return ad the property

to their local Jewish communi-
ties," Naftali Lavie of the WJRO
was quoted as saying last

Thursday in the Polish daily

newspaper Rzeczpospoliia.

“It is difficult to imagine that

countries that do not respect pri-

vate property, the rights of ethnic

and religious minorities could be

integrated into European struc-

tures and western civilization,"

he told the Polish paper.

The WJRO. frustrated at the

snail’s pace of property restitu-

tion. raised the NATO threat last

week at a meeting in Jerusalem.

Poland’s legislation on property

restitution is seen as inadequate

because it is limited to the reium

of select communal Jewish prop-

erties. The Czech and Romanian
restitution efforts also have not

produced extensive results.

After two years of negotiations,

a foundation in Hungary is pre-

pared to start providing pensions

to some 20.000 Holocaust sur-

vivors. The Hungarian foundation

is the only significant restitution

success in Central and Eastern

Europe since the WJRO was cre-

ated five years ago. Meanwhile,

the WJRO has been at the fore-

front in the crusade to recover the

Nazi gold from Switzerland.

The US treads carefully when it

comes to restitution in Central

and Eastern Europe. Washington
has gently nudged the emerging
democracies toward enacting
restitution policies and has com-
mended all progress, but has been
circumspect in expressing any
disappointment or displeasure.

“We do not seek to dictate solu-

tions or negotiating partners.’’

Eizenstat, then the undersecretary

of commerce, told the Helsinki

Commission last July, in a review

of US policy on restitution.

“Rather, we urge that govern-

ments address the question of
promoting restitution and com-
pensation of communal and pri-

vate properties in ways that meet
the expectations of local commu-

nities and are credible to interna-

tional organizations which act in

partnership with local groups."
In Prague, the executive director

of the Jewish federation. Tomas
Kraus, declined to comment
directly on Lavie’s statement,

instead, he told the Czech news
agency CTK: "Nothing remains
[other] than to express regret that

no law was passed in 1991 which
would solve these problems once
and forever, and thus prevent

statements similar to that which
was made by Mr. Lavie.”

In Warsaw, Polish Foreign
Minister Dariusz Rosati expressed
surprise last week at the WJRO
threat, Reuters reported. He noted

that Poland had a new law paving

the way for a return of property to

Jewish communities and that the

government had a plan to improve

conservation of the Auschwitz-
Birkenau death camp.
The foreign ministers from the

16 NATO members are scheduled

to meet in Madrid next month to

decide which Central European
democracies should be invited to

begin talks on membership of the

military' alliance. In the NATO
Enlargement Facilitation Act of
1996. Congress named Hungary.
Poland. Slovenia and the Czech
Republic as the leading candidates

for NATO admission.

Wile murderer, 72, gets nine years

Wolf Gingis; 72, of Rishon Lezion, was sentenced vesterda^

to nine years’ imprisonment for beating his wife, Neha rtsnn x.

to death with a hammer last year.

The couple had divorced in their native Russia and Cjingis

made aliya in 1991. . . .

Fishniak followed in 1993 and the couple remamed. altnougn

neighbors said they fought constantly’ and that FishniakwaiKea

outon her husband several times, even though he had become

confined to a wheelchair:

On the afternoon of last July 20, Fishniak wheeled himself

over to his wife’s living room chair and began beating her on

the head with a hammer.
She fled to the bathroom, but he followed her and continued

beating her until she died. ‘nm

No budget for anti-AIDS drugs
The supreme steering committee on AIDS complained yester-

day about the lack of a budget for obtaining die latest drugs,

which retard the progress of the fatal disease.

Committee head Dr. Zvi Ben-Yishai said that the Treasury

continues to refuse to include anti-AIDS drugs in the health

basket
There are some 100 people in the country suffering from

AIDS and some 1 ,500 who have tested HIV positive. !tim

Sara Netanyahu supports psychologists’ strike

Sara Netanyahu, the wife of Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, met yesterday with striking psychologists, and said

that she has told her husband he should find a solution to their

wage problem.
Netanyahu said their current salary level “is ludicrous," after

Rahel Eisenbach, a senior psychologist with 23 years of public

service experience, showed her a monthly pay slip of NIS 2,820.

Irim

Hundreds leave for Rabbi Nahmanfe grave

Hundreds of hassidim, carrying large quantities of milk prod-

ucts to prepare Shavuot dishes, left last night for Uman in

Ukraine, to spend the holiday near the grave of Rabbi Nahman
of Bratslav.

In his will. Rabbi Nahman exhorted his followers to visit his

grave three times a year, on Shabbat Hanukka, Rosh Hashana,

and Shavuot.

Travelers this time included both Bratslav followers and other

hassidic rebbes and their adherents. Irim

Radio to help dean-up campaign
The Environment Ministry and Israel Radio yesterday

announced a joint effort to help the national clean-up campaign
being conducted under the slogan: “People who liner are

trash."

In a meeting between ministry Director-General Nehama
Ronen. radio director Amnon Nadav, and Mickey Miro, who
heads the radio’s traffic report department, it was agreed
that Israel Radio will forward reports of garbage along the

roads on the same hot line on which drivers report traffic

tie-ups.

The hot line can be reached at die toll-free 1 77-022-3 1 5 1 or
*955 on CeFlcom mobile phones. Lieu Collins

Livnat makes a trip to Vietnam, Philippines

Communications Mimster Limor Livnat leaves for an official

visit to Vietnam and the Philippines today.

Accompanied by leaders of a number of high-tech companies,
Livnat will meet with her counterpart in Vietnam and various
political leaders. In the Philippines; she will confer with a num-
ber of ministers and telecommunications officials.

She will also sign a cooperation agreement in telecommunica-
tions and postal services between the two countries.

On her way to Vietnam, die is due to visit the Asia Telecom
exhibition in Singapore where a number of Israel companies
will be represented. Judy Siegel
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Ex-apartheid rulers threaten to sue Tutu commission
JOHANNESBURG (AP) - A war of

words between the white-led National

Party and South Africa’s Truth and

Reconciliation Commission has esca-

lated, with the party threatening legal

action over alleged bias by the panel.

In a letter sent to commission chair-

man Desmond Tutu, lawyers for the

National Party demanded an apology
from Tutu and the resignation of vice

chairman Alex Boraine over comments

they made about NP leader F.W. de
Klerk last month.
“In the event of you declining to

apologize and to give an undertaking
per our request, our client will be con-
strained to institute appropriate legal
proceedings against you." the letter
said. “In the event of Dr. Boraine
declining to resign, appropriate legal
proceedings will be instituted against
him." National Party spokesman Jan

Bosman would not say yesterday what
legal action the party would take if its

demands were not met. Bosnian said
the party “might continue legal action.'*

The dispute pits two Nobel Peace
Prize winners against each other -
Tutu, the retired Anglican archbishop
honored in 1984 for his anti-apartheid

activities: and de Klerk, who shared
the 1993 prize with Nelson Mandela
for negotiating a peaceful end to

apartheid.

Mandela set up the Truth and

Reconciliation Commission in

December 1995 to uncover political

crimes committed in the apartheid era

and grant amnesty to people making
full confessions.

After de Klerk told the commission
last month that as president he was
unaware of the widespread torture and
brutality by government security

forces. Tutu and Boraine responded by

questioning de Klerk’s honesty. Tutu

said he had personally presented Klerk

with evidence of torture when he was

president

In the letter to Turn, the National

Party lawyers said Tutu and Boraine

violated the Promotion of Unity and

Reconciliation Act, under which the

Truth Commission was created, by dis-

playing bias and harming the credibili-

ty of the panel.

It said Boraine had repeatedly dis-

played prejudice against the National

party, and that his comments at the

news conference “confirmed beyond

doubt that he is not a fit and proper

person to serve as a commissioner."

The Truth Commission planned to

meet June 19 to discuss the situation

and offered no comment on the

National Party demands.

Congo descends
into violence

French troops battle rival militias
News agencies

PARIS - France is sending more
troops to Congo's capital,

Brazzaville, today, following the

death of a French soldier in a gun-

fight, the Foreign Ministry said yes-

terday.

Congolese soldiers fired on one
another in the streets of Brazzaville

yesterday and the US evacuated

many of its citizens from the city

over the weekend.

‘The problem is that there are

[former president Denis Sassou]
Nguesso’s militias and there are

Congolese army units which are not

under the control of their officers,

and so we have seen Congolese

troops firing on their fellow sol-

diers," Cmdr. Alexis Jaraud, the

French army chief in the city, said.

“There is shooting in the streets,

and they are using rocket-launchers

in residential neighborhoods."

Jaraud said, adding there had been

looting in Brazzaville since Friday.

Brazzaville has been shaken for

die past four days by fighting

between supporters of Nguesso and
soldiers loyal to President Pascal

Lissouba and other political and eth-

nic rivals.

- Dozens ofAmericans fled a night

of fighting between government sol-

diers and militiamen Saturday,
escaping die city aboard private

planes to nearby Kinshasa.

Forty-four Americans, most of
them missionaries, arrived in

Kinshasa, capital of die neighboring

Democratic Republic of Congo,
which was formerly called Zaire,

Saturday evening, and described a
night of street clashes.

“When we took off there were
shots being fired at die plane." said

Kevin McCabe, director of
Pennsylvania-based Christian

Missionary Alliance. He said US
officials had hoped to assist more
people to leave Saturday but were
blocked by unsafe streets and a

dusk-to-dawn curfew.

One French soldier was killed

Saturday night during a clash with

“uncontrolled elements." One
Congolese officer was also killed.

Violence erupted in the riverside

capital when government troops,

fearing attempts to disrupt next

month's 'presidential elections,

attempted to disarm members of a
5,000-strong militia loyal to

Nguesso.

President Lissouba ended

Nguesso’s 13-year dictatorship in

1992.

McCabe said the situation had
been relatively calm Friday but
deteriorated overnight. Another
missionary, Stan Hotalen, said

heavy artillery and mortar fire could
be heard during die night- and dial

the houses of some foreigners were
looted.

As many as 150 US citizens live

in Brazzaville, which was the stag-

ing area for preparations in April

and May to evacuateAmericans and
other foreigners from what was (ben

Zaire, had it become necessary.

Hundreds of American, French,

Belgian, British and Portuguese sol-

diers were deployed in Brazzaville

and were prepared to pluck foreign

nationals from Kinshasa if fighting

broke out. But Laurent Kabila’s

rebel army took die city with rela-

tive ease last month, driving out

Mobutu Sese Seko’s government
Foreign troops began leaving

Brazzaville shortly afterward.

About 2300 French live in

Brazzaville, but the French govern-

ment said it had no plans to evacu-

ate them. They have been advised

since Friday, however, to remain
indoors.

Freak storms ravage Holland

A man walks away from a plane overturned by freak winds at Rotterdam’s airport this weekend. Two people were killed and

around 40 injured after the powerful storm battered the Netherlands, capsizing boats, uprooting trees and disrupting tram ser-

vices. A woman drowned in the huge inland Ijsselmeer lake, just north ofAmsterdam, where more than 100 boating accidents

were reported. Many of those in trouble were windsurfers, enjoying what had been a hot summer’s day. In Velsen, on the coast

east ofAmsterdam, a 72-year old man died overnight from injuries caused by a falling tree. (Photo: ap; w«t Reuteri

Ahem I’ll be next Irishprime minister
DUBLIN (Reuter) - The center-right Fianna

Fail party scented a narrow victory yesterday

in a cliffhanger Irish election which seemed
likely to end Prime Minister John Bruton's

center-left government.

“I do think I will certainly be [prime minis-

ter]. But it will very, very tight,” Fianna Fail

leader Ahern said, as counting continued for

the last few seats.

Bruton stopped short of admitting defeat, but

acknowledged that Fianna Fail and its

Progressive Democrats ally would likely form
the next government when parliament returns

on June 26. “It’s looking like Fianna Fail and

die Progressive Democrats getting a majority

when the (parliament] resumes." he said.

With 156 of parliament’s 166 seats account-

ed for, Fianna Fail had captured 76. Its right-

wing Progressive Democrats ally took a maul-

ing and had only three seats, compared to eight

in the current parliament.

Bruton's Fine Gael held 50 seats and his

allies in the Rainbow coalition, die Labor party

and Democratic Left had captured 15 and
three respectively.

Ahern seemed certain to need to enlist the

support of Independent and Green party candi-

dates to form the next government. Small par-

ties. many of them mral-based with local agen-

da. had captured six sdhts, the Greens two and

Sinn Fein, political wing of Irish Republican

Army terrorists, one.

Both Ahem and Bruton have ruled out any
electoral pact with Sinn Fein until the IRA
restores a cease-fire it broke in 1 996 when they

resumed their war 3gainst British rule of

Nonhem Ireland with a bomb in London which
killed two.

Sinn Fein, which shares the IRA’s goal of a

united Ireland, plans to take its first seat in a

modem Irish parliament to press its case for

automatic entry into Northern Ireland peace

talks from which it is banned because of IRA
violence.

Bruton's coalition was torpedoed by the poor
showing of Dick Spring’s Labor party, which
has held a balance of power in several govern-

ments over the past 15 years.

Voters spumed Labor, probably to punish il

for pulling out of a Fianna Fail coalition in

1992 to join Bruton. "We seem to be the fall

guys,” a rueful Spring commented as results

came in showing his party's support has ebbed
from around 20% in 1992 to 103%.

Two arrests in slaying

ofTime Warner boss’s son
NEW YORK (AP) - Acting on

a telephone tip, police this

weekend arrested a 19-year-old

man in the torture slaying of his

former schoolteacher. Jonathan
Levin, the son of Time Warner's

top executive.

Corey Arthur was arrested in a
housing project in Brooklyn,
Police Commissioner Howard
Safir said at a news conference.

Arthur, a convicted drug ped-
dler, was charged with first-

degree murder and robbery. An
alleged accomplice, Montoun
Hart, 25, was also arrested and

ibook
idepartment

US train wreck kills 1

EYE
ON THE
MEDIA

SCARY, West Virginia (AP) - One person died when a freight train

rear-ended a coal train, while hundreds fled their homes and scores more
were blocked from escape by burning wreckage.

Six crew members were on the two trains that collided Saturday night

16 kilometers outside Charleston. One died and two others on the height
train were hospitalized in fair condition, while the three-person crew on
the coal train was unhurt, Tim Hensley, spokesman for CSX
Transportation, said early yesterday.

Several cars carrying automobile parts burned brightly early yesterday,

hours after the crash late Saturday night. Authorities feared the flames
would spread to other cars carrying bleach, sulfuric acid and chemicals.

Hundreds of people within three kilometers of the crash site fled their

homes at the urging of authorities. About 150 people in a hollow could

not get out because the only road was blocked by flaming wreckage. The
residents were told to stay inside their homes with their windows closed.

T heard an awful explosion and saw the power lines go up into a big,

blue ball of flame,” said Steve Bowman, who lives about 15 meters from
the crash site. “I saw fire shoot [30 to 45 meters] in the air.”

Both trains were operated by CSX Transportation and were headed to

Virginia, CSX said. The cause of the crash was not known.

charged with second-degree
murder and robbery.

Hart has a record of seven
arrests, two for robbery in New
York City. The motive for the

killing was robbery, Safir said.

Investigators believe Levin
was tortured and forced to

reveal Ihe password to his bank
card, then killed after his

assailants used the card to with-
draw $800 from a nearby bank
machine.
Safir declined to discuss

details of the case. But a police

source identified Arthur as the

shooter and the person who
made the withdrawal.

Arthur - who friends said was
an aspiring rap artist - used
some of the money to buy
clothes and jewelry, the source
said.

Hart was "along for the ride,"

the source said.
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Montoun Hart leaves a police station in Brooklyn Saturday’after
be,ng

P?!
arSe?, m to? slaying of schoolteacher Jonathan Levin,

son ofTime Warner’s top executive. (AP)

Media reporting on Israel is not only relentlessly unfair but immensely

harmful to Israel and to democratic values.

TheJerusalem Posts popular and hard-hittingEye on theMedia column cites

specific media repots and names to expose the bias, distortions

and gross factual errors that plague such coverage. Reprinted here are 97
"

recent columns on the way the American, European - and Israeli -media

report events.

Eye on theMedia is an eye opener, essential reading for everyonewho cares

about Israel, truth and journalistic ethics.

CITY OF HOPE:

Arthur was arrested three
times on drug charges in 1994,
once while carrying more than
200 vials of crack cocaine.
In August 1994, he pleaded

guilty to the felony of criminal
sale of a controlled substance

and was sentenced to one it>

three years in prison.
He was paroled in April 1995

after completing a “shockTmot
camp program for first-time,

nonviolent offenders, the

sources said.

Jerusalem from Biblical to Modern Times
This handsome history and pictorial album offers a multi-faceted
account of Jerusalem, tracing the sequence of events, and
featuring famous personalities, archeology, spiritual trends, and
more.

DavidBar-Ohm's column is outstanding. He is 100% right.

Teddy Kotiek (Davor, August 21, 1992)

Thirteen chapters cover Herod's Jerusalem, the late Roman,
Christian and Muslim periods, and divided and united Jerusalem.
Produced by Yad Ben-Zvi, the pre-eminent Israeli institute

researching the history of the land of Israel, this volume contains
maps of the city in each period, and hundreds of color
illustrations. Hard cover, large format, 323 pp.

JP Price NIS 1 75 pius NIS 9 for p & h in Israel

^Door-to^Doordelji^ryJwhere available)j_please add N|S 19

To: Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
Please send The City Of Hope to the address below. Enclosed Is my check
for NIS 184 / NIS 194, payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details.
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AMERICANAPPLIANCE PARTS
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JP Price: NIS 39

Books, The Jerusalem Post, POB 81, Jerusalem 91000
g

Please send me copies of: t
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Postage in Israel: one copy NIS 6, two or more NIS 10

Add NIS 14 per copy for overseas air maQ delivery

Total NIS
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• ft'** RSC is coming. No, not
lhat one. This is not the

b“T *5^?, Royal*

Reduced Shakespeare Company
They, could- have called them-
serves ridiculous, or rambunc-
tious, or.Taucous, or raptuious, or
revisionist as well, and, oh boy,

..do they ever ridiculously reduce
- and revise the collected works of
• William Shakespeare. -

-liey- fhst- came with The
..Complete- Works, of

'

William
Shakespeare - Abridged to the
[sr^f, Festival in 1993, where

:
^audiences lapped them up, hoot-
ing with laiighier as Adam Long,
Austm/Tichenor and Reed Martin
mangled the bard.-

•

_
Now the show is returning for

seyein'perfpmiances stalling June
;;24Vat the Cameri Theater with
Chris Mellon, Matthew Rippy and
Ross Mackenzie doing the hon-
oris. Now, as - then, the first 36

-- plays get short, shrift before the
- intermission, with Hamlet ogcii-

. pyrag the.second half.

‘Tllteil them they have to leam
"to be ©root to be” in Hebrew and
that ^ -Israeli audiences know how
to have- it; good time,” says Long
over die

-

phone from his London
home. One of RSC’s founding
members, he is appearing alter-

nately in Shakespeare -Abridged
saydOFhe Complete History of the
Uniied States - Abridged in

London’s West End The original

threesome started as a street the-

ater, doing condensed versions of
‘Romeo and Juliet and. Hamlet at

Renaissance Fairs - near San
Frandsca .

The Edinburgh Festival fol-

lowed; and the rest is silence, er,

history, TheRSC has been so suc-

cessful .that clones were
inevitable. There are now three of
them, including the trio coming .

here, whom Long directed

"They are very creative guys.”
he says, "and they have a lot of ftm

MOVIE REVIEW

Alas poor Yorick, I knew him well: Shakespeare gets a makeover.

with the show. When we decided
to expand we decided that we'd
look for a bunch of crazy guys
who have a genuine appreciation

of Shakespeare's work, and who
could do it seriously.”

“My agent told me I had an
audition for the RSC,” says

Mellon, “and when 1 got there, it

wasn't the one I had in mind
They took me anyway “

He's an Englishman who's
spent 15 years studying and [hen

working in the US, followed by
another couple of years in musical
theater in Germany. Rippy, who
does all the women in the show, is

a Texan who married an English

girl and lives in London.
Mackenzie, a Canadian, was in

the West End cast of Sunset
Boulevard before joining ihe

RSC, and Romeo is one of his

roles. Mellon is Hamlet.
“I like the show." he says,

“because it changes every night

according to the mood of the audi-

ence. We don't do the same thine

twice, which is interesting for me
as an actor.”

Improvisation is part of the

heart of Shakespeare Abridged,

agrees Long, saying "you 'can

ing Charade of a modern French ‘hero
i’s son

a

r'v .*». 'if- -. •’T
1 ' v

A SelfMade Hero begins as a small,

funny film about a provincial French

X Jfcboy witb a lively imagination and
. evolved gradually into a sharply pointed

allegory about memory, fantasy, and die

dubious: legacy of the Vichy government.

Not : that! die -movie grows somber and
preachy, as its historical implications open

out-feinfly.'

.
Writer and director Jacques Audiard man-

' ages an unusual blend of caustic humor and

serious political commentary with this film,

whose elegantly understated approach to its

thorny subject matter is somehow better

evoked by the original title, Un Heros Tris

Discret (“a very discreet hero”) than in the

English-language, do-it-yourself version.

War-time France: a young man named
Albert Dehous (Mathieu Kassovitz) lives

alone with his widowed mother and loves to

read books. Growing up, be heard endless

stories of his fattier the decorated war hero,

only to leant from a big-mouthed school

friend'tfaarin fact his father’s nickname was

•‘Cintiosis” and that he drank himself to

death. Albert, too, decides that a tittle fiction

never hurt anyone, and sets about trying to

impress his pretty next-door neighbor

(Sandrine Kiberlain) with the novel he

claims to be.writing. (In fact, he spends his

nights copying out in longhand entire chap-

ters from a published book.) It works: the

Two fall in love and get married. Lying, be

ISRAEL FESTIVAL REVIEWS

A SELF-MADE HERO
(Tin H£ros TVSs Discret)

Directed by Jacques ' Audiard.
Screenplay byAlain LeHenryand Jacques
Audiard. Based on the novel by Jean-
Francois Denian. Hebrew title: Gibor
bizchut afzmo. 105 minutes. French dia-

logue, English and Hebrew subtitles. Not
recommended for children.

With Mathieu Kassovitz^ Anouk
Grioberg, Sandrine Kiberlain and Jean-
Louts IHnJignant

learns, pays off.

But this little fib isn't enough for Albert

He dreams of bigger, more exalted fabrica-

tions. On the night of the Liberation, without

warning, be leaves his new wife, boards a

train for Paris and begins slowly to concoct a

new identity for himself. He was, he claims,

a hero of the Resistance. By careful study

and some virtuoso acting, Albert manages to

penetrate (he ranks of die real Resistance

fighters, who come to believe that he is

Indeed a comrade. Albert seems almost to

believe himself after a certain point, although

things get messy when he's appointed to an

important post in the French occupied zone
in Germany and we realize (as does he) that

foe charade can’t last forever...

Albert Dehous (Mathieu Kassovitz)
decides that a little fiction doesn’t hurt.

Banging on a can
By MICHAEL AJZEMSTADT

Eleven years ago, a young

Israeli cellist left home to

further her studies with Aldo

Parisot at Yale University. A year

later, a very special music festival

made its debut in a tiny gallery in

New York’s Soho.

These days, Maya Beiser and foe

Bang on a Can Festival are insepa-

rable, as one will realize this com-

'ing weekend in performances at the

Israel Festival. But the cellist and

foe festival each developed sepa-

rately, until they clicked about five

years ago.

Beiser began playing foe cello as

a child on Kibbutz Gazit, between

Afula and Tiberias. “When ! was

twelve I knew that the cello would

take me out of the kibbutz and

would open doors for me world-

wide." .

At 18, she joined the IDF string

quartet Then, after completing her

bachelor’s degree in Tel Aviv, she

moved to New York. When Beiser

finished her master’s at Yale, she

admits. “I suddenly realized all this

does not interest me. I was not

interested in playing music written

many years ago. I was not interest-

ed in going on stage playing a work

which the audience is familiar with

and has preconceived notions

about. 1 wanted to be part of the

creative process. I wanted to do

things never done before.

Today, Beiser boasts over 50
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Yet more poor

performances

T
he Guameri String

Quartet (Henry Crown

Symphony Hall, June 4,

7) is a very polished ensemble.

In more than one way this

American foursome is almost

faultless. However, while they

play the notes superbly they

give nothing more and then-

playing is devoid of humanity,

trlS was totally

blase, their Schubert (DenrA

and the Maiden) was
asbo^

as one can imagine and only m

the Brahms piano quintet drjj

=A.«SS
ihough'tmtl.e whole this was as

disappointing as the rest of the

evening. From a quartet which

has been playing together for

over three decades one expects

much more than this.

THE Tafelmusik concert was

just as bad. In fact it was so bor-

ine thaf it was embarrassing.

This Canadian baroque

orchestra played Handel and

Avison as if they simply didn t

care about the music. The noi«

may have been played without

problems but this is not music

making. In short, this was

another evening that should

have never taken place withm

the Israel Festival.me
Michael Ajzenstadt

works written especially for her

and foe is more than proud that

renowned composer Steve Reich is

currently writing a concerto for her.

She is also about to premiere new
works by the likes of Julia Wolf,

John Zorn, Meredith Monk and

Over 50 works have been

written for Maya Beiser.

Anthony Davis, to name just a few.

Not that Beiser is willing to pan

with classical music. “I will never

give up foe Bach cello suites, for

example, but foe proportion must

be different. Most of what I do and
love doing is new work."

In many ways it was obvious that

Beiser and Bang on a Can would

meet. The festival's initial aim, she

explains, “was to find a new way of

presenting contemporary music.”

The success of the initial festival

brought foe next and foe next.

In order to keep the momentum
going throughout foe year, and not

just during festival time, foe Bang

on a Can All Stars ensemble, in

which Beiser plays the cello, was

foundedIn foe two programs in the

Israel Festival, they will play many
works, including a solo written by

Michael Gordon for Beiser in

which die plays the cello with a

distortion box “and the instrument

turns into a sort of an electric gui-

tar, something like Jimi Hendrix."

In another solo, she plays her

instrument with an IS-channel pre-

recorded tape.

The seductive-looking, 33-year-

old cellist is veiy much aware of

foecommon image ofwomen play-

ing the cello, “i want to destroy the

image of the romantic woman
playing foe cello,” and as you
watch her glittering eyes you are

transfixed by her overflowing sen-

suality and can only imagine how
she erupts on stage.

The Bang on a Cm Ail Stars per-

form Saturday and Sunday at the

Gerard Behar Theater in

Jerusalem.

NEWS
ofthe muse

(Gemini Lewisi

never tell what an audience is

going to do. We want to involve

the audience, like they did in

Shakespeare's own time. The
more foe merrier."

So step up for gourmet cooking
from Titus Andronicus, a little rap

from Othello and all of the come-
dies in one.

The RSC will also perform in

Kfar Sava, Haifa and Jerusalem.

Throughout most of foe film. AudianJ’s

approach to his literal anti-hero is basically

sympathetic’ There’s something likable - at

once naive and a little desperate aboutAlbert
despite his pathological lying. He suggests a
cross between Woody Allen's mutating Jew.

Zelig, and Jean-Paul Belmondo in

Breathless, rubbing his thumb suavely across

his upper tip as ifhe thought he were Bogart.

As played by Kassovitz (foe young director

whose own crude but energetic film about

police brutality. Hate, caused a huge stir in

France last year) Albert is someone whom
we want to see succeed: each time he ties, we
wait with bated breath to see if the details

will stick and his story will continue to hold

up. At foe same time, the fall-out from his

lies grows more and more lethal and, with a
strain of gentle irony that's rare in today's

political 'cinema, Audiard suggests that

Albert is not alone in his lie: modem French
history, were it told straight, would expose a

good many self-made heroes, or at least men
who’ve conveniently chosen to forget a few
things about how they passed the war years.

The film is too bubbly and basically enter-

taining to constitute an angry/accuse and it

has some small problems (the narration by
Jean-Louis Trintignant is superfluous; sever-

al of foe stagey, connecting bits feel precious

and a bit silly; Audiard uses a mock-docu-
mentary format for parts of the film and then

lets it slip). Still, A Self-Made Hero is a

strong and graceful movie: one whose sens-

es of history and humor are inextricably

linked.

IPO returns to the park

After last summer s grand operatic evening
under the baton of Daniel Oren, the Israel

“

Philharmonic Orchestra returns io Havarkon
Park. Everyone who’s am one on the Israeli
light popular music scene will join the IPO on
June 17 ina special concert celebrating 100 ^ D
years since foe first Zionist Coneress Nurit

Uavid Br02a

Galron.’ David Broza, Shofoana Daman. ‘hnel H3dari ’

and nvm>' 0^rs will join the orchestra

5
11 kadishzon in a conceit emceed bv Haim

Topol. A hundred thousand enthusiastic music lovers are expected at
the event. Admission is free.

MichaelAjzensiadr

Rage against censorship

Vfery heavy-me lal band Rage Against the Machine is cominc here
for two concerts at Second City in Haifa June 27 and the Tel Aviv

^ Îrsl Rage, staved on the Billboard top
200 for 89 weeks, going platinum (1 million copies) in 1 994. The
band doesn t take to being censored - the musicians once stood naked
on stage for -5 minutes to protest a parents’ 2roup that wanted its

music banned.

Helen Kaye

Celebrating Beduin culture

The first-ever Beduin Festival takes place at Tuba in Galilee on
Wednesday. The event includes an exhibits by prominent Beduin
artists and sculptors, food, handicrafts, embroidery the skills of the
world-renowned Beduin trackers and the performing arts. The per-
formers include prize-wiiming singencomposer I’thman Muhamad.
darbuka (Beduin drum) virtuoso Hamidi Nimer Nlurjan. the Zarzur
brothers who play traditional flutes, and 1

1 -year-old prodicy Naziya
Ali Ayub. who plays the darbuka and dances up a storm.

Helen Kaye

Early music workshop

The Jerusalem Early Music Workshop celebrates its 15th anniversary
this fall (October 17-23). Musicians interested in participating in this

always exciting and rewarding workshop have only one month to

enroll (call 02-623-4347) before the list is closed. The workshop is an
intensified leaming/playing experience which focuses on authentic

music-making and features some of foe best musicians'ieachere in the

field from all over foe world. New faculty members this fall include

bass singers Peter Harvey and Christian I’mntler, oboist Frank de
Ernie, violinist Johannes Leenxrwer and violist Suzanne van Els.

Michael Ajzenstadt

Woman7
in the pink

The Jerusalem English Speaking Theater production of The Woman
in Black, directed by Kelly Hartog, got four awards at foe Dundalk
International Drama Festival in Ireland last week. The thriller got the

Adjudicators’ Award for Best Sound, ranner-up in the Best Set and
SuppalingActor categories, and Arthur Ingram also got a Certificate

of Merit for his supporting role as Arthur Kipps. This is foe fifth con-

secutive year drat an Israeli group has come home a winner from
Ireland.

Helen Kaxe

A bad fortnight for rockers

The body of 30-year-old glad to be feeling better. I reall

American folk-rock singer thought I’d be seeing Elvi

Jeff Buckley was found (Presley! soon."The body of 30-year-old

American folk-rock singer

Jeff Buckley was found
Wednesday night floating in the

Mississippi River, where he had
gone for a swim, foe Associated

Press reports.

Buckley, foe son of singer Tim
Buckley (who died of a drug
overdose at foe age of 28 in 1975)

was in Memphis to record a new
album. His music sounded like a

cross between Van Morrison and
Leonard Cohen.
The previous week, fellow folk-

rocker Bob Dylan, 56, called off a

European tour after suffering a

potentially fatal infection. But he
seems to be recovering. Last

week foe legendary singer-song-

writer said (through a Columbia
Records spokesman): “I’m just

glad to be feeling better. I really

thought I’d be" seeing Elvis

[Presley} soon."

A third folksy-rocker, the

Canadian Neil Young. 51, also

had to postpone a European tour

slated to begin this week. Reports

say he cut his finger slicing a ham
sandwich.
Singer Mariah Carey is making

a cancellation of a different sort:

she and her husband, Sony Music
Entertainment President Tommy
Mottola, are separating after four

years of marriage. In a joint state-

ment they said they “mutually

and amicably" agreed to a trial

separation. But they said they

would remain friends and contin-

ue their professional relationship.

Carey records on the Sony label.

Jerusalem Post Staff

^A FAMILY STORY /
June 17 at 9:00 p.m.

While reading her granfonothei's diaries Naomi stumbles upon a dark

family secret that changes .her life forever. Thfe^&Oty traces the life of

the Stein family from Heictelberg, Germanyn1935 to Israel in the

early 70’s, while iatbebad^ground historical events unfold and

seeretsare revested' =:;

THE REDUCEDm COMPANY
The Complete WoritsofVyuram^bspeare (abridged).

All 37daysfn 97 minutes
Direct from Ijonddn's West End
June 24at 8:30 p.m.

June 27 at 2MpjiLand 9:30 p.m.

COMEDY OF EEtRORS
Julyim 8:30 p.m.

The smash-hit prediction ofS^espeartifc daffiic comedy, se( amidst a
modem, war-tom MWcte.Eastemi^ wffii dazzfing stage effects, which

BOX OFFICE:03^23-3335 • FAX: 0M23HD172
SUBSCRIPTIONS: 03-524-5211
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Barak’s new agenda

I
n the great battle for Israel’s political center,

the new leader of the Labor Party has one
distinct advantage over his rival: Ehud

Barak is not just playing to the center, he is the

center. His kibbutz roots plant him solidly in

Labor, his lifetime in the military has cultivated

an impatience towards ideology and a penchant

for realism and practicality.

In his campaign for party leadership, Barak
had to fight die accusation dial he was a “Bibi

clone." If anything, however, it is Binyamin
Netanyahu who is trying to copy Barak.

In a comprehensive newspaper interview last

October, Barak laid out how he evaluated die

Oslo Accord. “The conclusion I reached, after

much thought is that this agreement with all its

limitations, takes us on a path which will not be
easy, but does allow us to work towards an
expanded Alton plan," explained Barak. When
asked to describe what his “Allon-Plus” plan

would look like, he rattled off almost exactly

the list that Netanyahu did about seven months
later expand Jerusalem and the corridor leading

to it; annex certain settlement blocs, security'

positions in the Jordan Valley, and on the moun-
tain ridge; an agreement on water; no foreign

army west of the Jordan; and no right of return.

In this post-party, post-ideology era ofmodem
politics, both Netanyahu and Barak are taking

pages from Bill Clinton's and Tony Blair’s play-

books.

Both Clinton and Blair, like Barak (and

Rabin), came to the head of liberal parties that

became tired of nominating candidates that

reflected their ideology but could not win elec-

tions. Enter Clinton the “new Democrat" and

Blair’s “new Labor." Barak did not have to call

his vision “new Labor." because Rabin had
already blazed that path - Barak simply and

fairly claimed Rabin’s mantle.

Netanyahu, despite the ideological facade,

employs political techniques that have more in

common with Clinton than, say. Reagan or

Thatcher.

Netanyahu’s unveiling of Barak’s Allon-Plus

plan '(hi the day after Barak's party victory was
exactly what Clinton did to the Republicans to

win his last election: adopt the other side’s most
popular ideas as his own.
Just as the last Israeli election gave voters a*

choice between almost identical slogans, both

parties seem now to be headed towards almost

identical goals for a final status agreement In

the next election. Barak will not be able to claim

that Netanyahu is a wild-eyed right-winger, and
Netanyahu will not be able to accuse Barak of
giving away the store. The next election will be

less a referendum on the nation’s direction, than

on who the public trusts has the character and
competence to lead Israel in the tough negotia-

tions ahead.

As leader of the opposition, Barak has more

opportunity to demonstrate the qualities Israelis

are looking for than it may seem. Under Shimon
Peres, the Labor Party response to Netanyahu
was. at one and the same time, shrill and oddly
compliant

Peres’s first covert, then open, pining for a
unity government was bitterly opposed by-many
Laborites, including Barak, who understandably

thought it constrained Labor’s proper role.

Now Barak has the chance to demonstrate that

he can oppose articulately and effectively, with-

out doing so for opposition's sake. When
Netanyahu was in the opposition he, in so many
words, accused the government of driving Israel

towards suicide. Since then, he has continued

many of the policies of the previous govern-

ment while defining bis own accomplishments

in terms of the dangers be has prevented.

Barak must lead the opposition differently

from both Netanyahu and Peres.

He should neither be hysterica!, nor pull

punches- He must be critical, but not only criti-

cal, or the criticism will have no credibility. He
must give people the sense that he is running the

party confidently, but more with persuasion

than raw power. But most of all. he must show
that there is more to him than that he is not

Netanyahu.

Yossi Beilin’s proposal to appoint a shadow
cabinet may be going too far, but die idea of

developing dear, constructive alternatives to

existing policies is a good one. The job of an

opposition is not just to oppose, it is also to con-

vince the public of how things really could be

different.

The Republican upset in the US in 1994. in

which that party took both Houses of Congress

for the first time in over a generation, was large-

ly built on a list of concrete, signed commit-

ments made to the voters. Rather than the usual

tactic of being as vague and noncommittal as

possible, the Republicans came up with a “con-

tract with America." which they invited the vot-

ers to hold them to after the election.

Barak should come up with his own way of

showing that Labor is not just running to win.

but to implement specific proposals, and not

just on the peace process. The vacuum left by

Netanyahu’s grand and unfulfilled promises

regarding economic reform should be filled.

Barak must show that he will make economic

reforms that are both sensible and bold, and that

he will not be stymied by the demagoguery.of

those whose statist policies hurt the poor they

are supposedly defending.

He mustshow that he has an ideahow to heal the

social and religious diVides in society by taking on

powerful forces in the Knesset while recognizing

the legitimate interests of their constituents. In

short Barak’s claim to competent leadership

should stand on its own, not just in contrast to the

record of die Netanyahu government.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
IMMIGRANT DRIVERS

Sir. - Since February 1995. all

immigrants arriving in Israel

have been required to undertake

a practical driving test irrespec-

tive of how long they have held a

valid driving license from their

own country, and irrespective of

whether they can prove that they

have been driving accident-free

for any number of years. We
were told that the reason for this

was the fact that many Russian
immigrants were able to obtain

false documents in the Soviet

Union, thereby causing a poten-

tially dangerous situation in the

never-ending battle against road
accidents.

Although the ministry supposed-

ly set down guidelines as to the

maximum cost of driving lessons,

this has rumed into another

money-making business, albeit

legal, for both driving instructors

and examiners.

From my own personal meetings
with ministry officials I under-

stand there are no statistics that

prove there has been any increase

in road accidents involving immi-
grants. let alone those who learned

to drive in Europe, Britain, the

US, South Africa, etc.

In my opinion, the current dis-

closures of arrests of instructors

and examiners in the north of
Israel absolve from guilt immi-
grants, both Eastern and Western

alike, and I call upon ministry offi-

cials to abolish their unfair system

of retesting drivers who have had
many years' experience of acci-

dent-free driving, and suggest they

concentrate all their efforts in

weeding out die bribery and cor-

ruption that is evidently so ripe in

this field.

MAURICE SINGER

Tel Aviv.

ZEALOTRY

Sir. - 1 am writing in response to

Rabbi Herbert Weinberg’s letter of
May 25, in which he queries -
regarding my Shabbot Shalom
article of May 2 - “to whom and
about whom did he write the fol-

lowing: ''Could the Torah be dis-

tinguishing the act from the actor,

the crime from its perpetrators?

Passion that can lead to fanaticism

must be stopped and condemned,
but the individuals, whose motives
were pure, remain close to the

Almighty.'"
It is indubitably clear about

whom I wrote those words:
Nadab and Abihu, who brought

an unbidden sacrifice to the

Temple, for which they were
punished, although they

remained close to the Almighty
as the text indicates. I certainly

meant no analogy whatsoever to

Baruch Goldstein or Yigal Amir,

as Rabbi Weinberg seems to

imply I did. You cannot possibly

compare bringing an extra sacri-

fice as an act of zealotry with the

taking of human lives without
due process as an act of zealotry.

The latter is a desecration of
God’s name which can -only dis-

tance the perpetrator from the

Divine, as 1 have often written in

the past.

Hopefully the last words of my
commentary would serve as a
warning to all future generations:

“National and religious pride

must be nurtured mid fostered;

however, the dangers inherent in

excessive national and religious

pride must at (he same time be
recognized and tempered." Jf this

is true within the context of a
“strange offering," how much
truer must this be~ within the con-
text of, God forbid, the taking of
human lives.

SHLOMO RISKIN

EfraL

PALESTINIAN SECURITY

FORCES
Sir, - On the question of the size

of the Palestinian security forces,

the following points are of interest:

• Last September 27, Steve

Rodan wrote in The Jerusalem

Posr “Israeli defense sources now
say they must contend with at least

80,000 Palestinian fighters with

automatic weapons. This includes

about 30,000 Palestinian police

officers, up to nine security ser-

vices and thousands of fighters

from Fatah and other organiza-

tions who possess Kalashnikov
and other weapons.”

- Palestinian human rights

activist Bassam Hid, addressing a
meeting in London on January 29,

said there were at least 80.000 PLO
"policemen," including preventive

security officers, plainclothes

agents and intelligence agents.

• The Government Press Office

said in a statement on April 14:

“The PA has unilaterally deployed
more than 30,000 policemen in the

West Bank and Gaza, exceeding the

agreed-upon limit by over 6,C00.“
• Replying to a parliamentary

question on May 27, Defense
Minister Yitzhak Mordechai said:

“The authorized number of ...

police numbered among the forces

of die Palestinian police do not

exceed die quantities set in the Oslo
agreement The Palestinian security

forces in Judea, Samaria and Gaza,
which were security authorized by
Israel, number today 1 8,289 men._“

• In response to recent queries by
the writer, the PA Information
Ministry said: “Regarding your
inquiry about the number of the

Palestinian security services, and
the number of the members in each
service, we are Sony that we can-
not provide you with such infor-

mation since it is not available."

Confused? So, it seenis, is the

government- And that's precisely

what the PA intends.

PATRICK GOODENOUGH

Jerusalem.

No-peace plan DryBones

SUSAN HATTIS ROLEF

The prime minister's head-
line-making “Allon-Plus

plan" has blocks of territo-

ries retained under Israeli control.

Included are all or most settle-

ments, all the Jordan \blley, all

the water sources, and the network
of Israeli-constructed bypass
roads around the Arab towns.

In the several remaining “islands"

embracing the existing centers of
Arab population, tbe Palestinians

would apparently enjoy little more
than restricted autonomy.

Let’s face it:

’Allon-Plus’

isn’t even
’Allon-Minus’

Whatever its merits or demerits,

this setup in no way resembles then

Allon Plan - “plus" or “minus."

The Allon Plan, developed after

the Six Day War, was based on
territorial compromise. Its inten-

tion was to hand over most dense-

ly-populated areas in the West
Bank and Gaza to King Hussein,

and most of the Sinai to Egypt
Israel would retain territories vital

to its security, and a few areas of
religious or sentimental value.

Yigal Allon never drew a map;
in feet, he dissociated himself

from one die American quarterly

Foreign Affairs appended to an
article he wrote for its October
1 976 issue.

What Allon basically had in

mind was continued Israeli control

over [he Jordan Valley - except

for a corridor around Jericho- and

the first mountain ridge west of it,

as well as Gush Etzion. an area

around Hebron, and Latrun.

In tbe Sinai, Allon wanted Israel

to keep hold of the Red Sea coast

from Eilat down to Shanu-e-
Sheikh, the LAF airports in north-

ern Sinai, and the Rafa (Rafiah)

salient. Tbe rest was to be returned

to Egypt
The parts of the West Bank and

Gaza Strip that were to go to

Jordan had no Jewish settlers at the

time. These areas would form part

of a Jordanian-Palestinian state,

with a predominantly Palestinian

population. The West Bank was to

be joined to the East Bank by
means ofa corridoraround Jericho;

a highway would link the Gaza
Strip and the West Bank.

Allon considered the Jordanians

and Palestinians a single people.

He objected to what he called

"another Palestinian state" in the

West Bank and Gaza. Every peo-

ple had a right to self-determina-

tion, he said, but no people had the

right to determine itself twice over.

Allon had another reason for cre-

ating a single Jordanian-Palestinian

state: Those territories In the West

Bank and Gaza relumed to Arab
sovereignty would have to be demil-

itarized, and while it was reasonable

to demilitarize part of a state, you
couldn't demilitarize all ofone.

WHAT Netanyahu presented to

his inner cabinet last week clearly

bears no relation to Allon ’s con-

cept It is, however, almost identi-

cal to what, back in the mid-’80s,

was known as the Sharon Plan.

In advocating massive Jewish
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settlement around existing Arab
population centers, Ariel Sharon

sought to create facts on the

ground that would make it impos-

sible to effect any territorial com-
promise, then advocated by the

Labor Party.

At die same time, rejecting Meir

Kahane's (and later Moledet’s)

idea of “transfer," Sharon thought

he could avoid die risk of Greater

Israel becoming a binatiooal state

by leaving the main Palestinian

population centers outside Israel

proper, and by not actually giving

the Palestinians full control over

any territory.

The Sharon Plan was willing; at

most, to grant fee Palestinians lim-

ited autonomy rights.

In sum, the Allon Plan and this

“new" Netanyahu Plan have only

two tilings in common: Both- talk

about the same areas, and neither

can ever become the basis of

peace with fee Palestinians.

The writer is a political scientist.

A plea to the Palestinians

I
want to appeal, not to the

Palestinian leaders, bur to the

Palestinian people, most of
whom 1 know yearn no less than

we do for an end to the conflict,

for an honorable arrangement, for

a peaceful life.

I fear that you have become cut

oft from reality, and that can only

lead to an impasse.

The root of the problem? It lies

in the giant gap between your

expectations and our ability to ful-

fill them.
1 beseech you, instead of bang-

ing your heads against a brick

wall, ay to be just a little realistic.

Tiy to lower your expectations.

Once you do that, you will see

how much you stand to gain from
an arrangement that will suit us

all; and how very much more you
will lose from this freeze in fee

talks.

We. too. will lose. But your loss

will be far more significant, far

more concrete.

Some of your leaders have been

using scare tactics, threatening a
return to violence if the freeze

persists. They predict violence at a

level we have not yet seen if we
fail to reach the kind of arrange-

ment they want.

To this my answer is: We’re not

afraid, because you are the ones
who will lose the most. Yet there

are two sides to that coin - losing

and winning. But your leaders

stubbornly refuse to understand.

With a little good will and flexi-

bility, you could understand that

we Israelis also have conditions,

red lines, limits beyond which we
will never concede.
Your leaders seem willing to

continue the freeze in negotiations

for another 20 years - while you
experience the hardship and frus-

tration on a daily basis, wanting
only to live honorably, to support

GIDEON EZRA

your families, and raise your stan-

dard of living.

We Israelis live with a per-capi-

ta GDP of $17,000 per year, yours

is $1,200. Surely you owe it to

yourselves to break out of this

state of affairs.

What you must do is adopt a

different way of thinking, a posi-

tive one. You need to realize that

between “all" and “nothing”

• We will enable each and every
Palestinian to live honorably on
his land, support his family and

educate his children.

•We are prepared to share every-

thing: water, tourism, economy,
livelihood, all the bounties of this

land.

• We are prepared to build you
thousands of housing units. -

• Once we have peace and secu-

Don’t let your leaders do your accounting
for you. Realize how much you stand to
gain, and what you are liable to lose

there is a middle road, and feat

following it you can obtain a very

great deal, even by your own
standards.

I know Judea and Samaria well.

I’ve been along the length and
breadth of it, and, like you, I know
there are huge expanses in which
you can give expression to most
of your ambitions. So why insist

precisely on those things we can-

not give you?
The nub of the problem centers

on your ability to internalize the

reality that we will not concede on
Jerusalem, that you will not get

the right of return, that we will not
evacuate settlements.

Come to terms with that, and
you'll be surprised at how much
we are willing and able to give
you.

• We, who couldn't visit the

Western Wall up till 1967, have
allowed you, and will continue to

allow you free and fell access to

all your holy places, as well as
complete freedom of religion and
ritual.

rity. you can all take a
respectable part in our economy.
We are not eager to employ for-

eign labor. For many years we
viewed you as family members,
working in our factories, on our
farms, in our industry and con-
struction, in our private and public
sectors.

A return to this is possible,

given fee conditions feat allow it

We’II all profit, and you most of
all.

You just need to accustom your-
selves to the idea that you can
come out of negotiations with a
lot, but never with everything.
And you can lose massively.

SO I appeal to you, Palestinians:

Take stock, and make up your
minds.

Will you continue to flounder in
frustration, or will you take
courage and tell your leaders it's

time to play a different rune? Will
you only receive, or are you ready
to give as well - and that means
giving up your leaders’ unrealistic

ambitions?

Move forward wife us, purpose-

fully. toward an agreement based

on preventing terrorism, on dis-

solving suspicion, on mutual
respect and mutual concessions. If

you do. 1 have no doubt that we
will be in a position to propose

more concessions, leading to

more progress.

In short, fee rosier the future, the

rosier the solutions it will bold.

The choice is yours. Enough fam-
ilies on both sides have paid dear-

ly over the years for thus, contin-

ued state of hostility.

In fee past few months, fanatics

have disrupted our lives with ter-

rorism, preventing us from giving

you the chance to make an honest
living. You have seen how much
you have to lose.

As you search your souls,

understand one thing: You wifi

never get what we can never agree
to give you. We won’t give up
Jerusalem. We won't give up our
right to settle every area of fee

Land of Israel. We cannot give
you the right of return; we cannoi
give you a state, and we cannot
give you an army.
But we are prepared to give you

self-determination, a flag, free-

dom, economic prosperity, and
hope for fee future.

Palestinian people, do your own
soul-searching. Don’t let your
leaders do your accounting for
you. Realize how much you can
gain, and quickly - and realize the

opposite.

Come sit down with us, taDcto
us, work with us.

We can do so much together, if

we only want to, if we only
believe. If you only believe.

The writer, a LikudMK. is aforma',
deputy head of the General
Security Service.

Saddening state of affairs

I
used to know the difference

between right and wrong. 1

knew what was good and what
was bad, what was moral and
what was immoral. I understood

clearly what values I believed in,

and what I was rejecting.

Today those “holy cows" have
been slaughtered, and I am left

with nothing but uncertainty and
confusion in a world of hypocrisy.
We’ve all heard of the “hutzpa"

shown by Ya’acov Ne'eman and
others who said religious Jews are

not sufficiently represented in our
judicial system. There was an out- -

cry by people of principle and
humanitarian values against what
would supposedly lead to judges
being chosen not on the basis of
excellence, but of religious belief.

Yet when the general in charge
of IDF manpower stated that he
would ensure fewer wearers of
kippor served as army officers,

there was no outcry about qualifi-

cations and excellence.

Those same guardians of human
rights also blatantly, and unneces-
sarily, drove up and down
Jerusalem's Bar-1lan Street,

forced the legitimate owner of a
shopping mall to sell non-kosher
food on Shabbat, and kept silent

when Arabs sold land to Jews of
their own free will and paid with

their lives.

ESTHER WACHSMAN
Where were the upholders of the

inalienable rights of man on those

occasions?

When former education minister

Amnon Rubinstein decided to

hold a lottery to choose which
matriculation subjects would not
be tested, he did so without con-
sulting a pupils' committee. But

on Ammunition Hill. I lived in the
vicinity for 18 years, and visited
the site very often. I saw scores of
secular-looking families having
cookouts near the monument to
fee fallen, and never reproached
them for their insensitivity.

But equally, I never read an arti-
cle or saw a picture of them in fee

It seems that citizens' rights depend on
which citizens, and which rights

when the current incumbent,
Zevulun Hammer, wished to can-
cel feat lottery, he was berated by
fee human rights groups for not
consulting the students,

A lot has been said about fee
“ethnic genie" being let out of fee

bottle. But did we hear about the

injustices committed against eth-

nic groups over the years, when
they were coerced into abandon-
ing their traditions and their roots

by the secular- Ashkenazi-Zionist
establishment? Where were their

human rights then?
There was that sensationalized

newspaper story and picture of a

haredi family enjoying a barbecue

press until this year’s glee over a
haredi family gening “caught" in

the same act - which, by fee way.
I consider abominable.
We all saw the TV footage of the

brutal destruction of houses in

Yitzhar. We saw fee violence done
againstJewish women and children.

Yet those who bemoaned the
beating ofArab youths who threw
stones at cars and people, endan-
gering lives, remained silent in the

face of violence against Jewish
children.

I MUST, therefore, sadly reach fee

conclusion that citizens' rights

depend on which citizens, and

which rights. There is no right and
wrong, moral and immoral, just
and unjust - it’s all relative.
And let us not forget fee 25

Hebrew University professors,
advocates of good conscience,
freedom of expression, and human
rights, wfeo signed a letter disap-
proving of the prime minister’s
presence at a.graduation ceremony.
By what right did they suggest

prohibiting fee democratically-
elected leader of our country from
taking part in this event? He is fee
prime minister of all Israel's citi-
zens whether they voted for him

-

or not; and I am certain feat many
of these professors' students voted
for Binyamin Netanyahu. •

The university includes- people
from ail walks of life, embracing
many different ideologies. -The
blatant lack of tolerance these pror
lessors showed portrays a gross
abandonment of democracy,
civics, and human rights to-' polit-
ical considerations.

I would like to recommend feat
these professors all be required to
take a course in good citizenship,
deroocracy, human rights'and tol-

erance before they continue edu-
cating fee country’s future leaders.

The writer's son Nachshon wot.'

killed by Hamas terrorists in :

1994.
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Edward Keaiingmie New York Times

At 145th Street and Eighth Avenue in Harlem,- life seems less threatening than it was a few years ago. From left Candice Whitehead. Moses Rosaro and Rahmel Miller.

By FOX BUTTERFIELD

R
AHMEL MILLER still hears an occasional

gunshot at nightfrom his apartment building in

Harlem: And there are Still fistfights after

school among his fellow fourth graders at P.S.

194 oh West 144th Street

But Rahmel, who is nine years old, says he feels a
> lot safer thanM^hKJ&r brother did wfihn he was starting

4ij^jt 'schocfi* toniy'4,fbw^ears ago- !at- thi^ height of the

epidemic of ffofence touched off by the^advent of crack

. .
cocaineand the guns and gangs'that followed. Rahmel
doesn’tjfceithe need to carry a gun* he doesn't aspire to

- - be -a-drug dealer and when he leaves for school in die

morning, his mother doesn’t kiss him good-bye as if it

ynb goingtobethe last time, as she didwith his brother.
' These are small but significant signs ofhow life has

changed for young people in Harlem and in other inner
'

• cities across much of the nation as the record levels of

murder and violence have begun to recede. The latest

figures from the Federal Bureau of Investigation, re-

leased last week, showed that serious crime fell again in

1996, for the fifth straight year, with murders declining

shaitily to their lowest level since the late 1960’s.

: Equally important, RahmeJ's story may also be an

• important part of the answer to a mystery that has

confounded criminologists, law enforcement officials

and politicians: What has been driving the crime rate

down? Different experts have their own favorite expla-

nations, many reflecting society’s decreasing toleration

of lawbreaking: innovative police tactics, more crimi-

nals in prison, tougher gun control laws.

Other specialists point to the baby boom’s aging out

of itsprime years for crime. Somehave begun towonder
if the improving ecoiromy, with all its new jobs, may
have heljjed— though ‘criminologists have long doubted

that there is any"connection between employment and
crime rates. .

. But on the streets, young people offer another
theory, an explanation backed by social workers, proba-

tion officers and psychiatrists who work with juveniles

from troubled families in poor neighborhoods. They
believe there has been a shift in attitudes among the

young people themselves.

Once a Thug
"People are getting smarter,” said Salahadeen

Betts, a 20-year-old neighbor of Rahmel's on 144th Street.

"It’s no more doing things on a whim. Before, people

would say, I want to sell drugs, because it was the cool

thing tawto.

“Now people are thinking and planning, they are

‘Me not getting shot meant
something. Maybe
somebody had to die for me
to learn.’

more educated about guns and drugs," said Mr. Betts,

who said he had been shot at and had been in jail, and that
his high school teachers thought he was a "thug,"

Precisely what has brought about this change is a

subject of debate among the teen-agers and the people

who work with them.

For Mr. Betts, the turning point came when a close

friend was shot and killed bn a street corner. “Right in

front of me," while playing dice.

“Me not getting shot meant something,” said Mr.

Betts. “Maybe somebody had to die for me to learn." He
is now a college student and a volunteer in an after-school

program at P.S. 194 run by the Rheedlen Centers for

Children and Families, a nonprofit agency that offers

services to poor children in Harlem.

Interviews with a dozen other students and volun-
teers at the Rheedlen Centers program at .P.S. 194

showed similar experiences. Almost all had seen some-
one shot, and ail had a dose relative or friend who has
been incarcerated

In Boston, Bill Stewart, a probation officer, said he
also saw the effect on children who had seen violence:

“They saw what was happening and were witnesses to it

It was too unpleasant They remember their mothers
crying and their older brothers not coming home, for no
reason, and they don't want to be a part of it."

And it isn't just the youngest who have recoiled from
the gun culture. “Guns and violence are much less

socially acceptable than they were a few years ago," said

Dr. Carl Belt a psychiatrist and a former gang member
himself who is now chief executive officer of the Commu-
nity Mental Health Council, a nonprofit agency on the

South Side of Chicago.

A Parent Problem
Dr. Bell sees this change daily in the children who

are sent to his clime, most of them victims of abuse whose

parents are on drugs. “These kids are real dear that

drug addiction is not a good thing and that the violence

Continued on Page 3

Dr. Dostoyevsky’s Diagnosis

Deep in the Russian Soul, a Lethal Darkness
By MICHAEL SPECTER

Moscow

T
HERE are few more shocking trips

one can take in Russia than to the

general wards of a major hospital.

Despite the well-publicized prob-

lems of the Russian health care system, it is

not the hospitals themselves, or their staffs,

that give alarm: it is almost always the age

of the patients and their condition.

“Lung disease, heart attack, cancer, alco-

hol poisoning, high blood pressure " Tanya

Rodinova, a 26-year-old nurse at this city’s

Hospital Number 4, reeled off the afflictions

of five men, none of them yet 50. "The usual

stuff. They are all going to die."

It may sound dismissive, but it is certmn-

ly true. Russian men are dying in middle

age at a rate unparalleled in modern histo-

ry: from too much smoking, too much vod-

ka, horrid diets, little exercise and the enor-

mous stress of rapid economic change and

social dislocation since the dlssolunwiof the

Soviet Unkm. Suicides are on the rise,m are

murders, and some Russmns wonder if yet

another less tangible fwtor^should.be> add

ed: the gloomy Russian psyche. It is not the

first time the question has been

“5
1 is the indifference toward everythmg

rhot u vital — toward the truth of life,

that IS vuai ww
^ u , , opr1prates

Mortal Coils

Deaths in Russia per 100.000 population

for men aged 16 to 59 and women 16 to 54.

Women
198

1990
Source- flussan Federal Statistics

Women
296

T-V- *=.

1995

ewrjrthingthat «££shesWe and geneses

A gloomy spirit oppresses Russian men. Poor diet and too much smoking and drinking don't help.

able darkness of the Russian souL In our

Slif SusigOMaj/ Impact Visuals

day this indifference — compared, let us
say, with the outlook of other, European
nations — is almost a Russian disease.”

It is not clear that such pessimism over

the future and the health of the nation was
justified 100 years ago. There can be no
doubt that it is now. An astonishing drop in

life expectancy for Russian men over the
past decade, combined with one of the low-

est birthrates on earth, has turned this

country into a demographic freak show.

There is almost no current demographic
fact about Russia that would fail to shock:
per capita alcohol consumption is the high-

Continued on Page 4

Whose Life Is This?

Americans want the

right to die. In theory.

By David E. Rosenbaum 2

Should assisted

suicide be legal?

Sex and the Soldier

Wishing for perfection. Living

with frailty.

By Linda

Greenhouse

Turning in His Grave

France drags Gaullism

down a few pegs.

By Roger
Cohen 4
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The Nation

Americans Want a Right to Die. Or So They Think,
By DAVID E. ROSENBAUM

Washington

T
HE issue of whether doctors should
be allowed to help seriously ill pa-
tients die is at the point where abor-
tion was 25 or 30 years ago. The

practice is officially illegal but widely con-
doned. Opposing views are so strongly held
and so uncompromising that one side per-

ceives a constitutional right where the other

sees murder. And the question is being
fought out in court, even though both sides

agree that the issue is much more a moral
and ethical matter than a legal one.

Before its session ends next month, die
Supreme Court will rule on whether Ameri-
cans have a constitutional right to die, just

as the Court said in Roe v. Wade in 1973 that

they have a right to abortion.

That is only one aspect of the national

debate. In Oregon, voters will be asked in

November to decide again whether they
want their state to be the first to legalize

Wanting a dignified

death seems
reasonable. Asking
someone to help gets

complicated.

assisted suicide. Other states are consider-

ing the question. It is the main topic of

discussion at countless medical and reli-

gious meetings tins summer.
Surveys suggest that most Americans be-

lieve doctors should be allowed to help ter-

minally ill patients end their lives.

A poll by The Washington Post last year,

for example, found that 51 percent of the

adults surveyed favored legality, and 40

percent were opposed. The better off finan-

cially and the better educated that people

were, the more likely they were to favor

legal assisted suicide. Hie demographic
groups that went most against the majority

were blacks, who opposed assisted suicide

70 percent to 20 percent, and people over 70,

who opposed it 58 percent to 35 percent ;

they were not asked why they opposed it

But the question is not so simple as it

sounds at first The opinion surveys have not
addressed the wrenching specifics that doc-
tors, lawyers, theologians and philosophers
are wrestling with, specifics that for many
people first have meaning when they face
them personally.

It is one thing to say that if you have
inoperable cancer and suffer constant pain,
you ought to be able to have a doctor help
you die now in a peaceful, dignified way,
rather than have to live a few more painful,
burdensome and expensive months.
But what if the prognosis is that you have

years to live? What if you are paralyzed but
not in pain? How is your doctor’s giving you
a lethal injection different from his giving
you a prescription for painkillers and in-

structing you bow many pills will be fatal?
What If your mind is completely sound,

but you are too feeble to take the pills

yourself? What if you signed a statement
when you had your mental faculties, saying
you wanted to die when your disease
reached a certain stage, and now that the
disease has reached that point, you are no
longer able to express your wishes?
Perhaps most worrisome in these days of

cost-cutting in medicine, managed care and
health maintenance organizations, if doc-
tors are allowed to help patients die in some
instances, what is to prevent your doctor
from subtly encouraging you to ask to die?

No one knows the extent to which doctors

already facilitate suicide. But day after day
in hospices and hospital rooms across the
country, terminally ill patients are given

ever heavier doses of pain-killing drugs —
with the full knowledge of the doctors, the

patients’ families and often the patients

themselves.

What the Public Thinks
Should it be legal or illegal for a doctor to help a terminally ill patient commit

suicide? Here's how Americans responded in a national poll.

LEGAL ILLEGAL

This Supreme Court is

unlikely to find

another right the

right to die— in the

Constitution.

Women

White V r

Black

70 and older

What is most certain is that the Supreme

Court ruling will not end the controversy-

F?r^ite the black and vtote legaL

arguments beard by the Supreme CourLtfus

knot primarily a legal or even a mediqal

issue. Rather, said Dr. Arthur Caplan, direc-

tor of the Center for Bioethics at the Univer-

sity of Pennsylvania. "It's basically a spirit-

ual, emotional, psychological issue that in-

volves redemption and courage and dignity.

Many authorities believe that when laws

are widely disregarded and violations are

almost never prosecuted, as is the case,with

assisted suicide, the laws should be repeated.

“We need to focus cur attention not mi the

law but on making sure abuse doesn’t oc-

cur," said Alan MeiseL a professor of law

and bioethics at the University of Pittsburgh.

Annual Income

Less than

$15,000

Moral Burdens

Many Doctors Already Help
Many doctors and echidsts say that is not

assisted suicide. Others say that drawing toe

distinction is splitting hairs. But no one dis-

putes that many doctors are flouting the law
and helping tbeir patients die.

In a survey of almost 2,000 doctors in San
Francisco who treated AIDS patients, slight-

ly more than half said they had granted the

request of at least one patient for assistance

in dying. A survey of doctors in toe state of

Washington published last year in The Jour-

nal of the American Medical Association

found that 1 in 4 said they had received a
request for suicide assistance, and that a
fourth of the patients who asked for help

were given prescriptions for lethal drugs. In

$15,000-

$29,999

$30,000-

$74,999

$75,000

and over

Based on a national telephone poll of 1. 103 adults conducted by The Washington Post in

March 1996. Those who did not know or with no answer are not shown.

The New York Times

a study of cancer doctors in Michigan, nearly

1 in 5 said they had participated in assisted

suicide.

The cases that the Supreme Court is to

decide this month arose because Federal

appeals courts in New York and San Francis-

co, in separate rulings and for different

reasons, declared last year that state laws

long on the books in New York andWashing-

ton prohibiting physician-assisted suicide

were unconstitutional

The almost universal view in legal circles

is that the Supreme Court will overturn toe

appeals courts and let the state laws stand.

This Supreme Court is simply not likely to

uncover another right — the right to die —
buried in the Constitution. But that would not

mean that states could not repeal their laws.

But others think the laws serve a purpose,

even as they are disregarded. Michael J.

Sandei, who teaches political philosophy at

Harvard, generally opposes assisted suicide

but says cases often do arise in which dire

circumstances make it ethically proper for a

doctor to help a patient die. "But whenever

we decide to take that course," he said, “it

should be burdened morally by the sense that

we are taking a life, something that isn’t

entirely ours to take. Preserving toe laws on

the books is a way of keeping this sense of

burden."

If there is a dominant view among ethi-

cists, it is probably the one offered by Lewis

Smedes. a professor emeritus of ethics at the

Fuller Theological Seminary in California.

Physician-assisted suicide, he said, is one

of the rare issues' in which ambiguity is

preferable to moral consistency, in which

judgments on a case-by-case basis are better

than stria laws or guidelines about what is

right and what is wrong.

"Sometimes,” Mr. Smedes said, “it is bet-

ter just to leave things murky."

Why People Get Rich

Good or Bad, Greed Is Often Beside the Point
By ANDREW HACKER

G
REED connotes coveting, demanding, keeping
more than you should rightly have. Hence the

negative images of Midas and his insatiable

appetite for gold and of Scrooge gloating over
the misfortunes of others. But does toe charge of avarice
apply to charmers like Tiger Woods and Julia Louis-

Dreyfuss?
In fact, there's a public ambivalence about toe

upward flow of money. Americans know the rich are
getting richer: The Internal Revenue Service counts
four times as many households declaring incomes over
$1 million compared with 15 years ago, computed in

constant dollars. Yet today toe character of Gordon
Gekko, the corporate-raiding antibero of toe 1987 movie
"Wail Street," seems overdrawn. Even those unsettled

by the shift in wealth seem hesitant about framing toe

discussion in moral ternas. With toe ascendancy of free

markets generally accepted around the world, debates

focus less on whether greed is good or bad than on
specific checks on excess: on when or which superpay-

ments may be deserved.

Today Gordon Gekko seems
an exaggeration: there’s

much method to what looks

like money-grabbing
madness.

< (a

r
The Pay Minuet

Case in point: “Seinfeld." Ms. Louis-Dreyfuss and
Jerry Seinfeld's two other sitcom sidekicks — Jason

Alexander and Michael Richards — each asked $22

million, or $1 million per episode, for the coming season,

and settled for $13 million, or $600,000 per episode. That's

$25,000 per sit-minute, more than the starting annual

salary of a child-abuse investigator. Greed? Not neces-

sarily. The three knew that NBC (an arm of General

Electric) has a booming balance sheet, much of it owing

to them. The money was there, so why shouldn't they

have their share? Viewed this way, their millions look

more like equity. Moreover, even stars cannot count on
lengthy careers; today’s outsized salaries are tomor-

row's retirement checks. And of course a big part of toe

equation is that Americans like the Seinfeld crew.

from toe shoes’ being made in Asia at very minima]
wages, and fortunes from underpaid labor seldom fare

well in public esteem. Mr. Knight would undoubtedly
reply that manufacturing overseas makes his products
affordable here, which puts critics in the position of
wanting to make people pay more for their Air Jordans.

Corporate executives are employees, like most of toe
rest of us. And like most of us, they can also be fired, as
happens from time to time. Still, their relationships with

their boards of directors tend to be friendly, especially

where pay is concerned Last year, toe median compen-
sation package for chief executive officers at the 100

largest companies was $33 million— the highest it’s ever
been in corporate history, even with inflation factored in.

And the gulf between executives and lower tiers on the

payroll has been growing. In fact, C.E.O.'s often receive

raises just as their personnel departments are sending
out pink slips.

PS©

Stuart Goidenberg

Andrew Hacker teaches political science at Queens
College. His book. “Money: Who Has How Much and
Why," is being published this month by Scribner.
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The pay minuet involves consenting adults, Jim
Carrey has been getting $20 million per movie, and this

basketball season Michael Jordan got $300,000 per game.
But are actors and athletes overreaching when they
accept the highest bid of a studio or team? Thus far the

public hasn't been blaming stars for rising ticket prices.

Similarly, Tiger Woods’s first $60 million for en-

dorsements came before he won the Masters, and he
hardly had to crowbar it out of his benefactors. So here,

too, the charge of excess doesn’t easily fit Since Mr.
Woods has been seized upon as a national symbol, and
looks set to live up to his potential (and has even begun
doing so), his rewards are not begrudged.

Star systems also permeate more staid professions.

The 1,059 partners in New York’s top 10 law firms

averaged $1.04 million in 1995. (For all lawyers, the

national median is $72,144.) But those lawyers own toe
firms where they work, and Americans don't usually

cavil if proprietors take what they like from the tilL Nor
can it be charged that they underpay their underlings:
associates can get $100,000 while still hi tbeir 20’s.

Still, the bottom line is that the firms' clients are
willing to pay high fees for what they think is the best
talent. Charging whatever you can get would become
suspect if needed goods or services were kept in short

supply. But that situation doesn’t apply in toe legal

profession: toe country has 880,000 lawyers, and clients

are not bereft of choice.

Keeping Score
But opinions on corporate pay are divided. More

Americans are buying stocks and mutual funds, or count
on invested pensions, so many do not begrudge extra
millions to executives who make them money.

Then again, even Forbes magazine has found itself

saying of soaring pay; “U Doesn’t Make Sense!" Raising

Just Take It

But what about executive pay? Since 1990, Philip

Knight, Nike's chief executive officer, has seen his for-

tune quadruple, to$53 billion from $13 billion. The reason

may be simply stated: people choose Nike shoes, and
Investors like toe company's stock. So it seems incongru-

ous to charge Mr. Knight with greed just because toe

money keeps rolling in. Still, part of his billions come

eyebrows are some C.E.O.’s who apparently want to see
how far they can push their pay envelopes. The $45
million that Michael Eisner has averaged from Disney*
recejt years is more than 13 times the corporate norm.
Wito stock options and awards of $998 million, Roberto
Goizueta of Coca-Cola has made nearly 100 times more
than his executive peers make on average.

True, both have done well by their shareholders. But
so have many other CE.O.’s who are not nearly so
tavishly paid And at least a few who could have pushed
for that kind of compensation have chosen not to.

Yet greed, if that’s what it is, isn’t always about
money, mid this further clouds toe issue of wtotoeTk?

Motives for acquisition are varied, startingwith the simplejoy of winning. Dollars can be a wayof
016 game te RuP*rt Murdoch (net^b:

rt

53-2
K^i

,on) ^ Ted Turner (£U baton) or tow
one s paycheck compares with a colleague's down the
balL Media moguls like Mr. Murdoch and Mr Turnermay crave one more network or newspaper chain, toe
better to set their imprint on the world - or perhaos to
stow long-ago schoolmates who ended on top.

^
•

Glass Houses
In fact, Americans have fairly settled standards

about who deserves how much. Thus they don’t like toe
heads of health maintenance organizations getting hefty
bonuses when they will only pay for one-day maternity
stays. And past a certain point people begin to wonder
why someone wants even more, and the speculation is not -

always flattering.

At the same time, it is not clear how far the urge to
acquire drives the economy. If anything, toe reversemay
be true. For many political and economic reasons tto
1990’s have surpassed toe 1980’s in creating opportunities
for becoming rich. And those who do. much like the restof
us, see no reason to refuse what comes their way. If that

-

'

is perceived as greedy, then a tot of people are living to
glasshouses.
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ocrisies
.
By LINDAGREENHOUSE

I

F the sudden frenzyhere over adultery in the mili-
tary has a familiar ring to it, no wonder: the most
directly relevant analogy is not Hester Prynne’sNew England but Zog Baird's Washington.

; /Military officershavebeen havingsex foryears
ywith consenting adults towhom theywere not married,
without forfeiting either their careers or their public
standing. Witness Dwight D. Elsenhower, whose weU-

;
known extramarital involvement with a woman in his
chain ofcommand cost him neither thecommand nor
the Presidency. Now, a more limited indiscretion, re-
vealed in the immediate aftermath of the Air Force’s
-bungled handling of anadultery case against a female
bomber pilot, wflf likely cost an Air Force general the
chance to become chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Gen. JosephW Ralston is only the latest public fig-
ure to be set adrift on a suddenly turning tide. Before
President Clinton made Zo£ Baird his first choice to be
Attorney General, countless nominees for high political
office skated through confirmation bearings without
their child care arrangements attracting so much as a
passing thought, although surely more than a few of
them had not bothered to check their babysitters* or
cleaning ladies’ immigration status.

Ms. Baird’s disclosure that her household help
lacked green cards— a completelyunremarkable fact
among two-incomeprofess!anal couples— coincided
with a sudden public clamor over illegal aliens and a lin-

geringdistrust ofwomen who don't take care of their
own children ailday long. The uproar did more than cost
one distinguished lawyera good job.Manyothers, prin-
cipallyalthough not exclusively women,found them-
selves disabled from seekingGovernmentjobs. The ef-

fect still liqgers, particularlyIn southern California,

where undocumentedMexican workers are almost uni-

versally employedin upper-middle-classhomes and
where female lawyers to this day say they cannot con-

sider seeking Federal judgeships.

The paroxysms of sanctimony that sweep over
Washington with apparent randomness are actually as
predictable as tidal waves that hit tropical coasts in hur-

ricane season. It may not be clear where they will strike,

but someone, somewhere, is going toget swamped. Ask
Douglas H. Ginsburg, a Federal appeals court judge
whose 1987 Supreme Court nomination failed after the
disclosure that hehad smoked marijuana years earlier.

Before the next tidal wave carries yet another sub-
set of the battered postwar generation out to sea, a coun-
try searching for leadership for the much-vaunted 21st
century might consider a modest proposal : a social am-
nesty. The curtain would be pulled down over minor
transgressions of the past, and an open public debate
could help decide which future misdeeds should bar the
offending parties from participating in public life.

Pious Scorekeeping
The idea is not as far-fetched as it might sound. In

1977, President Carter declared an amnesty for young
menwho had left the country to avoid military service in

Vietnam— a public act ofgenerosity that is hard to imag-
ine in the current climate of pious score-keeping, but
Which helped the country’s healing process after a corro-

sive war. And 36 states have recentlyoffered tax amnes-
ties, limited periods during which delinquent taxpayers
can pay what they owe and avoid fines and criminal pen-

alties. New Jersey’s 90-day amnesty last year netted $359
million, four times what the state had expected. People
paid their debts and got on with their lives.

The public has never had a chance to debate the
costs and benefits of the military’s approach to extra-

marital sex. There may well be reasons for holding mili-

tary officers, oo pain ofcriminal punishment, to higher

standards of behavior than the rest of society. Or the
price in hypocrisy and inconsistent enforcement may no
longer be worth the theory. Should love affairs within a
military unit be treated differently from dalliances be-

tween a military officer and a civilian? Let the amnesty
and the debate begin.
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Labor’s Lost Love

A Union Comeback? Tell It to Sweeney
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE

S
INCE taking the helmof the AJ1.-
CJLO. 20 months ago, John J. Swee-

ney has learned more than hewould
like about Newton’s third law of

motion: every action has an opposite and

equal reaction. He has discovered that ev-

erymove labor makesto dig itself out of its

hole is countered by a move to shove labor

back in.

Last fall, the 13 million-member labor

federation spent more than it ever had

before in the hope of recapturing Congress

for the Democrats, but that only spurred

corporations to contribute more to Republi-

cans, thus largely negating the unions’ puSh.

Now labor is doubling its budget to recruit

new members, but that has merely encour-

aged business to hire even more pinstriped

consultants and lawyers to beat back the

unions..

“Every action does generate, a reaction,

and at the end it’s not clear whether labor is

better off or worse off,” said Gregory Tar-

pinian, executive director of the Labor ^Re-

search Association, a consulting group. “At

the same time, the A.FX.-C.LO. has no

chmce but to keep on pushing ahead.”

Certainly labor’s rank and file and liber-

als in general have applauded Mr. Swee-

ney’s effort to bring labor back from the

dead. But countervailing forces are strong.

Despite his campaign for new members,

the number of unionized workers fell over

the last two years by nearly 500.000, pushed

down by powerful forces like downsizing

and the flight of jobs overseas. And then, of

course, there is a new economic mood. Dec-

ades ago, many Americans grew up in pro-

union, pro-New Deal households and saw

themselves as members of the working

class, but now many Americans see them-

selves as part of an upwardly mobile middle

fTacc that views unions as irrelevant.

There is a new political mood, too. Not

only did the Democrats fail to win back the

House and Senate, but Congress in many

Union Blues
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ways Is more hostile to labor than it- was
before Mr. Sweeney became the federa-

tion’s president The first legislation House
Republicans took up was a bill to overhaul

the 60-year-old law on overtime, which is

sacrosanct to labor. The House passed the

bill, and it awaits a Senate vote

And while the AF.L.-CJ.O. has built up

many chits with the White House, President

Clinton has ignored many of labor’s wishes.

He signed the new welfare law, despite

labor’s opposition. In choosing a successor

to Labor Secretary Robert Reich, he
charmed labor’s No. 1 choice, former Sena-

tor Harris Wofford, naming instead Alexis

John J. Sweeney, center, was arrested in a protest in New Haven, Conn., in December.

Herman, a distant second choice. And he is

expected to seek to expand the North Ameri-
can Free Trade Agreement without the pro-

tections demanded by unions.

In an interview, Mr. Sweeney resisted

suggestions that progress had been slower

or harder than expected. “1 really think that

things are going great,’’ be said. “I couldn’t

be more enthusiastic about the excitement

that I see when I travel around.”

He noted that more than 1,000 college

students enrolled in a union internship pro-

gram last summer that aimed to turn them
into labor activists. He also noted that 725

people attended a recent conference in Mi-

ami, never a hotbed of unionism, on how to

recruit workers. And in April, he noted,

more than 20.000 activists from dozens of

unions trekked to Watsonville, Calif., to pro-

pel an effort to unionize strawberry work-
ers.

Downplaying any setbacks, Mr. Sweeney
had a practical message: Unless labor con-

tinues plowing ahead with its efforts at

regeneration, it is doomed to continue its

decades-long slide. To plow ahead, he is

pushing strategies like strengthening ties

with the clergy and minorities, rebuilding

moribund city labor councils and redoubling

efforts to recruit women and low-wage em-

ployees. like janitors, nurses’ aides and even
workfare workers — a fast-growing group
that labor fears Is taking away union jobs

and pulling down wages.
Mr. Sweeney, labor experts say, has a

rare window of opportunity to turn things

around after the movement drifted toward
oblivion during the 15 years that his prede-

cessor, Lane Kirkland, ran the federation.

Buying into Mr. Sweeney’s strategy, labor

leaders, often a churlish, tight-fisted bunch,

have pledged money and manpower to or-

ganizing and politics — although only about

15 of the 78 unions in the AF.L.-C.I.O. are

vigorously recruiting new members. As for

the rank and file, it is showing more enthusi-

asm than it has in decades; many more
members of the machinists, service employ-
ees and hotel workers unions, for example,

are volunteering evenings and weekends to

organizing campaigns.
In light of labor’s recent setbacks, it has

dawned on many union members that ex-

pectations for a quick rebound might have
been unrealistically high.

The obstacles are daunting and public

apathy pervasive. Labor still often comes
up empty handed from lengthy strikes, like

that at the Detroit newspapers. Many union

locals are still headed by $150,000-a-year

bureaucrats who critics complain care

more about their Cadillacs than about or-

ganizing. Labor has struck out in recruiting

workers in one of the nation’s fastest grow-

ing industries: computers, including manu-
facturing, software and data processing.

Mr. Sweeney says expectations of a quick

turnaround are naiVe. “Anybody who has
thought about it knows that for the kind of

growth and level of changes we need, we
have to build an entirely new foundation,”

he said. “The decline has been a long time
coming. What we’re doing now is a huge
undertaking. We made a start on it last

year, but the bottom line is about rebuilding

a progressive voice in our country. That’s
something that has been needed for a long

time, and it’s not going to happen over-
night"

The Wisdom of Children Who Have Known Too Much
ContinuedFrom Page 1
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said he was recently stopped by police officers as he was

coming out of a park with a straw in his mouth. “They

said I was smoking weed," said Mr. Bright "It was

awfully tong weed."
j

The young people did acknowledge, however, that

the new police emphasis on arresting juveniles found

with handguns and making criminal cases for gun pos-

session has deterred many teen-agers from continuing to

CarI

”flte

S

first time I had a gun, I had a .32 to my

sweatpants, it was so easy to see I was crazy, said

James Bellamy, a 24-year-old college student. Now,

people he knows are much more cautious: “They keep

their guns at home. They don’t want to be arrested.

The young people and the experts do agree on one

factor that has reduced shootings — the of

the drug market When crack was first introduced in

1S88 the old heroin distribution channels broke down.

“Everyone was selling crack, even the kids, each doing

their own thing,” Mr. Bellamy said. "That led to a lot of

£"ww!^ys saying, 'You standing on my comer.

and shooting each other.”

Now, Mr. Betts said, “the heads,” or big dealers, are

all older, in their 30’s, and they are more organized For

these dealers, be said, “it’s like a regular business, with

employees, and they invest their profits in stores and

beauty parlors and support their wives and children.”

Another important difference, for the young people,

is the introduction of after-school programs and greater

adult attention to their problems as neighborhoods belat-

edly tried to respond to the increase in violence. “Five

years ago, to be a man, you had to have a gun,” said

Treston Lambert, a 21-year-old student at Baruch Col-

lege. “None of my friends believed they could finish high

school or go to college."

lust Ftstfighfs

"Now there are alternatives.” said Mr. Lambert, like

the Rheedlen Centers program at PS. 194, which has 500

students, ages $ to 22, in after-school classes.

Geoffrey Canada, the president of the Rheedlen Cen-

ters, said the younger children today "do not have as
much direct involvement with handguns” as their older
siblings did a few years ago. They have heard shots fired,

he said, but haven’t seen a gun themselves.

“For these younger kids, violence is very much just a
matter of fistfights," a return to the more familiar pattern
of 15 years ago, Mr. Canada said. "Then, I considered
fistfights a terrible thing, but now it is almost refreshing."

Still, some of the young people themselves worry that
in a few years anew generation of teen-agers, not knowing
the lessons of the last few years, will revert to greater
violence. "It’s coming back,” said Mr. Betts. "The little

kids J work with have no family values.”

Candice whitehead, a 10-year-old at P.S. 194, loves
books but does not like her school because of all the fights
She is a cheerleader, and at a recent basketball game, the
cheerleaders from another elementary school "called us
sluts,” Candice said. That led to some grabbing and
punching.

"When you are at school,” she said, "you’re supposed
to be learning, so you can get a fantastic job."
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France’s Old Soldier Fades Away

Power shift France's flew Prime Minister, Lionel Jospin, left, and his defeated predecessor, Alain Jupp£.

4 IE WEEKLY REVIEW

By ROGER COHEN

Paris

G
AULLISM is as much a feeling as an idea. Its

components include a visceral French patrio-

tism that has often spilled over into anti-Ameri-

canism, a strong belief in the state, a Bonapart-
ist flirtation with authoritarianism and a dash of rebel-

lious bloody-mindedness that holds the dry rules of
economics and market forces in contempt.

Variously configured, Gaullism has survived at the

center of French politics, embodied by the office of the

President itself, which was tailored to Gen. Charles de
Gaulle's wishes in the Fifth Republic's Constitution of

1958. The idea was that he should stand above the

parliamentary mayhem that sapped the Fourth Repub-
lic and serve as what he called the “guide and rallying

point" of the nation.

If last week was not the week Gaullism died, it was
certainly one that caused the General to turn in his

grave. His office was diminished, perhaps irremediably,
by the blunders of a GauHlst President. Jacques Chirac,

who put his personal authority on the line by calling

early parliamentary elections only to see a coalition of
Socialists and Communists sweep to power.

Neo-Fascism Wins
The extraordinary sight of the Socialist leader, Lio-

nel Jospin, standing alone on the steps of the President’s

Elysee Palace last Monday and announcing his own
appointment as Prime Minister said much about the way
France has changed. It is the President who names the

Prune Minister; traditionally it is also the President's

office that announces the appointment But as the weekly
L’Express observed, Mr. Jospin has become “a second
President" So he did his own honors.

At a deeper level, the roots of Gaullism were sapped
by the election’s demonstration that the extreme-right
National Front party was now strong enough, with 15

percent of the vote, to hold the moderate right to ransom.
Gaullism emerged, with the Free France movement

in 1940. to confront the fascism of Nazi-controlled Vichy.

It re-emerged in 1958 to defeat the fascist currents in the

French military and society that had been brought to

fever-pitch by the Algerian war. It appears, however, to

have been brought to its knees in 1997 fay the neo-fascism

of the National Front leader, Jean-Marie Le Pen. an
embittered veteran of the Algerian conflict.

“Gaullism’s defeat lies in its failure to drive back the

extreme right,” Jean-Marie Colombani, the editor of Le
Monde, wrote. “The GaulLists would have survived if they

had known how to stave off the threat of neo-fascism."

Mr. Le Pen’s message is simple enough. He is a
racist and has described the Holocaust as a mere “de-

tail" of World War II. With more than 3 million people

unemployed — 128 percent of the work force — his

solution is to throw out more than 3 million French
immigrants. Start with the North Africans, then the black

Africans, then the Asians and then the rest.

Beyond this blunt plan, he has exploited everything,

from globalization to French plans to join a common
European currency called the euro in 1999, to suggest

that Gallic sovereignty and history is about to be washed
away in an undifferentiated tide of American technology

and German-monetarism — a tide that the Gaullist

President, Mr. Chirac, is too feeble to resist

In so doing, he has stolen the Gaullists’ patriotic

thunder, destroyed their dike against the far right and
propelled his party from less than 1 percent of the vote in

1981 to its current position as the arbiter of the French

right’s fate. It was the National Front’s decision not to

give broad support to the Gaullists in the second round of

voting last Sunday that insured Mr. Chirac’s defeat.

Euro Irony

A central irony of the current situation is that De
Gaulle favored European unity precisely to offset

France’s postwar decline and constitute it once more as a
power allied with Germany; and Francois Mitterrand,

Mr. Chirac's predecessor and a Gaullist in all but name,
pursued the same objective.

Yet it is Europe, in the end, that has undermined the

Gaullist message by exposing it to the taunt that the

General’s patriotism has now been betrayed. Indeed,

nothing could be further from the spirit of Gaullism than

the talk of budget deficits, convergence criteria and the

like that is the background drone of die euro’s gestation.

In an impassioned protest, the writer Denis Tillinac,

a friend of President Qurac,-expressed horror last week
at the way Gaullism-haslteen betrayed by the growing
hold of technocrats on politics. “Gaullism," Mr. Tillinac

said, “is a particular eroticism, plebeian, sentimental and
situated at the fluctuating frontier of Bonapartism, popu-

lism and anarchism. You can exalt a Gaullist by calling

on him to fight a German (once upon a time), a Commu-
nist, a socialist, the powerful and the rich. You cannot

provoke an erection by calling on him to combat budget

deficits or satisfy the theology of central bankers."

Such fervor may sound mad or dangerous or both.

But it is there in the angry French mood. And, although

apparently moribund, Gaullism still has the power to

contribute to the peculiarity of French politics.

For while the right moved right in America and

Britain, allowing the left of Bill Clinton and Tony Blair to

occupy die center, the Gaullist attachment to the state

and rejection of market reform encouraged the Socialists

to keep further to (he left, to distinguish themselves.

“The right can’t let go of the state, so the left stays

left,” said Ezra Suleiman, a professor of international

relations at Princeton university. -

What now? Guy Moilet a senior aide to De Gaulle,

once said that “France has the stupidest political right in

the world." But the right will have to show lucidity if it is

to emerge again as a compelling force.

Michel Lussault, a political scientist, said that as

long as thej2byear=oTcfMr. Le Pen was there, no alliance

betweeirO^Gaullists and the National Front was possi-

ble. “ After Le Pen, we could gradually see a rehabilita-

tion of the National Front, along the lines of what the

former fascists have done in Italy."

In that case, he added, a loose alliance.of the right

might eventually emerge. Without it, Gaullism looks

permanently orphaned in the age of European integra-

tion. France does not want number-crunching and Ameri-
can recipes for growth; it wants to dream a little,

however treacherous its illusions. That indeed was the

message of the Socialist victory and the Gaullist defeat

i
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Dr. Dostoyevsky’s Diagnosis

Russia’s Dark Soul
Continued. From Page I

est in the world, nearly double the danger
level drawn by the World Health Organiza-

tion; a wider gap has developed in life

expectancy between men (59) and women
(73) than in any other country; the mortal-

ity rate of 15.1 deaths per 1,000 people puts

Russia ahead of only Afghanistan and
Cambodia among the countries of Europe,

Asia and America (the rate for the United

States is 8.8) ; the death rate among work-

ing-age Russians today is higher than a
century ago. And there is much more.

"The current death rates present the

clearest possible threat to the national

security of Russia." a special report to

President Boris N. Yeltsin recently con-

cluded. “Only extreme measures will help

us out of this demographic crisis."

Societal Suicide

Yet the health crisis has received little

top-level attention and almost no money.
The Government spends less than 2.6 per-

cent of the gross national product on health

care, far below the levels of other industrial

nations. For the most part, it has been
nationalist politicians and health care advo-

cates who have led the debate on the mor-
tality issue, casting it as “genocide” for the

Russian people.
“! don't think when you are killing off half

a million able-bodied men every year, it is

unfair to call that genocide," said Alek-

sandr Prokhanov, the extremist editor of

the newspaper Zavtra and the intellectual

leader of the nationalist opposition. To him
and his allies, the figures reflect the eco-

nomic changes of the Yeltsin era.
‘

"How many have to die before we realize

what is going on here?" he said.

Most demographers say the slide in

health began tong ago and was covered up
by inconsistent and contradictory statistics.

Whatever the reasons, the figures for the

past five years are worse than ever: the

mortality rate for Russian men age 40 to 49

was 16.3 per 1,000 in 1995, 77 percent higher

than in 1990, when it was 9.2.

Even the good news is hard to take: Life

expectancy for men may actually have
risen slightly in 1996 from the previous year
— simply because the most vulnerable

young people have already died. The raw

number of sick children, appallinglyhigh by

any standard, appears lower this year only

because so few children have been born

over the past several years.

"It has become an issue of ethics, of

morality and of politics,” said Dr. Valery

Yelizarov, a demographer at Moscow State

University. "No society can survive such
patterns for long. What bothers me most is

how people assume it is inevitable, part of

the Russian male mentality. Russian men
have always had an indifference to their

health. But it has to stop or the conse-

quences will be too awful to predict."

Soon after Dostoyevsky noted the "Rus-
sian disease," demographers carried out

the nation’s first major census and project-

ed that by this time the population would be
400 million. Instead, it is 147.5 million, and
the most recent report to Mr. Yeltsin sug-

gests that if new health and education ini-

tiatives are not adopted soon the population

of Russia will decrease by as much as 30

million in the next 50 years.

The implications of such change are

stark. Of the 3.5 million people under age 60

who died in Russia over the past five years
— a figure with parallels in modem history

only during vast famines or prolonged wars
— most have been working-age people des-

perately needed to help lift Russia from its

depression.

In 1940, working-age people accounted for

40 percent of the population and the elderly

8 percent Now the figure for the elderly is

triple that proportion, nearly 24 percent,

while that for working-age people has been
cut in half.

No Confidence, No Children
And there is no sign of relief. Despite a

slight rise in life expectancy, the Russian
population fell by 480,000 last year, the
steepest such decline in any year since
World War 1L according to state statistics.

“You do have to ask yourself how long
can this go on?" said Carl Haub, a demog-
rapher with the Population Reference Bu-
reau in Washington. Russia’s low birthrate
— only Italy and Spain have lower ones— is

a clear reflection, he said, of a lack of

optimism for the future among Russians.

“You keep expecting it to turn around
and it doesn’t,” he said- "Obviously there
are very significant tong-term implications

to all this. People often focus on the death
rate. And in Russia, of course, it is bad. But
the birthrate and the health of children who
are bom play a much larger role than the

death rate. They are the future of the

country.”

You Spy?
By TIM WEINER

M 15, the British foreign intelli-

gence service, placed its first

help wanted ad a few days ago,

offering "a career like no other”
and listing a telephone number to call

But a smart-aleck hacker infiltrated

M15’s answering machine Thousands who
responded heard a message from "Colonel
Botch of the K.G.B.," the old Soviet espio-

nage outfit, promising callers their resumes
would be forwarded to Moscow. Aspiring

James Bonds were shaken, not stirred.

Times are tough for the world’s spy serv-

ices. Their mystique has all but evaporated.
Bereaved by the cold war's close, bereft of

their old enemies, betrayed by their own
spies, American, British and Russian intelli-

gence want fresh blood. Each is shopping
for new talent, each in its own way.
The Russians are trying to turn their

traitors into double agents. On Tuesday,
Gen. Nikolai Kovalyov, head of the Federal
Security Service, the successor to the

K.G.B., announced on television a telephone

hot line he had set up for Russian citizens

spying for foreign powers. The deal: ’Fess

up, do your duty for the motherland and you
can get two paychecks, one from us and one
from your foreign paymasters. This is what
the once fearsome and secretive spy service
has come to: pleading for charity on TV.
To attack the international mafias that

are flourishing in Moscow, Russian intelli-

gence is also hiring crime-busting gum-
shoes. Bring your own gun, a bad attitude

and a short life expectancy.

The British spy service's ads seek a more
buttoned-down breed: business managers
and university graduates with four years'

work experience. They note chat British

intelligence officers have had past lives as
marketing executives, teachers, fund-rais-

ers, overseas aid workers, teachers and —
heaven forfend — reporters. The Brits, like

the Russians, are focusing on drug smug-
gling, organized crime and terrorism.

And the Central Intelligence Agency —
well, the C.I.A. has been placing help wanted
notices (no, they’re not called “classifieds")

for 27 years. Last year it ran about 60

newspaper ads and about 120 axis in maga-
zines and professional journals, from The
Economist to Ebony. The agency’s website
(www.odci.gov/cia) just listed openings for

computer whizzes, language instructors,

psychologists, theatrical effects specialists

(experienced in cosmetology, makeup and
costuming), and leather and fabric crafters
skilled in “fabrication." There is still call

for false-bottomed diplomatic pouches.

The agency, though, also wants young

Movie sun ArcMves

Sean Connery, the original 007.

spies. "More than a job, this is a way of
life," its latest ad says. “It demands an
adventurous spirit ... a forceful personality
. . . superior intellectual ability . . . toughness
of mind . . . and the highest degree of integri-

ty.’’ Advanced degrees and military experi-
ence are pluses, as are “backgrounds in

Central Eurasian, East Asian and Middle
Eastern languages."

Boiled down to the basics, that ad might
read: Wanted — 25-year-old Asian-Ameri-
can woman with M.B.A. and working knowl-
edge of automatic weapons, expert in com-
puter programming, fluent in Turkic and
Uzbek. Middling salary, long hours, utter
anonymity. Call the C.LA. — please.

The* agency badly wants Asian-Araeri-
cans and African-Americans, who cart blend
into a marketplace in Kinshasa or a bazaar
in Beijing a lot easier than a white guy. But
they are hard to find and to keep, the agency
has discovered.

In the 1950’s, the C.I.A. skimmed the
cream off the Ivies, Wall Street and Madi-
son Avenue. In the 1990’s,- potential spies
have either skills worth more than the sala-

ries the agency can pay ($32,507 to start), or
experience well shy of the C.I_A.’s deep
needs. That Asian-American M.B.A. can go
to Morgan Stanley and make serious money,
without having to pass a lie-detector test

To make matters worse, the C.LA/S hir-

ing and personnel systems have been “de-

Let’s Talk
teriorating for the past 15 years," the agen-
cy’s executive director. Nora Slaktin, told

Congress last September. Between 1979 and
1996, she said, “there have been five major
studies of the agency’s human resources
system with a total of 66 recommendations’'
but only one recommendation, an annual
report card, was instituted agency wide.
As a result, she said, “We invest large

amounts of money in hiring exceptionally 1

skilled employees but fail to give them the
best opportunities to grow and flourish. We
invest too much money targeting, screening
and hiring our employees to lose them or to
use them ineffectively."

Career Killers

So what is the C.I.A. to do? It says it is
changing the way that it hires, trains, retains
and promotes people. Its director-designate.
George J. Tenet, said at his confirmation
hearings that this was the single most impor-
tant task before him. As Ms. Slatkin testified,
we have pigeon-holed employees in posi-

tions for too long.” In the future, she said,
anyone will be able to compete for .any^ Traiaing will be career-long. Pay
will be linked to performance.
But last week the new generation of spies

was reminded that intelligence is a prates- :

slop peculiarly susceptible to Murphys Law.A former C.LA. station chief, Harold X. Nich-
olson, the agencys own Colonel Botch, was
sentenced to 23 years and seven months in
prison on Thursday for selling the Russians
every secret he bad learned in his 16 yeare ;

wth the agency. Among them were the iden-
tities of many of the 1994, 1995 and- 1996
graduates of the C.LA.’s school for spies -
trainees he himself had instructed in the
black arts of espionage.

Mr NichoIson
> many of those

young officers are now condemned to desk-
bound drudgery far from the back alleys of
the world to careers like any other.
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By ROBYN MEREDITH 011 when she graduates
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:
from Stanford, where she will be a
freshman this fall. In contrast, those

} , .

promise ofa spring with weak grades and little patience
'AA “y* Millions of proud parents for job searches may struggle to find

£ V*'-?*- “V® been descending lately work, as they always do.

* '•

na
>°K can,Puses' snapping But just how good is it for the rest

. 'Pictures of their daughters and sons of the army that is resolutely march*
a^ectlngcoUege diplomas. ingout of the classrooms and into the
. Parents and students alike have real world?

Pr^P‘u’*n£ ^£>r ^s moment for It turns out to be pretty good in-
-- pecades, before many parents tot* deed for a broad swath of the newly

;
: out second mortgages .and the typi- minted grads. Many had the luxury

- • v :<al graduate piled up $12^00 in debt of choosing among several job offers
'

... *° cover bills for tuition, room months before commencement exer-
.. . and; board that average $10,000 a cises began. And starting salaries

Now it is time for that steep are, for the most part, higher than
investment, as much as $130,000 in they were last year.

- toe
;

'case' of some elite private But even in such upbeat times, the
;•>schools,' to return dividends. jobs can be far from glamorous. For

There is plenty of good news for instance, Rachel D. Gunderson is

those receiving undergraduate de- busy making sure there is enough
; .
grees this year, but with just enough dirt on the shelves of Target stores.

... caveats to keep some people on edge. After graduating from the Unlversi-
- Overall, the job market for the 1.2 ty of Wisconsin, she landed a job

. million graduates this year is the ordering potting soil for the chain.
strongest hi memory, partly because Linda C. Roman, of the University of

;• companies, in their aggressive down- Florida, has signed on at Kraft *~ood

s

sizing drives of recent years, may to improve the packaging for cottage
" have laid off too many workers of cheese and sour cream.

. their parents’ generation. In fact, many new graduates are
Many Ivy League graduates and fast learning a lesson that their pred-

- those with degrees in highly market- ecessors have had to accept over the
able areas like business administra- decades: they have landed at the

* - doii; and computer science can ex- bottom of the workaday ladder, with

,
•

.
pect plenty of job offers at high pay. plenty of dues to pay before they step
And the nation’s hlghest-proflle stu- up to the next rung.

-- dent, Chelsea Clinton, is unlikely to And for a growing number of grad-

:. i find herself behind a counter waiting uates, that ladder isn’t even the one

Prepared by Goldman. Sachs & Co. using data derived from the Financial Times/Standard &
Poor's Actuaries yi/brid indices, a measure of slock market performance. The FT Indices are

compiledjointly byThe FinanctalTimes Limited. Goldman. Sachs& Co. and Standard & Poor's, in

conjuhciion with the Institute ofActuaries and Faculty ofActuaries. ...

PERFORMANCE IN U.S, DGLLAR5 IN LOCAL CURR.

: Week
;
Country . .. Index %Ctig.

Australia ' V 231.53 -- 0:7

..Austria 195.41 0.4

Belgium . 249.86 0.5

..Brazil'. ' 269.53 0.0

Britain - 297.79 - 0.2

Canada. 209.18 1.8

Denmark • :

. 382.58 0.6

Finland 269.57 0.8

France 222.59 3.9

Germany 213.79 2.5

Hong Kong ' .521.65 0.8

Indonesia 241.13 - 0.8

.Ireland. • 344.il 0.8

. Italy ..
88.04 0.7

-.Japan' 133.87 2.7

• Malaysia 537.73 0.6

Mexico 1,478.22 3-7

Netherlands 378.69 2.5

New2ealand 91.38 0.8

Norway 313.29 0.9

Philippines 165.17 - 4.0

Singapore 393.34 0.3

. South Africa 362.37 3.3

Spain 255.40 3.6

Sweden 455.42 2.0

Switzerland .
296.09 2.9

. Thailand 61.63 - 5.9

United States 347.58 1.2

Ago

109.30

1.5372

1.3645

1.5360

Exchangerate

Japanese, yen to the U.S. dollar

German
;

marks to the U.S. dollar

Canadian dollars to the U.S. dollar

U.S. dollars to the British pound

Friday Friday % Chg.

114.60 116.22 -1.39

1.7258 1.7063- + 1.14

1.3181 1.3770 +0.44

1.6316 1.6410 -0.57

Wtok YTD YTD Dividend YTD
Hank % Chg. Rank Yield Index %Chg.

25 4.3 19 3.80 202.74 9.1

2f Z9 22 1.89 . 175.57 15.5

20 9.7 11 3.26 219.73 23.2

23 42.1 1 1.35 532.09 46.7

24 5.2 17 &68 271.30 10.6

10 10.2 9 1.86 209.67 11.3

18 8.7 12 1.48 342.51 21.3

16 9.7 10 1.55 293.63 23.6

1 4.0 20 2.78 203.74 16.7

7 12.5 B 1.47 192.16 26.2

14 2.9 23 2.91 518.61 3.0

26 5.7 15 i:S9 359.53 8.7

15 4.6 18 2.99 326.32 19.2

17 5.5 .16 2.24 111.99 18.1

6 3.7 .21 0.81 97.62 3.1

19 -10.9 26 1.32
'

520.08 -11.4

2 21.2 3 1.16 12.920.78 23.1

8 12.7 7 2.32 336.12 26.7

13 - 0.4 24 4.08 70.53 2.3

12 6.0 14 2.02 304.79 19.0

27 -18.9 27 0.86 217.22 -18.6

22 - 6.3 25 1.17 259.05 - 4.3

4 13.8 6 2.45 355.10 9.1

3 16.2 4 2.31 282.97
.

30.6

9 7.9 13 1.98 525.22 23.2

5 24.1 2 1.26 266.30 34.1

28 -35.7 28 5.44 57.45 -39.7

11 15.2 5 1.76 347.58 15.2

that they — or their long-suffering

parents — originally had in mind.

For them, it is not always clear why
an expensive education was needed.

“None of my friends ever told me
about the car-washing part,” said

Julie A. Schenk, 22, who turned down
two other offers to work as a man-
agement trainee at Enterprise Rent-

a-Car after graduating in December
from the University of Dayton.

Ms. Schenk, whose major was
communications managemem. isn't

the only one washing cars — 5,000

members of the Class of 1997 are

expected to sign up with Enterprise,

where cleaning is just one of the

dues-paying chores.

Others have taken similar training

jobs at department store chains,

where they wait on customers.

That can leave some parents hor-

rified that their children don’t have
more to show for all the financial

sacrifices.

“It is like sticker shock,” said Kev-
in J. Nutter, the career services di-

rector at the University of Minnesota
in Minneapolis. The problem for peo-

ple in this group isn't that they won't

find work, “but that they may not

find what they think is good work,”
Mr. Nutter said.

That is because the number of

service-sector jobs has grown as the

number of management positions

has shrunk, he said. At the same
time, so many people are now gradu-

ating from college that a degree no
longer carries the cachet that it did

even a generation ago.

If the experience of recent gradu-

ating classes is any guide, many in

this year’s crop will quickly grow
dissatisfied. Members of the Class of

1994 at the University of Illinois at

Urbana-Champaign, for example,
were asked a year after they gradu-
ated whether their college training

was being put to good use.

“Almost 40 percent considered

themselves underemployed,” nearly

double the percentage of recent

years, said David S. Bechtel director

of the university’s career services

center.

But there is little complaining so

far from the new graduates.

“I had a lot of friends who were
working for Enterprise, and they ail

spoke highly of it,” said Ms. Schenk,

who said she was not disappointed in

her job, despite being surprised by
some of her duties.

Others who have crossed over to

the working world in recent months

are also making do or even flourish-

ing.

Following are tales from the

trenches that offer hope and guid-

ance to those just now trading in

their diplomas, caps and gowns for

briefcases and business suits.

Rental Clerks

Joining a Fraternity

With 12-Hour Days

Few parents who squirrel away
money for years to pay college bills

picture their children hanging up a
hard-won diploma behind a rental

car counter, but about 10,000 moms
and dads will watch it happen this

year.

Indeed, Enterprise Rent-a-Car is

probably hiring more members of

this year’s graduating class than any
other company. The 5,000 graduates

scheduled to join Enterprise will be

paid $22,000 to $30,000, depending on

where they Jive, and all will start out

behind the counters of the company's

3,000 branches around the country.

Most graduates who join Enter-

prise — along with their parents —
must first get over the idea of work-

ing for a car rental company.
“Recruiting is tough,” said An-

drew C. Taylor, president and chief

executive of Enterprise, based in SL

Louis. Some of those who accept jobs

have a hard time breaking the news
to their families.

Still, satisfied Enterprise hires

said they found the jobs refreshing

because the company is so entrepre-

neurial, offering responsibility and a

chance to move up quickly.

Mr. Taylor's company tends to

hire men and women who are a lot

like him — friendly, clean-cut and

active at college in fraternities or

sororities or team, sports. Oh, and

they must not be too proud to clean

cars from time to time, either.

“The managemenrof this business

started behind a rent-a-car counter,”

Mr. Taylor said, telling how he re-

cently pitched in to vacuum a car
during a visit to a busy .Enterprise

branch.

Consider William D. Lucy, 25, who
was a member of Delta Chi and
played intramural volleyball and

flag football at Southwest Missouri

State University in Springfield. He
graduated last year with a 37 grade-

point average, with a major in mar-
keting and a minor in management

“I did not go to college thinking I

wanted to rent cars,” Mr. Lucy ac-

knowledged. Instead, "1 saw myself

going into business.”

The affable Mr. Lucy, who likes to

grasp your shoulder when he shakes
your hand, had several sales jobs to

choose from, but Enterprise looked

the best to him. Since starting in

March in Sl Louis, Mr. Lucy has
been working 12-hour days, what
passes for normal at Enterprise,

starting at 7:15 each morning. He
pins a gold name tag — just plain

“Bill” — on his gray suit and greets

customers as they walk in the door.

He rents cars during the morning
and evening rushes — including driv-

ing to pick up customers at their

homes or offices. Enterprise's trade-

mark service touch. In between, he
calls body shops on behalf of renters

whose cars were crumpled in acci-

dents. When the mechanics take

longer than promised, he calls the

renters' insurance companies to ar-

range for extensions of Enterprise

rentals. Once a week, Mr. Lucy
spends part of the day delivering

pizza or doughnuts to mechanics at

nearby repair shops and secretaries

at local offices, trying to win busi-

ness for Enterprise with his compa-
ny's equivalent of taking a client to

lunch.

Now, Mr. Lucy sees himself as the

businessman he always wanted to

be. “I'm wearing a suit every day,”
he said with a proud smile.

About 25 percent of Enterprise’s

trainees will grow dissatisfied and
leave the company within six

months. Most of those who remain
will have a chance to apply for a
promotion within a year. Those who
make the grade get raises, are
named assistant managers andhave
their salaries tied to the perform-

ance of their branches.

If Mr. Lucy does well, he could

turn out like Cory A. Phillips, 26, a

1992 graduate of Columbia College in

Columbia, Mo., who joined Enter-

prise 14 months ago and has already

been promoted twice.

“If you prove yourself, you don’t

have to worry about spending two
years before you become a man-
ager,” said Mr. Phillips, now a

branch manager in SL Louis. The
training means that all managers
learn the business from the bottom

up and have a financial interest in

seeing it succeed, he said.

The strategy seems to have
worked: Enterprise now has 31,200

domestic employees but Just 1,000 at

Its corporate headquarters, with 700

of those responsible for keeping the

company's computer network up and

running. The privately held company
has grown 25 percent a year for 11

years, and now has the largest fleet

in the rental car business. It avoids

airport business, concentrating in-

stead on the so-called replacement

niche, providing rentals for custom-

ers whose cars are being repaired or

who just need an extra set of wheels

for a while.

Packaging Developer

Trading the Stage

For Live Culture

Linda C Roman started her col-

lege career as a theater major who
made ends meet by working as a
waitress. “Every once in a while I

see someone on TV I waited tables

with,” she said.

But Ms. Roman, too, has left wai-

tressing behind for a full-time job In

culture — in “live cultures,” that is,

the kind that produce sour cream,

cottage cheese and chip dips.

After changing her major to chem-

ical engineering, Ms. Roman was of-

fered a job in Glenview, 11L, at Kraft

Foods, which is owned by Philip Mor-

Sieve Won (or Lt»e New York Tunes

Rebecca Johnson, a recent Univer-

sity of Michigan graduate.

ris and is the country’s largest pack-

aged-food company. She helps de-

velop the packaging for 126 varieties

of Kraft products, chief among them
Breakstone's sour cream, Light 'n

Lively cottage cheese and Kraft

creamy onion dip.

Kraft plans to hire 85 new gradu-

ates like Ms. Roman this year to help

sell more Jell-O, Stove Top Stuffing,

Maxwell House coffee, Kool-Aid,

Toblerone chocolate bars and Cheez
Whiz spread, paying salaries of

$21,000 to $42,000. Thousands of simi-

lar entry-level jobs will be filled at

companies like General Mills, Na-
bisco and Frito-Lay; Procter &
Gamble will hire more than 700.

When Ms. Roman, 31, graduated

last August from the University of

Florida in Gainesville with a grade-

point average of 3.75, she had long

since sewn up the job at Kraft; its

offer was one of five that came her
way. So in the weeks after gradua-

tion, she took the time to portray the

Wicked Witch in a children’s play

before moving to the Chicago sub-

urbs last September to begin at

Kraft.

There, she works in her cubicle or

in a lab, and has so far visited five of

the six factories where her sour

creams, dips and cottage cheeses are
made, making sure the plastic tubs

and boxes work properly and helping

to develop better packaging for fu-

ture products. In the lab, she meas-
ures and tests the packages, check-

ing, for instance, that when a custom-

er opens a lid, it peels off smoothly

and doesn't tear. “I love the consum-
er end,” she said.

She didn't expect to. Ms. Roman
recalls her negative reaction when
she came upon Kraft at a college

recruiting fair. “When I first saw
Kraft, I didn’t want to work for

them,” she said. She thought that

serious chemical engineers worked

for oil and chemical corporations,

she said, not a company best known
for macaroni and cheese.

Kraft’s competitors face similar

hurdles. A glossy brochure distribut-

ed by Procter & Gamble at recruit-

ment fairs shows young employees
standing proudly next to their

wares: MetamuciL Sure deodorant

and Charmin toilet paper.

Still, one irresistible force lured

plenty of candidates to the Kraft

recruiting booth on campus. “They
had free food,” Ms. Roman said with

a shrug. After a summer internship

in which she helped develop apple-

cinammon-flavored cream cheese,

she discovered that she liked apply-

ing what she learned in the class-

room to the real world of supermar-

ket shelves.

Being an actress might be more
glamorous, but her father, Kenneth

Roman, said he used to worry about

her plans to make a living on stage.

“Two out of a thousand make it,” he

said.

Now, Mr. Roman says he feels his

daughter has a secure future. “I

really had no idea that she would go

into engineering," Mr. Roman said.

“I feel very proud.”

Indeed, his daughter is among
those that Kraft found through its

college recruitment program. Kraft

focuses its recruiting efforts on a

short list of large colleges and uni-

versities where it previously had

success: Ohio State, Wisconsin, Penn

State, Purdue, Howard, Florida and

Michigan State, along with Illinois

and Northwestern— schools that are

relatively near its headquarters in

Northfield, 111.

Kraft weeds out some students in
short, on-campus interviews, then
brings the rest to Chicago for further
screening. Students check into a ho-
tel the night before their interview to
find duffel bags full of — what else?— Kraft food. With the economy
booming, recruiters try to decide
quickly whom to hire.

“If you wait to make an offer,”
said Karen Y. Vaughn, a senior
human resources manager at Kraft,
“the good students are gone.”

Merchandise Analysts

From Shirt Buying
To Dirt Buying
Deep inside a building in down-

town Minneapolis, past the rows of
cubicles watched over by a giant
Winnie the Pooh and dozens of other
stuffed animals, beyond the spot
where the furry animals give way to
plants lining the offices, is the desk of
Rachel D. Gunderson, 22.

Ms. Gunderson, a graduate of the
University of Wisconsin at Madison,
is one of the newest merchandise
analysts at the headquarters of Tar-
get, the discount-store chain.
“I’m in charge of soil,” Ms. Gun-

derson said. As in potting soil. Target
sells about 20 different bags, and it

falls on Ms. Gunderson to make sure
there is enough on the shelves of the
chain's 750 stores nationwide.

Buying dirt for Target is typical of

the entry-level responsibilities that

thousands of this year’s graduates
will soon assume. The Dayton Hud-
son Corporation, based in Minneapo-
lis, owns Target, Mervyn’s and three

department store chains: Dayton’s,
Hudson’s and Marshall Field's. The
company plans to hire 1,150 gradu-
ates this year at starting pay of

$30,000 to $34,000. Dayton Hudson’s
competitors — including the May
Department Stores, Neiman Marcus,
J. C. Penney, Kmart and Federated
Department Stores — together hire

thousands more.
Ms. Gunderson, who graduated

with a 3.0 grade-point average in

December, started her job in mid-
April. A journalism major who spe-

cialized in marketing and had a mi-
nor in business, she turned down an
offer from Andersen Consulting and

instead took this 8-to-5 job, which
came with 12 weeks of training.

Ms. Gunderson inherited the pot-

ting-soil responsibilities from her

designated mentor. She is learning

how to send electronic orders to Tar-

get’s suppliers, how to use spread-

sheets to show soil sales histories

and how to project howmany bags of

dirt Target will need on hand when
an ad for potting soil appears.

Jacqueline T. Punch, central hu-

man resources director for Dayton

Hudson, said competition for high-

qualitygraduates was fierce. “There
is definitely a sense that they can be

very selective," Ms. Punch said.

"The last two years it has really

become more difficult”

Still, Dayton Hudson hires only 5 to

7 percent of the students it talks to,

so the competition goes both ways.

The entry-level merchandising

jobs go fast “This job is like the

most sought-after position” at the

Carlson School of Management of the

University of Minnesota, said an-

. other new Target merchandise ana-

lyst, Douglas M. Fischer. 23.

After graduating in March with an

accounting major and a 3.0 grade-

point average, Mr. Fischer was put

in charge of buying stationery at

Target His best day so far came
when he pushed a button on his com-
puter to order $350,000 worth of pa-

per and envelopes.

Across the street Rebecca E.

Johnson, 23, who graduated from the

University of Michigan with an art

history degree and a 3.4 grade-point

average, is a merchant trainee for

Dayton’s. Her job is to help select the

men's shirts and ties for the depart-

ment store chain.

By the time Ms. Johnson, Ms. Gun-
derson and Mr. Fischer hand their

shirt buying, dirt-buying and station-

ery-buying responsibilities to the

graduates of 1998, they could be well

on their way to solid futures at Day-
ton Hudson. Within five years, suc-

cessful new hires earn $45,000 to

$70,000 as full-fledged buyers, Ms.

Punch said. *

tie 2-6: Dow Industrials Surpass 7,400 as Bonds Rally

ESTTG EQUITIES

road market

.&P. 500 index

Up 1.15%
858.01

luecMpft

aw 30 industrials

Up 1.43%
7.435.78

nag capitalization

jssell 2000 index

Up 1.68%
387.14

+15%

-15

DOMESTIC BONDS

|
Treasuries

Ryan Labs. Tola! Return^

|
Municipals

Bond Buyer index

Corporates

Merrill Lynch Master index

M M

Up 0.96%
198.28

Up 0.88%
118.22

Up 1.07%
870.74

+15%

-IS

EE

around the world

European stocks

F.T.-Actuaries Europe

Up 1.51%
261.49

Aslan stocks

F.T.-Actuaries Pacific Basin

Up 2.06%
152.42

Gold °P 0.26%

-1 New York cash price $345.70

F&agn indexes are given >n dollar terms

+15%

-15

M J

Sources Bank Rate Monitor; Bloomberg Financial Markets: The Bond Buyer. Datastream:

Goldman. Sachs. I8C‘s Money Fund Report; Merrill Lynch; Standard £ floor’s.- Ryan Labs

YIELDS

BONDS

Long bonds 6.77%
30year Treasuries Down 14 basis pts.

Notes
2-year Treasuries

6.08%
Down 12 basis pts.

- Municipals 5.67%
- Bond Buyer index Down 7 basis pts.

100basispants - 1 percentage part

90-DAY RELATIVE TREND
Changs In basis posits

+80

M
-80
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OTHER INVESTMENTS

Money market funds

Taxable average

5.02%
Up '3 basis pts.

Bank C.D.’s

1-year small savers

5.23%
Unchanged

Stocks

S.&P 500 dividend yield

1.80%
Down 2 b.p.

Changari
basis points.
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A Poor Deal for the Tongass
The anti-conservationist wing of the Republi-

can Party has used every legislative tactic in the

book to test the Clinton Administration’s resolve on
environmental issues. With a few exceptions, the

Administration has stood up to the test, resisting

Congressional efforts to weaken environmental
statutes and commercialize the public lands. Now
conies a new challenge, not from Congress but from
the Forest Service, a branch of the Agriculture

Department that controls the annual “harvest" in

the national forests. Over the years, it has done
pretty much what it wanted regardless of who
occupied the White House.

The service recently issued the broad outlines

of its long-awaited land management plan for the

Tongass National Forest in southeastern Alaska.

The plan is not reassuring. It calls for too much
logging in a forest that has already been heavily cut

and, worse, would- threaten watersheds vital to the

Tongass’s biological future and to the livelihoods of

commercial fishermen.
The Tongass is of almost talismanic impor-

tance to environmentalists. Its 17 million acres are

rich in spruce, hemlock and cedar, contain the

largest remaining stands of old-growth trees in the

United States and provide habitat for grizzly bears,

bald eagles, countless salmon and a range of other

rare species. For different reasons, the Tongass is

important to Alaska’s Congressional delegation.

The forest has provided jobs for thousands of log-

gers and sawmill workers in an otherwise de-

pressed region. The number of jobs is now well

below historic highs, and Alaska’s politicians would
like a much higher harvest than the new plan

proposes. The stage is thus set for a nasty political

and bureaucratic battle that the White House may
have to resolve.

Under the 10-year plan, loggers could harvest

up to 267 million board feet of timber every year.

While only half the old limit, it is more than double

The House Ethics Moratorium
In January, after partisan haggling dragged

out the investigation and eventual reprimand of

Speaker Newt Gingrich, the House decided to take a
breather. The chamber declared a moratorium on
the filing of new ethics complaints and formed a
bipartisan task force to look at overhauling the

troubled workings of the House ethics committee.

This was not entirely a bad idea. Reform clear-

ly is needed. But the moratorium has now dragged
on for six months, and serious ethics complaints

against two powerful Republicans — Tom DeLay,
the majority whip, and Bud Shuster, the Transpor-

tation Committee chairman— have been left fester-

ing while a panel led by Bob Livingston, a Republi-

can, and Benjamin Cardin, a Democrat, considers a

reform package.
The latest rumblings from the secret delibera-

tions have raised concerns that the panel may be

preparing to seek quick House action on a defective

plan. The task force seems not to have absorbed

the main lesson of the Gingrich case, which is the

value of using independent fact-finders to investi-

gate complaints as a way to lessen the partisan

logjams and the political and personal pressures

members face when judging their peers. The final

proposal is not expected to tackle this central issue.

On the plus side, the task force reportedly wants

to scrap the system that forces outside groups

seeking to file an ethics complaint to first obtain

formal letters from three House members declining

to file it But the price sounds too steep. Such groups

would reportedly no longer be able to base formal

complaints on news accounts of possible ethics

violations. Yet nearly every major ethics investiga-

tion has stemmed from information developed

through the work of investigative journalists. The
Senate, by contrast, allows citizens to directly file

complaints based on news stories.

Common Cause worries that the proposal would

grant too much authority to the ethics committee’s

chairman and ranking members and raise too high

the standard of proof to be met before the ethics

committee pursues an investigation.

There is a chance that the plan will be brought

to the floor for hasty approval, without giving the

public or members a chance to fully analyze the

details. That would be a mistake. The integrity and

credibility of the House require an open debate of

the proposal and rejection of any changes that

might undermine effective ethics enforcement

Editorial Notebook

Fear and Immobility in Albany
There is something about T

New York’s Legislature that .L/CIlQing
trivializes everything it touches. T> + L-I /
Mario Cuomo, you may recall, JYIX. a Staid \

claimed he could not run for

President of the United States because State Senator

Ralph Marino of Muttontown would not agree on a

budget Now we have Gov. George Pataki, bearer of good

voter approval ratings, held captive to State Senator

Joseph Bruno of Rensselaer County and his theories on

rent decontrol.

Mr. Bruno announced in February that unless the

Democratic Assembly agreed to phase the rent laws out

quickly, he was prepared to let them expire on June IS.

Everyone Immediately understood that the Legislature

was not going to do a thing until summer. In Albany, a

deadline is not die very last minute at which something

can be done. It is the very first moment at which

negotiations can begin. “Each side has strong vested

groups they have made a commitment to. If someone
compromises prior to that date, it seems like they're

selling out their constituencies,” said Vito Lopez, the

chairman of the Assembly Housing Committee.

In an attempt to get things moving, Governor Pataki

jumped in with his own. compromise plan. In which

apartments would be decontrolled as they became va-

cant. He received no thanks whatsoever for his trouble.

Despite their tough talk in favor of Mr. Bruno’s plan, the

landlords bad secretly been willing to settle for vacancy

decontrol all along. But they didn’t want it dropped on

the table until the last minute, when it would look like a
moderate alternative. Once Mr. Pataki had made the

offer, however, vacancy decontrol quickly became the

floor for future negotiations. The irritated landlords

murmured darkly (and the tenant advocates hopefully)

that when June 15 came, the Governor would cave in and

start pressing the Republicans to bail out and settle for

whatever modest changes they could get

“I keep hearing that," admitted Mr. Bruno. “But it’s

unfair. The Governor is as firm as he can be."

Sheldon Silver, the Democratic Assembly Leader,

says he will not negotiate on rent laws until the Republi-

cans drop the vacancy decontrol demand. The culture of

Albany requires that all issues of importance be

Lending a Hand,

Mr. Pataki Gets Burned

__ . squashed into one great cosmic

L Hand., deal among Mr. SUver, Mr. Bruno

1*2 j and the Governor. Letting the budg-

ets DlimeCl et pass, for example, would be for-

feiting a card in that monster
trade-off. So Mr. Silver has allowed the year’s business

to pile up like so many cars in a rush-hour crash.

Mr. Bruno, whose district does not come within 100

miles of a rent-stabilized apartment, has little to lose in

this game. But Mr. Pataki and his political patron.

Senator Alfonse D’Amato, run in elections where New
York City residents are allowed to vote. The L.1 million

families in rent-regulated apartments are going to bear

a grudge if their housing is threatened. The experience of

the Federal Government shutdown suggests they will

blame the most visible Republicans they can find.

Mr. Bfuno has not even gotten around to introducing

his own rent bill, although he did issue a press release

announcing be was lining up behind most of the Gover-
nor's package. “It is the essence of a bill,” the Senator

said with dignity. Mr. Bruno insists the Senate will pass

it this week. But four downstate Republicans seem likely

to defect, leaving a bare majority of 32 votes that would
make every supporter responsible for the bill’s passage.

Many of Mr. Bruno's members would just as soon skip

the symbolic show of support for what is basically just

another one-house biiL (When the Senate Democrats
staged their symbolic vote in favor of rent regulation,

one member believed to have sympathies in the Landlord

direction called in sick. Senator Efrain Gonzalez of the

Bronx claimed he had walkingpneumonia and refused to

come to his door when the Senate Democratic leaders

sent an ambulance to pick him up.)

Mr. Bruno's opposition to rent regulation is a matter

of longstanding free-market philosophy, although he is

not nearly as disturbed about state intervention in the

marketplace when the issue is saving farmland. But a
huge surge in Republican campaign contributions from
landlord groups may have prompted him to move from
lip service to full-scale war. Many hardened observers of

New York state politics claim the only way to get the

moribund Legislature to move on anything is through

money. Thisyear the stasismay be so complete that even

money won’t change the status quo. GAIL COLLINS

Tobacco Debate Is Starved
forComnionSense

———•— «

the amount actually logged last year. But even
more troublesome than the raw numbers is the

service’s apparent willingness to open up untouched
stands of old-growth forest in watershed areas that

nourish streams and rivers.

The agency says the plan will preserve 84

percent of the remaining old-growth timber over the

next century, while providing other protections like

buffer zones along river mouths and beaches. These
are lc.idable gestures from an agency that has

traditionally been far more interested in harvesting

trees than in protecting them. But nearly a half-

million old-growth acres would be left unprotected.

Some of this could be logged without lasting dam-
age. Other areas, including many of the forest’s

still-pristine watersheds, cannot be logged without

damaging the biological heart of what is left of the

original Tongass. The plan will almost surely be a

bad deal for taxpayers as well. Between 1992 and

1994, according to the General Accounting Office,

the Forest Service shelled out far more for expenses

like construction of logging roads than it received

by auctioning the trees to logging companies.

Devised by the Forest Service’s regional office

in Alaska, the plan will now undergo a long review

process that ends with the Secretary of Agriculture,

Dan Glickman. Having made much of its previous

efforts to save the Tongass from threats in Con-

gress, the White House has an obligation to conduct

its own review and to push Mr. Glickman in the

right direction.

The challenge is to find a way to provide jobs for

a relatively small number of loggers without ruining

the fish, the wildlife and other natural and recre-

ational values that, over time, would create more
sustainable jobs than logging would. The Govern-

ment has never located that point of equilibrium,

largely because the Forest Service never really

wanted to. Its new plan will slow the ruinous clear-

cutting of the past But it still misses the mark.

To the Editor:

In the current climate of anti-to-

bacco hysteria (“Smoked Out," Op-

Ed, June 4), certain elements of com-

mon sense seem to have been forgot-

ten: (1) The more you shriek and
fulminate over tobacco use, the more
attractive you make it to teen-agers,

as the latest statistics confirm.

Smoking has never been so hip, re-

bellious and cavalier.

(2) Long before Government
warnings. It was common knowledge
that cigarettes were addictive.

Smokers know the risks and choose

to smoke regardless.

(3) A third of smokers die a pre-

mature death. So what? It's nobody’s

business but their own. Those who
complain about the cost of treating

smokers' illnesses should congratu-

late them for dying young and reduc-

ing the Social Security burden.

(4) Don’t even think about banning

cigarettes. How much more evidence

does America need that prohibition

doesn't work? R. L. Grant
Tucson, Ariz., June 4, 1997

physema, chronic bronchitis

problems, associated with toba
^\

use. Nicotine Improves memorym
alertness, and may be

Alzheimer’s disease. It is addicting.

But so is methadone. And many P^;

pie take methadone to maintain ctiei

narcotic addiction while leading P™-

Premature Death?

ductive lives.
t

Our leaders should adopt a sirai

egy that eliminates tobacco products

Nicotine Isn’t Problem
To the Editor:

In “Smoked Out” (Op-Ed, June 4),

C. Everett Koop and David Kessler

say that prohibition of tobacco won’t

work, presumably because prohibi-

tion of alcohol didn't work. However,

the difference is that we can sepa-

rate the addicting substance, nico-

tine, from tobacco. You can’t do that

with alcohol

Nicotine does not cause cancer, em-

Igor Kopeiaiisicy

for legal sale in this country by

the year 2007. Over that time, people

who are truly addicted to nicotine

can be safely withdrawn from tobac-

co. Alex A. Cardoni

Storrs. Conn., June 6, 1997

The writer is an associate professor

of pharmacy and psychiatry at the

University of Connecticut.

If Clinton Is So Flawed, How Did He Win?

To the Editor:

“The Clinton Conundrum” (edito-

rial, June I) suggests that the Presi-

dent is “flawed by lack of discipline,

by self-pity, defensiveness, a volcan-

ic temper, and being too eager to

please." If he is flawed to this extent,

how do you account for the fact that

be soundly defeated Bob Dole and

Ross Perot, who both spent millions

to portray him as a scoundrel?

You also imply that talk-show ban-

ter indicates that “the public re-

mains ... confused by the Presi-

dent's behavior.” I am surprised

Rich but Not So Free

To the Editor:

If Deputy Treasury Secretary

Lawrence Summers and his like-

minded colleagues don’t think eco-

nomic freedom and prosperity are

possible without personal freedoms
(“Hong Kong's Business Elite' Tells

Americans: Don't Panic,” front

page, June 5), they only need to look

to their own childhoods.

America had some of its best eco-

nomic years during the 1950’s, while

African-Americans’ civil rights were
being consistently violated. For a

capitalist country to remain
prosperous, only the elite needs free-

dom. David Kraut
Brooklyn, June 5, 1997

that you would ascribe such impor-

tance to the talk-show phenomenon

as an accurate gauge of public per-

ception. Most talk shows are mouth-

pieces of che far right

You go on to say that “If Mi.

Clinton were truly to center himself

in the hearts of Americans, he would

have to come clean over what hap-

pened with Paula Corbin Jones.”

You indicate that you want your

readers to believe Paula Jones.

Lincoln did not “center himself in

the hearts of Americans’' until long

after his death. The same has been

true of other great men who have

occupied the Presidency. 1 think Bill

Clinton will come to be regarded

as one of America’s great Presi-

dents. Travis W. Miller
Fort Worth. June 2, 1997

The Sensible Goal

Mobutu’s Millions

To the Editor:

Re your June 4 news article

“Swiss Find Only $3.4 Million in

Bank Accounts for Mobutu": Surely

no one is surprised that the Swiss

found only $3.4 million of the assets

of Mobutu Sese Seko, the former
president of Zaire. He would have
been naive not to hide his wealth.

How can authorities hope to uncov-

er those assets? By appealing to the

same avarice that caused Mr. Mo-
butu to steal from his country for

decades. The new Government
should offer 5 percent of any assets

recovered to any person able to iden-

tify where they are hidden
• Even if the assets turn out to equal

only a fraction of the estimates —
say, $500 million instead of $8 billion

— a $25 million reward is a great

incentive for the mastermind of Mr.
Mobutu’s financial chicanery to sing

like a canary. Desmond Whitney
Minneapolis, June 4, 1997

To the Editor:

Your advice to President Clinton

to “come clean
1* ("The Clinton Co-

nundrum," editorial, June l) is na-

ive. As many politicians have discov-

ered to their sorrow, removing all

doubt from the public's mind regard-

ing a charge of personal misbehavior

is a serious risk indeed.

The President would probably do
more for his place in history, and
certainly more for the country, by
spending every bit of his undeniable

political capital trying to pure the

cancer ofcampaign (mis)finance be-

fore it destroys our system of

government. After ail, he will soon be
gone, and the cancer will live

on. Howard Williams
West Milford, N.J., June 1, 1997

Not Beneath the Law
To the Editor:

The Supreme Court ruled that no
person was above the law, including

the President. He is also not beneath
the law. Maureen Dowd (column,
June 4) has determined his guilt,

saying "settle the case." Lawyers
for Paula Jones have said they would
go into the sexual history of the Pres-
ident, and Ms. Jones has said “I can’t
wait till those subpoenas start going
out.”

The President’s lawyer did what
most intelligent people do when
threatened, by saying they will re-

spond in kind. Mr. Clinton should
apologize and pay if he is guilty, but
it should not cost $700,000 if he is

not B.J. Han dal
New York, June 4. 1997

U.S. Can Look to Korea on Campaign Reform

To the Editor:

As the United States deals with the

issue of campaign finance and the

ways in which political contributions

can influence policy decision-making

(news article, June 4), it is instruc-

tive to watch a similar process un-

folding in South Korea
South Korea increasingly finds it-

self in political chaos as a result of

election campaign financing ques-

tions and related financial scandals.

President Kim Young Sam is in a
delicate position because his own
son, implicated in the scandals, has

been indicted. Such an Indictment

would have been unthinkable In

South Korea's recent past, but it is an
indication of the democratization

taking place In that country.

South Korea appears ready to ad-

dress the underlying causes of its

current political unrest directly.

President Kim, with less than a year

remaining in office, is proposing ma-
jor changes in South Korea's election

and banking laws to eliminate the
common practice of biding cam-
paign funds under fictitious names,
limit the amount of funds permitted
to be expended in campaigns, and
provide public financing of elections.

If South Korea’s National Assembly
approves these changes, it will set an
example for other countries, includ-

ing our own. Michael D. Barnes
Chairman, Center for National Policy

Washington, June 3, 1997
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0ur’ (OP-E4 June 4,. C. Everett

Koop and David Kessler say:
.

-About 50 million Americans are

addicted* to nicotine. On^third will

dfe a smoker’s death, which means

thev will die prematurely. .

in my view, tubacco doesn t meet

the minimal definition of an addic-

tive substance: 1

1

) the substanceka

reinforcer - that is. a subject, win

wort (steal. Kill) for it: (2) more mid

more of the substance is needed for

the same effect: (S) removal afte

substance will cause physical (not

mental) symptoms. •

Compare this with the headache

experienced by coffee drinkers who

Sate caffeine. Bad habit? Yes.

Addiction? No. And just what is a

premature death? AnneFennell
P

Austin, Tex., June 4. 1997

Notorious Greed

To the Editor:

In the tobacco litigation debate

(front page. June 4). there is an

overlooked view. More than a small

minority of my patients who smoke

_ and will line up to litigate —
expect to continue to use tobacco

after a potential monetary settle-

ment. Is this justice and due

compensation, or notorious greed.

.

Stefan P. Kruszewski. MID.'

Pottsville, Pa., June 4, 1997

Military Injustice

To the Editor: •

Defense Secretary William S. Co-

hen should be concerned about criti-

cism that his standards for judging

the sexual conduct of his officers are

biased (front page. June 6).

If we are going to lose qualified

people from the armed forces like

First Lieut. Kelly Flinn but keep

those like Gen. Joseph W. Ralston,

Secretary Cohen can expect that his

double standard will drive qualified

women and men away from the mili-

tary. Maureen A. O’Leary
* Astoria. Queens. June 6, 1997

To the Editor:

Re “Cohen Criticized for His Sup-

port of a Top General" (front page,

June 6) : We citizens want command-
ers in the military who are aggres-

sive and innovative. These charac-

teristics are often correlated with a

strong sex drive. Adultery should not

be in the military code: rather the

offense should be ‘social behavior-
1

damaging to the effectiveness of the

service."
...

This is the big difference between

the cases, no service member com-
plained about Gen. Joseph W. Ral-

ston, as one did about First Lieut
Kelly Flinn. William M. Kaula

Los Angeles, June 6, 1997

Public TV, Branded

To the Editor:

Re your June 5 Arts pages article

on public television stations’ being

tempted to run commercials: I was
surprised you did not mention “Mas-
terpiece Theater's” metamorphosis
to "Mobil Masterpiece Theater." And
is it any wonder my husband refers to

the local PBS station, KQED, as
KSAAB? Julie Watters

San Francisco, June 5, 1997

Anti-Global France

To the Editor:

Thomas L. Friedman should know
that mocking France because it re-

fuses to bow at the altar of tbe free
market has become predictable (col-

umn, June 5). Not everybody believes
"globalization” is the only path.
There is something to be said for a

country where top executives don’t
make 1,000 times more than workers
at the bottom; where college educa-
tion is, for the most part, affordable;'
where a shooting is still so odd it can
make national news, and where
health care is for everyone.
How nice to live in a country iifce

France, where a vote can still make
a difference. Some of us find the idea
of living in a “golden straitjacket"
generously provided by mega-corpo-
rations (for this is. svho rules the
market, not elected officials like Bill-
Ciinton or Tony Blair) utterly terri-
fying. Elisabeth Vincentelu

New York, Jfme 5. 1997.

From Market to Metric.
’

To the Editor:
Your June 4 Business Day article

on Wall Street’s move toward dump-
ing fractions in stock quotes is a
subliminal expression of the compel-. :

ling arguments for the United -States
to convert to the metric system. Let
us rid ourselves of those siBy frac -

tions (eighths and sixteenths) oo owr ;

rulers and the unwieldy ounces
,
and .

pounds on our scales. .

-

Americans need to take the 15 to 20
minutes required to learn theL -

metric system and apply it. Then we
will join the rest of the worId-fft

: .

simplifying our dealings in the mar-
ketplace. the building trades and 1

manufacturing. Maybe this will be
the snowball effect we need to get on I

with metric — a great idea fOr the
millennium. David ShOnttnG

Member, Board of Directors.
American National Metric Council

• Middletown, R.L, June ^5; 1997
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'^| .‘Defense_ Secretary's
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-“ -WiniamCoben’s par-

- *r°P.
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Gen - Joseph Ralston for his
T:; ::;admtepous affair with a cMHan
/7 •

.3raqnn:13 years ago.
* •' •". vTfl'the hispry of the military since
7:7' adopted the Dnilonn Code
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of /Tusaeem I35L how many
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- ; JMcum K. Trus^ou. 4th, a West Point
'? x. H‘ grodiKIle, |s ai^hor' qf several novels
. .

abqal the Army, including- the' re-
:

1
r jxntly published "Heart of War."

general officers do you think have
been prosecuted for adultery? Zero.
In die last year alone, how many
younger soldiers of lower rank have
been prosecuted for adultery? One
hundred and sixty-three.

Jf you check out military bulletin
hoards on the Internet, you can bear
the grumbling in the ranks among
lower-ranking men and women with
mud on their boots and grease on
their hands: The hair splitting and
backing and filling that has been
used to excuse General Ralston's
lapse is not lost on them. What they
hear Mr. Cohen saying is that rank is

a vacation from the rule of law. .

The Defense Secretary's decision
flies in the face of the ancient mili-
tary dictum that while rank may
have its privileges, it has even great-
er responsibilities. A good argument

Military’s war on
adultery widens a

generation gap.

could be made that senior officers,

especially generals and admirals,

should be held to a higher and tough-

er moral standard. But don’t expect

that argument to win many converts

among senior officers anytime soon.

Instead, senior generals in the

Pentagon are said to be in a panic

over whose adultery will be exposed

next There’s a generational issue

here. Armies do not usually render to

Liberty, Equality Bon Appetit

ByDianejohnson

San Francisco
French paradox

.
. . , B. .

:

- used to refer to the
-way - French people

" I - •
•

' eardeUcious higb-cho-

-,B . - lesterol food yet stay

. thin and have fewer

'

heart attacks, .while*' Americans
glumly pick at healthful carbs and

ke^> gettji® fatler. After last Sun-

d^s.. ,efectit^7.‘TJ(¥*ich paradox’^

couldT refer to" French thiedries of

economics. The new Socialist Prime
Ministei^iUboel Jospin, promises to

addr^S^ie timire by retaining the

- iodii^efit' social policies -of the

“pasfc”;.ahd.to reduce the deficit by

shortffifog the workweek to 35 hours

and: raising the minimum wage.

•'All this drives Americans mad, of

course. Remember bow people used

to mutter about high suicide rates in

Sweden’s welfare state,puritanically

implying Cause <md effett? _Ameri-

cans are always being told it is inev-

itable that we move on to the mean,

lifflp, downsized world of the future,

with-the unfit dropping by 'the way.

But the defeat of John Major’s

Government in Britain and Jacques

Diane Johnson, who divides her time

between Paris and San Francisco, is

the author of "Le Divorce ”

Chirac’s conservative coalition in

France came when voters were giv-

en a choice, often very specific, be-

tween an American economic model
and conception of society and what
seemed the rather old-fashioned

lefty social protections people were
used to. Their answer was *'No" to

American-style capitalism, and to

the violent, deteriorating societies

they think it produces. Is there a
message here for us?
One reason we are confused by the

paradoxical refusal of the French to

The French
aspire to utopia,

andwhy not?

subscribe to what we have felt to be

an inevitable economic modePis that

we have allowed our economics to be

tangled up with our (Judeo-Protes-

tant?) ideas of morality. We are a

self-righteous, moralistic nation. It’s

“right” to work hard. Gain is “good."

The idle do not “deserve” handouts.

We are never pragmatic, and often

adopt social policies that are neither

efficient nor humane because, given a

choice, we would rather be right than

safe or comfortable.

The French don’t

'vVs. seem to have this

7 \\ moralism problem.

\ \\ They are good at

^Y\ managing paradox.
- \ \ Maybe it comes from
/MhAli their form of rather
HESj<j self-indulgent Roman
7^7 J Catholicism, which al-

/ // lows them to confessS/ and continue, and
pays little attention to

restrictive rules

about divorce or con-
~ tracepUon, for exam-

ple, but does seem to

take seriously notions

of humanity and
brotherhood.

And beyond, or In

spite of, religion, they

seem to have the idea

that life should be
pleasant Everyone

PMhppe Lardy should have five or

six weeks of vacation.

Babies stay in the hospital for a week
or more to give mother and child a
good start Working mothers have
day care. Early retirement for peo-

ple who work at hard jobs (and those

who don’t) is supported — despite

inconvenient strikes by the people

who are asking to quit at age 50 or 55

with generous pensions.

A Jospin supporter was quoted

during a campaign rally as saying,

“people have a right to a little Utopi-

anism nowadays," meaning they’ve

earned it after the hardships of the

Government’s feeble attempts at-

belt-tightening. Those efforts were
never convincing, and never ex-

plained. Will Che French eventually

have, as we say, to pay the piper?

Certain things about France may
not suit us. A French citizen accepts

a certain measure of conformity to

achieve social harmony. Diversity is

not particularly admired — they at-

tempt to be inclusive by treating

each person, whether from Mali or

Morocco, as French.

We, in our fashion, can jeer at

utopianism, but the French have
managed their high-cholesterol uto-

pia rather well up to now. as their

superb infrastructure of trains and
metros, their Vuittons and Chanels,

their sumptuous museums and low
crime rate attest We could do well to

look at their successes instead of,

Protestant- nation that we are,

gloomily contemplating hell.

Journal

FRANKRICH

howdydoody.com
Howdy Doody and Buffalo Bob

were the first guys to invade my
living room and sell me products

back in the 1950’s, when I shared my
childhood with television’s. But they

kept their distance However hard

they pushed their sponsor — Buster

Brown shoes? Bosco? Cream of

y/heat? — they never sought out

' their young fans off camera for a

follow-up sales chat. Had Howdy

been as intrusive as the Fuller Brush

man, he would have been collared on

a morals charge, puppet or not

Though Howdy and Bob aren t

with us anymore, their progeny are

- on the Internet, the first new mass

medium since TV. But their succes-

sors are not treating our children

with the same hands-off attitude. The

Web is already burgeoning with ani-

mated, game-filled, time^onsuming

sites run entirely by adl
ertI^

r
^f

which characters like Ronald Mc-

Donald and the Tooth Fairy (at Col-

gate).carry out .
one-on-one conversa-

tions or inaugurate &mail ex

changes with kids and often collect

information about them,

with surreptitious tracking technol-

ogy The M&M site offers prizes to

lure the young into giving “P

mail addresses of their

rvfcerkids — whose numbers are

gS^onentiaUy,toward^
SuHon-are “a phenomenally lu-

SS market poUed on Ou- ^rge

SSKMSSS—* :

brainstormed with med^ P
c

J?ar_
hAn<-pc Hte Nickelodeon, Time warSw on howto exploit t£tS to the fullest Though the

Tr\

Internet is still in its infancy as an

advertising medium, it already has

advantages unknown to children’s

TV of the 90’s, let alone the 50’s.

As Jeff Chester of the Center for

Media Education explains, instead of

one commercial,reaching millions of

kids sitting passively before the tube,

there can be an individual “virtual

relationship” between a cartoon

pitchman and each young target

Any marketer who learns a kid’s

favorite color or pet or activity can

harness sophisticated child psychol-

ogy and interactive technology to

Your child’s

virtual friends.

“prey on children's vulnerabilities"

and “manipulate your child in very

profound ways."

Mr. Chester and other consumer

advocates argue that advertising to

children on the Net, especially sites

that are all advertising (call them

cyberinfomercials), should submit to

the same regulation as decepd^TV

commercials. For months the White

House has been shaping a policy on

this and other issues of Internet com-

meree, including privacy. Ira Maga-

ziner,. who’s in charge of the effort

Shared his thoughts and the tore*

n6th) draft of that coming

^th me last week. He doesn t dispute

the diagnosis of Net ills bat, no longer

the big-government exponent of h

SlSSTdays, argues that technol-

ogy (a V-chip blocking commercials,

say) and industry self-regulation

should have a crack at correcting

them before government steps in.

No one wants Washington’s clumsy

paws strangling the Web, but the un-

savory history of children’s TV, much
of it involving the same companies

now chasing cybertots, hardly sug-

gests that self-regulation will be a

slam-dunk in protecting kids. As Ste-

ven D. Stark reminds us in his smart

new book, "Glued to the Set," TV’s

early cheerleaders sounded much like

BUI Clinton and A1 Gore enthusing

about the Internet. An industry ad of

the 50’s declared: "Tomorrow’s chil-

dren, through the great new medium

of Television, will be enrolled in a

world university before they leave

their cradles." Alas, the faculty

turned out to be Annette Funicello

and G.L Joe.

Will Mr. Gore, who has so much

political capital invested in the Inter-

net, be part of the problem or the

solution? His speech at the private

summit for CE.O.’s held by Bin Gates

in Seattle last month fawned overnew

media moguls much as this Adminis-

tration has fawned over the Holly-

wood beneficiaries of Its telecom-

munications act giveaways. Though

the Vice President’s zeal to wire ev-

ery classroom by the turn of the cen-

tury is to be applauded, will comput-

er-oblivious parents turn around to

discover that their children are wired

not to a world university but to the

same corporate sponsors that bank-

roll our politicians? This is a «^stiffli

that may dog Mr. Gore's Presidential

bid In 2000 and haunt our culture long

after that
D

junior soldiers the kind of power they

now have with the sexual complaint

hot line set up after the scandals at

the Army's Aberdeen Proving

Ground.

Anyone in the service, even the

lowliest private, can now pick up the

phone and whisper, "I saw General

So-and-So going into a hotel room
down at the Dallas Airport Hilton

during that convention last month,
and the young woman he was with

was definitely not his wife." Anony-
mous tipsters have stripped away
the traditional protections of rank.

There is a profound generational

split between young officers who
have gone to school, trained and
served with women in their units

right from the start of their careers,

and the senior generals and admi-

rals. for whom the presence of wom-
en in uniform is an affront This

divide was forced upon the older

officers midstream in their careers
when Congress allowed women into

the armed services in 1978.

The split was brought into sharp
relief recently when West Point ap-

pointed a female lieutenant colonel

who is not an alumna to be Master of

the Sword— the head of the Office of

'

Physical Education, which is (me of

the academy’s most powerful staff

positions.

Cries of outrage went up, mostly
from older, higher-ranking gradu-

ates: Academy officials couldn’t find

a qualified male graduate for the

job? Are they now going to call it

Mistress of the Sword? But to young-
er graduates, the appointment was
no big deaL
When I was a plebe at West Point,

the upperclassmen called anyone
who dropped out of a reveille run or a
training exercise a “girl" (or

worse). Thai sort of denigration

doesn't work anymore at West Point

or elsewhere in the Army, where the

presence of “girls" in the ranks has
removed the pejorative connotation

of the word.
But at the highest level of the

military, it’s still the old boys’ club

that is in command. And the rank-

driven double standard exemplified

by General Ralston will likely re-

main in one form or another until the

club’s members retire and are re-

placed by the younger men and wom-
en who are its victims.

At least for now, though, the old

boys who occupy those spacious, sun-

filled offices overlooking the Poto-

mac have been reminded that they

occupy perhaps the biggest glass

house there is. Just watch: In the

very near future, there’ll be a lot less

stone-throwing from the Pentagon!!}

John Glenn Agonistes
Washington

After seven months listlessly pok-

ing around “the Asian connection,"

Lee Radek. the Justice Department
bureaucrat in charge of what is plain-

lively called the “Public Integrity"

section, has still not asked the State

Department to request that China

make available Yah Lin (Charlie)

Trie to F.8.L interrogators.

Trie is Bill Clinton’s former favorite

Little Rock restaurateur, and is now
presumed to be in Beijing on his U.$.

passport. His heavy contributions to

the Clinton campaign enabled him to

bring Wang Jun, China's most notori-

ous arms dealer, to a White House

meeting with the PresidenL

Justice officials insist that their

seeming misfeasance is part of some
master investigatory plan. But what

of the Senate Government Affairs

Committee? That group did ask State

to enlist Beijing’s aid in making avail-

able for questioning the heads of three

“para-stata!" companies (Govern-

ment-owned “private" enterprises in

China that do business with Trie).

After a month’s runaround at Slate,

Chairman Fred Thompson induced

Secretary Madeleine Albright to ask

the Chinese Embassy in Washington

to arrange for investigators to inter-

view Wang Jun and two others.

China’s official answer: no answer.

When our embassy in Beijing then

called Wang Jun's para-statal compa-
ny, the stonewall continued. Then, ap-

parently noting prods in this space for

investigators to get after Trie in Chi-

na, Chinese diplomats volunteered to

our State Department "we do not

know where Yah Lin Trie is.”

That’s curious. China can under-

standably shield Wang, one of its key
agents, but it would be undiplomatic

for China to help a U.S. citizen like

Trie evade U.S. law. Here’s an even

more curious fact, confirmed every

which way: not Justice nor Congress

nor State has asked China to help

track down Charlie Trie.

Some Democratic senators hope
this incredibly lax investigative state

of affairs continues. They do not want
access to witnesses who might embar-
rass the White House and the Demo-
cratic National Committee.

Evidence of that see-no-evil parti-

sanship comes in an incredible three-

page letter, signed last week by rank-

ing committee Democrat John Glenn,

objecting to the dispatch overseas of

six investigators, including two F.B.I.

detailees. Glenn claims $40,000 would

be wasted because few of the specified

witnesses were willing to make

appointments with our investigators.
The six had better not "try to de-

velop additional leads," went the
warning that revealed Democratic
dread of investigative success, “and
track down additional individuals
once the delegation is overseas.”
How’s that for zeal?
When asked about witnesses flee-

ing, ducking subpoenas or taking the
Fifth, Glenn said testily of his Republi-
can colleagues. “That’s their prob-
lem." Wrong; getting testimony about
bribery and espionage is the whole
United States Senate's problem.

Despite objections of Democrats,

Partisan stuff

not right stuff.

Thompson sent his team late last
week to Hong Kong, Indonesia, Macao
and Taiwan. But not China.

John Glenn's foot-dragging is hard
to figure. Our astronau[-Senator is a
genuine patriot about to retire. Be-
cause this good man is miffed at not
getting prompt and full responses
from Haley Barbour and the R.N.C..
he has allowed a couple of Daschle
hatchetmen — Len Weiss and Glenn
Ivey— to manipulate him into charg-
ing wildly that G.O.P. delays “might
be viewed in some quarters as ob-
struction of justice.”

That sly stuff is not the right stuff.

Glenn will have time to examine likely

Republican finance misdeeds, but the

national need is to dig deeply into the
major scandal at the center of power.
He should not mar his exit, after brave
and honorable service, by dragging a
foot for his party.

Democratic strategy has been to

spook Ken Starr, demonize Dan Bur-
ton and D’Amatoize Thompson. “I’m
afraid these objections.” Thompson
says of Glenn's uncharacteristic parti-

sanship. "have turned into attempts to
obstruct and discredit the commit-
tee’s work. Now that we're getting into

the heart of what we’re about, I think a
lot of pressure is being applied to

Senator Glenn.”

Let’s hope he resists. I asked Glenn:
When the first hearings begin in mid-

July, should the dozen witnesses who
refuse to testify be called before the

Senate to take the Fifth publicly? “Not
a bad suggestion to call ’em up,"

Glenn replied, sounding more like

himself. “Might be constructive.”
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Peter Fonda Discovers a Touch of Henry Fonda
f -

a*.

By JAMIE DIAMOND

Los Angeles

H
IS voice shook at first, and
he reached for his drink.
'•Sherry,” said Peter
Fonda, the man who be-

came an icon of the 1960’s as the

marijuana-smoking, motorcycle-
driving Captain America in “Easy
Rider*’ and the innocent who em-
braces LSD in the psychedelic film

“The Trip.” “I just like sherry,” he
explained “It does something to my
mouth that makes all kinds of things

possible there.”

In fact, Mr. Fonda, 57, appears to

need little help when it comes to

talking. His father, Henry Fonda,
who died in 1982, may have been a
man of few words, but Peter Fonda is

a speed-talker. Words, like swarms
of bees, surround him. It’s as if— in

addition to his lanky body and nar-
row face — he inherited the store of

sentences left unsaid by his father,

“the silent terror,” as- Mr. Fonda
calls him.
“You don't have to pry anything

out of my dad,” said Peter Fonda’s
daughter, the actress Bridget Fonda.
“There was a lot of pain there, and
you can’t expect it to just be gone. He
wants to be seen for who he is and is

always trying to explain himself.’’

Mr. Fonda’s verbal flurries are
precisely what you don't see in

“Ulee’s Gold,” a film by Victor

Nunez (“Ruby in Paradise”) that

was praised when it appeared at the
Sundance Film Festival early this

year and will open in theaters on
Friday. As Ulysses Jackson, Mr.
Fonda plays a dour, antisocial and
uncommunicative man who retreats

into the world of beekeeping after his

wife dies and his son is imprisoned
for robbery. He limps through Flori-

da’s tupelo marshes, collecting hon-
ey and barely acknowledging the two
young granddaughters left in his

charge. Naturally, problems arise—
in the form of two thugs and the

children’s drug-addled mother —
and change ensues.

“Thank God Nick Nolte turned the

part down,” said Mr. Fonda, who had
come to Los Angeles from his ranch
in Montana, where he lives with his

second wife. Becky Crockett, whom
he married in 1975. He was sitting in

a Beverly Hills restaurant dressed in

well-worn jeans and an orange T-
shirL “After I finished reading the

script, I thought. I’m the only one
who can play this role. The problem
was I didn’t know how to convince
Victor, because I'm so exuberant
and not at all recalcitrant”

Mr. Fonda ended up offering to use
his frequent-flier miles to travel to

Hollywood to meet with Mr. Nunez,
who did, indeed, need some persuad-

ing.

”1 was aware of Peter’s reputation

as the Candide,” said Mr. Nunez. “In
most of his screen performances,
he’s played the fooL I think you can
respond to a tightfisted father by
being a clown, and I think Peter did
that But I was looking for a quieter

place in him.”
For Mr. Fonda, discovering how to

play Utee Jackson was easy. “For so

many years I was Henry Fonda’s
son, which is a biological fact, not an
identity,” he said. “Still. I tried my
best to be Henry Fonda's son, not

knowing in the slightest who in the

hell he was, because he was so with-

drawn.”
He gave a tight smile. “So where

did I get that stuff in the well for

‘Ulee’s Gold’?” he asked. “Ha!”
It may be only in Hollywood (or

according only to Hollywood’s sys-

tem of rendering psychological

truths) that a man can come to

terms with a remote and inexpres-

sive father by playing a remote and
inexpressive father in a movie.

“The first time I read with Peter,

he had long hair in a ponytail and a
Harley-Davidson sweatshirt," said

Christine Dunford, who portrays Mr.
Fonda's daughter-in-law in “Ulee’s

Gold." “But when we went to work
in Florida, he’d cut all his hair off,

and he was wearing wire-rimmed
glasses, and I kept thinking, he’s

embracing his adulthood.”

Mr. Nunez put it this way: “f think
it was therapeutic for Peter to play a
character like his father. His ability
to understand that person from the
inside, as well as to understand him
from the receiving end. is part of Mr.
Fonda's growing up."
As for his being a father, Mr.

Fonda would rather have erred on
the side of too much openness. “I’m a
child myself, and I’m very close to
my children," he said.

Whether he has grown up or not,

his own father remains an emotional
reference point. When he was asked
an all-important question about
"Ulee’s Gold” — how did he handle
the bees barehanded? — Mr. Fonda
replied: “You have to be very calm.
I’m not out of control at all with my
life or body. It’s just that my father
thought I was."
The son of Henry and the younger

brother of Jane, Mr. Fonda experi-
enced a difficult childhood. Shuttled

between boarding schools, he was 10

years old when bis mother, Frances
Seymour Brokaw, committed suicide

in a mental hospital. Less than a
year later, while bis father was hon-
eymooning in Europe with his third

wife, Susan Blanchard, Peter shot

himself in the stomach with a 22-

caliber pistol.

“My parents,” Mr. Fonda began,
then paused to correct himself. “No,
I only had one. The people who
claimed ownership and control over
my life all wondered, did I do that for

attention? But you shoot yourself in

your hand or foot if you want atten-

tion, not the way I did it! That was an
accident Other people put a suicide

spin on it- But I didn’t know my
mother bad committed suicide. I

thought she had died of a heart at-

tack.”

After moving to Omaha and living

with his aunt (Henry’s sister) and
his uncle, he enrolled at the Universi-

ty of Omaha and began to appear in

plays. When he was 21, he won an
award from the New York Drama
Critics’ Circle for “Blood. Sweat and
Stanley Poole," his first Broadway
role, and married Susan Brewer, the

stepdaughter of Noah Dietrich, the

right-hand man to Howard Hughes.
By the time he was 26, Mr. Fonda
was the father of two children, Brid-

get and Justin, and an outspoken
believer in the use of LSD.

In his first couple of films.

A longtime rebel

comes to terms

with his remote

and inexpressive

father.

“Tammy and the Doctor” (1963) and
"Lilith’’ (1964), he had played a sort

of male ingenue, to little effect. It

wasn’t until he hookedup withAmer-
ican International Pictures to make
motorcycle films for the drive-in set

that Mr. Fonda hit his stride, atop a
Harley-Davidson, in dark glasses

and a leather jacket. After “The Wild

Angels” and “The Trip," which was
written by ayoung actor named Jack
Nicholson, Mr. Fonda conceived of

the idea for "Easy Rider.” It was to

be a modem western: two freedom-
loving cats who didn't care where
they were going as long as they were
going there on Harleys.

Mr. Fonda produced and helped

write "Easy Rider” and starred in it

with Mr. Nicholson and Dennis Hop-
per. who directed. Today he says that

it became what Time magazine
called "one of the 10 most important

motion picture events of the decade”
primarily because of a fluke of tim-

ing. "In 1968, we had our own music,

art, language and clothing, but we
didn’t have our own movie.” he ex-

plained. “I wish I was so smart that 1

said: *Oh, I know! We need to make a
movie because we don’t have one.’

But it didn't happen like thaL"
However It happened, Mr. Fonda

John Bramtay/Ortoo

Peter Fonda as the dour father figure Ulysses Jackson in Victor Nunez’s new film "Ulee’s Gold” — The actor is finally embracing adulthood.

would never hit the Zeitgeist with

such force again. He worked In mov-
ies sporadically over the years,

made commercials for motorcycles

in Japan, where he is known as Peter

Honda, and directed several modest
films: "The Hired Hand,” "Idaho
Transfer" and “Wanda Nevada," the

only film in which he appeared with

his father.

"I’m not chasing fame,” he said.

"I was bom famous. If 1 were dig-

ging ditches today, the guys at the

other end of the ditch would say:

•You know who that is? That’s Jane
Fonda's brother.’ Or Henry Fonda's

son. No matter what, I’U never es-

cape that"
Parents usually appear larger

than life to their young children, but

Henry Fonda was larger than life to

the American public. What’s more,
he was better than life, known for

playing idealized figures like Tom
Joad in "The Grapes of Wrath" and
Abraham Lincoln. As a child, was
Peter aware of his father’s image?
Mr. Fonda sidestepped the ques-

tion by telling a story. When he was
about 4, he was taken to one of his

father's films, “Chad Hanna," when
his father was away at war. “But in

the theater," he said, “I found out

that Daddy wasn’t fighting in the

Pacific. He’d run away to the circus

with someone named Linda Darnell.

And, uh oh, there he was, walking

into the lion’s cage and not realizing

the lion was still in the cage.’’

Peter ran up to the screen and
pounded on it, screaming, to warn his

father. "My mother had to take me
out to the lobby to explain that that

really wasn’t my father but someone
named Cbad Hanna. And then, when
we got home, 1 went around the

house looking at all the photographs,

wondering how in the world Chad got

into all of them.”
While he and Jane spent months

apart at different boarding schools,

when they were together, they were
close, Mr. Fonda said. “She always
let me tag along with her like a little i

puppy when we escaped the house
|

and the silent terror," Mr. Fonda .

recalled. “We weren't abandoned in

a Dumpster, but we were aban-

doned.”

Eventually, in an effort to under-

stand his complex history, Mr.'

Fonda took a variety of mind-alter-

ing substances and made no bones
about taking them. In 1970, he de-

scribed to Playboy magazine the in-

sight he gained on an LSD trip in

which he thought he was a plastic

wrapper on a bologna package. Does

he still feel that experimenting with

LSD was useful?

"For me,” he said, “it solved a
great deal. However I didn’t take it

and go out running through the city

looking at tights.JLwq$,very circum-

spect.antHay down on a couch."

“Luckily," he added, "I don’t have

an addictive character, and nothing

except pot stayed with me. Pot

calmed me down, which was what I

needed to have happen in my life."

Where Mr. Fonda is now, after star-

ring in "Ulee’s Gold,” said his daugh-

ter, is happy. "X have to remember to

,£gll him,” she said.
“ ‘Now store this

up .and don’t go postpartum on
me.'”.
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ACROSS
l Take for a spin?

7 Lincoln's Secretary
ofState

13 Pop follower

16 Curly conker

19 For him and her

20 Information like

15-Down

21 Aerialist*sgetup

23 Shoot-out?

25 Ran against

26 Journal conclusion

27 Everglades deposit

28 Bolts down
29 Without words

30 Mr. Hyde, forone

32 Cousin ofa bandore

33 Drained

34 Stood by

36 Some of the best
Impressionist art?

40 DHstat

43 Scots tongue

44 Riding for a fall

46 Construction piece

47 Go over

48 Jerk

50 Canute’s foe

52 Mining waste

53 Year St. Eugene
became Pope

54 Second-rate
missile?

57 Harangue

58 Teacher's deg.

61 Exmoor
exclamation

62 Surrey. e.g.

63 “Stand By Me"
director

64 Scholarly

66 Formal accessories

67 Pelts

68 Dieter's temptation

69 Lose one’s balance?

70 With the intent
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21

25

29

37 38 39 Mb nailaa

49 ^50 si Hs?

[58 59

Ira [79 180 181 182

es

90 91 |92

99 100 101 ^102 1104 1105 1106

99 Positions of
authority

102 Obote’s deposer

103 Post

104 1959 Kingston Trio

71 Monogram of
Macavity's creator

Colombia Pictures

Peter Fonda in the 1969 film “Easy Rider," which he helped write — A collision with the Zeitgeist

72 Swedish imports

73 When to go
shopping?

75 “WhenYou
Love" (1912 tune)

76 Olympus Mohs’s
locale

77 “PhooeyT

78 Spot maker

83 Sounds of
disapproval

84 Personal quirks

85 “PhooeyT

87 Naturalness

88 Comic Philips

89 Trip fare?

93 Cretaceous

95 Middle of aTV trio

97 Touchedthe
tarmac

98 1944 Preminger
movie .

107 Photography aids
108 Tennis player’s bad

end?

111 Cheese dish

112 C4H11, e.g.

113 Tickled pink

114 Affirmative on
board

115 Connections

116 Heavy
117 It’s good for what

ailsyou

DOWN
1 Rustic

2 Responsibility

3 Catch ofthe day,
perhaps

4 Digital
communication?:
Abbr.

5 Crow's home
6 Spreads out

7 Galley mark
8 Vocalized pauses

9 Get smart

10 Use ajoystick

11 This person's
revolting

12 Fancy fellows?

13 Gobs

14 Do the walls over

15 OfficerDibble’s
nemesis, in cartoons

16 Setting of a sci-fi

slave story?

17 Pitcher Hershiser

18 Where debris gets
caught

22 Peg away
24 Down
31 Bit ofgossip

32 Senate Agriculture
Committee head

34 Basketball
Hall-of-Famer
Unseld

35 Cycloid section

36 Pacer's burden

37 Four-minute men
38 Die down
39 Old bay, maybe
41 Fishermen, at times

42 Opposite

45 Simple organism

47 Money substitute

49 Two cents worth

51 Promotes

52 Slipped in sleet

53 Not coastal

55 People on line

56 Big piece

57 Sunfish

58 Put on a pedestal

59 Good form

67 Exact moment
69 Directly

70 Cremona collectible

74 Fortuneteller's tool

76 Short time?

79 Honey
80 Sled dog

81 Set, as a price

82 Marshal at Waterloo
84 Receptive

86 Checkout device

89 "I. Claudius" star

90 Hot dish

91 Thunderhead’s
mother, in Him

92 Sounded swinish

94 Giant get-together

96 Pluckable

98 Pastoral setting

99 Other, in the barrio

100 Row
101 Mach 1 fliers

102 Uzbekistan’s
Sea

103 British gun
105 Headed forovertime

106 Capp ofthe comics
109 Pilot’s heading

110 1971 McCartruQr
album

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

60 “Backdraft"bythe
Bolshoi?

65 Shankar and others

66 Spread out
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Sc^e of&e crime: Murder victim Alex Dubitsky gunned down in broad daylight at an Independence Square cafe. (A Ion Ron Israel Sun)

Dead end for Netanya?
blowing up of his car in

August 1995, says Netanya
MayorZviPoleg, was presum-

ably the' work of local criminal

gangs. Since it happened when die

car was empty, packed outside his

home at 3am; ttejfeasbns, th<rexpl<>
: aoo was dearly-meant as a “signal”

. . not a real attempt to loll him. He
v never got.any dneatenmg letters, but
r

. assumes he was targeted because he
is “committed to law and order:’'

Despite this bracing personal

. encounter with.Netanya organized

crime, Poleg insists.that since die

May 26 minder of local gambling
entrepreneur Alex Dubitsky, the

media have done his city an
“injustice" and “blown ont ofpro-
portion" the level uf.fear and dan-

.

ger ohitsstreets.
;i7”

“The degree of gang murders,

arsoosi extortionand tberlflce is no .

worse ra Netanya than in Rishon
Lezion,. Haifa dr/ftl Aviv” the

mayor says. No worse than in

Beersheba Or Rarnle, local police

officials add." Internal Security

MinisterAvigdor KahaJani agrees.
' But do the mayors ofother cities

get their cars blown up? “It hap-

pened to Chich [former Tel Aviv
Mayor Sblomo Labai], to Meir

Doron [Tfel.Aviv Municipality's

former .director-general], and to

the mayor of Gan ShmueL Yenni

Olmert,” Poleg said in an inter-

view last Tuesday. -

>

That same day, Sa’ar Azulai, a

reputed Pardess Katz gangster,

was blown up m his car in Bnei

Brak. Police have said Azulai ’s

murder came against the same

background as Dubitsky 's - the

multi-front war over control of

illegal gambling in IsiaeL

The Dubitsky murder threw the

spotlight on Netanya for a few rea-

sons. For one, it was so brazen:

Dubitsky was sitting at an outdoor

restaurant in the city’s main public

area, Independence Square, in the

middle of the afternoon, next to

other diners and in clear view of

passersby, when a man rode up on

a motorcycle* got off and shot him

twice in the head. (The killer was

Gangland crime in the city is bad, but no worse
than some other places in the country,

Larry Derfner reports

< chased through traffic by police,

but escaped.)

For another, Dubitsky was the

third member of his family to be
murdered in the crime wan his

.wife, Paulina Cohen-Dubitsky,

'was shot to death in March, and
his stepson,: Sblomi Cohen, was
killed the same way a year earlier.

(Those two killings apparently

were “mistakes”; the target both

times Md Been Alex . DUbitsky.

.

Thiralleged twice-failed assassin,

.ShiailoSi '“SbarlcT Abutbul, was
murdered in Paris a month ago,

reportedly because his Netanya
employers felt his sloppincss had
damaged their reputation.)

Finally, Dubicsfcy’s murder was.

according to different calculations,

the fifth or seventh Netanya gam-
bling war killing in the last one to

one^ahd-a-half years, and the 11th,

,

llth or 13th load murder that grew

out of some criminal dispute or

other during the same period.

“They say it’s no worse in

Netanya than in other places?

Count the corpses,” says Labor
MK. Ephraim Oshaya, a Netanya

resident who, like Poleg, blames

the police for not doing enough to

keep the city safe.

In defease of die police’s perfor-

mance, a local police official noted

dial a month ago, officers confiscat-

ed about 60 illegal dot machines at

the dozen or so gambling parlors in

Independence Square, die outdoes'

produce market Mid industrial zone.

“The gambling is still going on,

though," he acknowledged.

SINCE Dubitsky ’s murder, the

Israel Police has moved over 100

undercover officers and other staff

to work in the city. As some of the

criminal gangs have connections

in France, French police are coop-

erating 4n the general investiga-

tion. A Netanya man, Eliram
Na’im, was recently arrested here

in connection with the Abutbul
murder; Na’im, who does not have
a criminal record, denies having

had anything to do with iL

Oshaya says five or six Netanya
shopowners,- mainly in

bidependence Square, have told

him that criminals tried to extort

money from them, and burned or

burglarized their stores after they

refused to pay. “Typically, it goes

like this: Somebody will crime up
to them at the shop and say:

‘There are people who want to

bum down your store, or steal

from it, but if you pay such-and-

such amount of money, we’ll pro-

tect you.* The shopkeeper refuses,

and that night his store gets burned

down, and next day the same guy
comes back and says: ‘You see?'

And then they pay," Oshaya said.

The victims are afraid to talk to

the media, even anonymously, for

fear of being found out by the

gangs, he continued. A few have
gone to die police, he said, but

most are either afraid to, or

believe the police will do little or

nothing to protect them. “Some of

them told me they went to the

police, and the police said: ‘We'll

look into it, let us know the next

time something happens,’ but
nothing was done,” Oshaya said.

One victim, however, has gone to

both the police and the media. After

Amir Badatzi’s Jabta restaurant was
torched last October, an extortionist

came to him and said that from now
on, Jabta, along with Badatzi's

Burger Ranch and gas station, was
his. Badatzi went to the police,

agreed to wear a “wire" for the

extortionist’s next visit, and the

alleged extortionist, - Doron

Seroussi, was indicted. About a

month ago, the day before Badatzi

was to testify, a stun grenade was
thrown at his Burger Ranch.
Police promised him full-time

bodyguards, Badatzi said on
Channel i *s weekly news maga-
zine recently, but he has found
himself at times unprotected.

“The police told me to watch my
back,” he said. “I’m a private

individual. How am I supposed to

watch my back?"
A Netanya police official insist-

ed Badatzi had received reason-

able protection, given die police's

limited resources. The official also

said arson had gone down in

Netanya over the last coupie of
years - "and I mean substantially,

with dozens of fewer arsons than

there had been in previous years."

As for extortion, the official said

he couldn’t gauge how bad it was
because most victims didn't tell

the police. He urged victims to

come forward, saying the police

would protect them, although he
admitted, “we don't have an elab-

orate witness-protection program
like they do in the US.”

THE gangs, who are involved in

drugs and prostitution as well as

gambling, began operating in

Netanya in the 1 970s. Many of the

criminals came from France and
North Africa, but others came
from Eastern Europe, and, more
recently, from the former Soviet

Union. Dubitsky immigrated from
Odessa about a decade ago, but

police officials, Poleg and Oshaya
all said ethnic rivalry was not an

element m the gang war. “ATI

kinds of ethnic groups are

involved," said Oshaya.
Dubitsky owned the Good Luck

parior in Independence Square.

Like most other such establish-

ments, the Good Luck, which is

now closed, featured legal video

games that attracted youngsters,

and illegal slot machines that

attracted gamblers.A fellow work-
ing at the nearby Game Boy parlor

pointed to the boys playing the

video games, and said these were

the only kind of machines on his

premises. "But there's a slot

machine over there, at the

Treasure Island,” he noted. At
Treasure Island, the young man
behind the counter said he had no
such thing.

Dubitsky was shot sitting at At
David’s outdoor restaurant, right

next door to the Good Luck. Asked
to show exactly where it happened,

a man working at the adjacent

Tahiti restaurant pointed to a side

table at At David’s and said, “Now
don't ask me any more questions."

Asked if he knew anything about

the murder or the gang war that

surrounded it, an employee at

another restaurant said; "Nobody
here will tell you about it Only the

police. You know how it is."

Yet the atmosphere in Netanya,
even around Independence Square,

doesn't seem at all thick with fear

or tension. Walking through the

square, Yana Sierdi, who came to

Netanya in 1991 from Russia, said

she still feels perfectly safe. “I

think the killtag [of Dubitsky] was
aimed at that one person, not at the

people in the city, not at me ” She
has no worries about her sons, ages

nine and 19, coming to

Independence Square.

Netanya is not "Chicago." to use

the outdated Israeli vernacular: But
the mood among the 170,000 resi-

dents “isn’t good. There is a little

disquiet,” Poleg said.

As for the state of organized

crime in the city, he concluded:
"I'm not trying to say the situa-

tion is good. On the contrary, it's

terrible. I’m only saying that it’s

not just Netanya - there are a lot

of other places in this country

where organized crime is just as

terrible."
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Motherhood
in blue

and white

By Allison Kaplan Sommer

When I*m visiting the
"old country," most
American women mv

age are far less interested in mv
analysis of Arab- Israeli relations
in the aftermath of Oslo or the
successes and failures of the
Netanyahu government than in
"what living in Israel is like for
you." What they want to know,
essentially, is whether Israel is

"better" or "worse" for a work-
ing mom than the United States.
Without a detailed knowledge

of the exact statistics involved,
my answer is “both."

From what 1 observe from my
friends' experiences, women in

the US right now are caueht
between two idealized extremes.
The first is the "superwoman,"
able to bear children without
missing a beat In her career, han-
dle 14-hour days and out-of-

young a.s three months old. and
to return to work. And everyone
is expected to have their children
in a group-care setting bv the ace
Of two.

But - and this is a big but -
these nurseries, and later school,
get out at a ridiculously early
hour, leaving mothers who need
to work a full day to patch
together a bunch of after-school
activities or to shell out the
money for a sitter on top of the
nursery fees. Even so, it is

extremely difficult for women
with small children to hold jobs
where it is impossible to be
home at a relatively early hour.
So, while working" motherhood
is accepted and even encouraged
here - and thus many jobs
women tend to hold allow for a
shorter day (at less pay. of
course! - working a "very

Is Israel "better” or "worse” for a
working mom than the United

States? My answer is "both.”

town travel without breaking
into a sweat. This is presumably
accomplished with tremendous
amounts of household help, on-
site corporate child-care, and a

state-of-the-art '90s husband
willing to slow down his career
in order to pick up a hefty share

of household and child-raising

responsibilities.

ITte second extreme is the

“earth mother," the epitome of an
increasingly popular stream
called “attachment parenting."

This school advocates extended
breastfeeding - up until as late as
three or four years old. Mothers,

presumably, would stay home
full-time during these years,

because working and exclusively

breastfeeding for years is a bit

tricky. And also, according to this

philosophy, separation anxiety is

best avoided by not separating.

The word “attachment" is

meant literally. Babies should be
worn on the body with a sling or

a baby carrier, baby should sleep

in bed next to mom in case he
wants a midnight snack.

Interestingly enough, here, in a
land of extremists of all persua-

sions, there is a basic cultural

consensus on this issue.

Women here are generally

expected to work, partly because

of our nation's socialist roots,

but mostly out of general eco-

nomic necessity - a woman’s
income is not something easily

sacrificed. (Though why that

made it into the culture, while

men scrubbing toilets and doing
sponja has yet to penetrate, I

don’t understand.) Hence, it is

common for families to put a

child in family day care or to

hire a nanny when he or she is as

EARTHLYC0KCERNS

demanding job is both frowned
upon and can be an expensive,
logistical nightmare.
This conformist middle

ground, which reigns supreme
here, is a happy medium for

many, but it is not perfect for all.

There is a certain amount of
intolerance for those who do not
want to fit the mold.

I have friends who are treated

as if they are lazy or nuts .when

they say they have been home
full-time with their children for

five or more years. (Those who
call them lazy should be pun-
ished by taking care of their kids’

for 24 hours for just one week.)

And women who dare to procre-

ate while in the midst of a
demanding and successful career

that requires getting home after 4
p.m. must bear the implied accu-

sation that they are bad mothers.

The way I see it. the task of rais-

ing a child is such a monumental
challenge that, in any country, all

of the "shoulds" should be

thrown out the window.
Let’s.admire both the exhaust-

ed working women who are

managing a complicated jug-

gling act and honor the equally

exhausted women who stay

home, not with the condescend-

ing job description of "house-
wife" (are they married to a

house?) but with the title sug-

gested by Roseanne Barn “a

domestic goddess." Whether we
go out and work to put food in

their mouths, or stay home to

cook the food, let’s get together

and agree that when kids are

happy and healthy, no matter

how this is accomplished, we
should all feel pretty good about

ourselves.

Recycling

helps India

regain its forests

By D5VORA BEN SHAUL

I
ndia’s eroded hillsides are

being reforested. This wel-

come development has
come about thanks to a recent

innovation that recycles three

items which are notoriously

hard to dispose of.

By mixing sewage sludge, fly

ash (the residue remaining
after coal is burned) and com-
posted weeds, agronomists
have managed to produce a

highly fertile, soil-like mix-

ture. When plowed into eroded

soils, it spurs growth much
more effectively than chemical

fertilizers.

The technique, which was
first tried on a small scale in

Canada, is now being applied

lo vast hillside areas in India

where the soil has, over the

years, become so eroded that it

is almost useless. The project

managers say that, when using

the new methods, in some
areas, the growth rate of

forests increased several fold.

The sewage sludge- and the

composted weeds provide large

amounts of nitrates, while the

fly ash is rich in minerals such
as zinc, cadmium, cobalt and
magnesium. By combining them
in proper proportions they make
up a matrix that provides every-

thing the plants need.
But making sure you use the

correct proportions is critical.

If fly ash is added too liberally,

the heavy metals can build up

in the stems and prevent the

plants from absorbing enough
waLer and other nutrients. For
this reason the new material is

being applied only on crops
that are used for fibers, fuel

and building materials.

The material has been espe-
cially successful for growing
trees such as acacia and gum
trees and for bamboo and cot-

ton. But even these crops are

a boon for India where wood
is the principal fuel for mil-

lions and where there is a

dearth of lumber for building

and furniture construction.

Indeed it is primarily the

demand for fuel wood that has

led to the disappearance of
the trees and the resultant ero-

sion of the soil.

The researchers hope to be
able to apply the new material

to forage crops - another item
in short supply.

Remarkable progress has
already been reported in grow-
ing sugar cane in soil dial was
previously too poor to support

any crop.’ This year will see the

start of the first experiments on
vineyards and orchards of soft

fruits.

In addition to its manifest use-

fulness as a soil additive this

technique also accomplishes
very basic recycling. Until now,
sewage sludge and fly ash have
seemed both useless and expen-
sive to dispose of, while bulky
weeds hove taken up many dis-
posal facilities.
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BUSINESS
in brief

Israel to drill for water in Jordanian Arava
Water Commissioner Meir Ben-Merr and his Jordanian

counterpart agreed yesterday that Israel will soon begin
drilling for water in the Jordanian section of the Arava. This is

in line with the peace agreement
Technical and licensing details, along with the exact loca-

tions, will be agreed upon later this month. David Harris

'Public must shoulder TA subway’s cost*
During a tour of Tel Aviv yesterday. Finance Minister Dan

Meridor said the city's light-transit rail system will cost a
higher-than-amicipated NIS 7 billion. The public will have to
contribute to its funding, he said. David Harris

Merck sets up new local subsidiary
US-based drug giant Merck has established a new subsidiary

here for the marketing of its medications and conducting
research. Merck, which will continue to use Teva for the pro-
duction and distribution of its drugs here, has been selling in

Israel since 1953 through Assia-Reisl, a Teva subsidiary. The
parent company decided to upgrade its dealings with Israel,

according to chairman and CEO Raymond Gilmartine. because
of the very high level of medicine and government support for
direct involvement by international firms here. Judy Siegel

Smith Barney to expand Israel operations
Smith Barney, the second largest financial services firm in

the US. said yesterday it intends to expand its Israel opera-
tions. Over the last year, the company has increased its local

operations from one full-time employee to three, and in the

last two years the company has led, managed or co-managed
12 offerings in excess of $900 million. Last month Smith
Barney underwrote two Nasdaq-based offerings for Gilai and
Te ledata totaling over $ 1 50m . Jennifer Friedlin

Generali Holocaust record at Knesset today

The Knesset Insurance and Return of Jewish Property sub-

committees are scheduled to hold a joint meeting on actions to

be taken against Assicurazioni Generali, the Italian-based

insurance company which is refusing to jay out on policies of

Holocaust victims". Several MKs will call for a national boy-

cott of the company, which bought Migdal Insurance from

Bank Leumi in a deal signed last July. David Harris

Meridon No blanket approval for local tax hike

The government did not approve a blanket increase in

municipal property tax during its weekly meeting on Friday,

according to Finance Minister Dan Meridor. His comment
comes after media reports suggested this was a part of the

compromise with the Union of Local Authorities to end their

three-week strike. Those with low existing tariffs may be

allowed to increase them, after checks by the Treasury and

Interior Ministry, Meridor added. David Harris

SHOULD YOU WORRY
WHEN THINGS
GO WELL

ON THE NYSE?

Wfll the recent dramatic rise in stock values on the U.S.

markets continue? Is it best to sell now while the market's high?
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Abeles: Extent of non-shekel

loans threatens banks
‘Credit-card market must open to full competition

By DAVID HARRIS

The banking sector's non-shekel
loans, which have accelerated
against the background of a strong
shekel, have reached a point at

which they pose a threat to the

banks' stability. Bank of Israel’s

Supervisor of Banks Ze’ev Abeles
said yesterday.

Speaking at a media conference
launching his annual report on the

banking sector, Abeles also called

for an end to the existing credit

card duopoly, said that foreign

banks' interest in local activity

was on the decline, and pointed

out a continued increase in bank
expenditures throughout the

1990s.

Concerning foreign -currency

denominated credit, Abeles said

the phenomenon is becoming
increasingly burdensome for the

banks, as well as an increasing

risk.

Demand for credit rose signifi-

cantly in 1995 and 1996. In 1994,

credit totalled $6.5b., while by
December last year the compara-
ble figure stood at $1 4.7b. and had
reached $16.8b. by March 31 this

year.

This trend means the proportion

of foreign currency credit in the

overall credit basket rose from
14% in 1994 to 24.2% last

December and 29% at the end of
March.
This effect of this was particu-

larly felt in the construction indus-

try, where foreign currency credit

increased from NTS l.Sb. in 1994
to NIS 6.6b. last year <a 91%
annual rise). Similar patterns were
registered in the food and hotel

industry and financial services

sector.

Total capital inflow over the last

two years reached NIS 40b., of

which NIS 23b. was invested
short-term.

The latter sum is “sensitive to

differences in interest rates and
risk in the exchange rate," said

Abeles. He then warned of the risk

this presents to bank customers.

The risk factor has been the cen-

ter of ongoing negotiations

between the Bank of Israel and
commercial banks during the last

two years. As a result, the banks

have been instructed to establish

teams to check the risks of bank
activities given these and other

considerations, including greater

liberalization in capital markets.

There was a marked increase in

activity rn the banking sector dur-

ing 1 996, which continued into the

first quarter this year. This was
particularly noticeable in the non-

index shekel arena and in foreign-

currency denominated business.

This additional activity was the

main reason the five major banks

registered post-tax profits totalling

some NIS 2 billion last year,

according to Abeles.

With many of the trends in the

banking sector continuing this

year, Abeles warned it is unlikely

they will cany on throughout
1997.

While not speaking of high

salaries and bonuses to senior

staff, Abeles was critical of the

overall expenditure of banks, par-

ticularly in pay and benefits to.

workers. Exitendinire on staff nas

increased 25% since 1990, a ng-

.

ure which Abeles said he hopes

will be reduced after privatization.

Indeed, he added, this will become

crucial if a private bank wishes to

remain competitive.

However, he refused to oner a

view on whether the number of

branches will be reduced after pri-

vatization. That, he said, is a mat-

ter for the banks' owners to

decide.
.

Concerning the credit-card mar-

ket, Abeles called for full competi-

tion in an' industry which for years

has been gripped by two dominant

players.

He criticized the existing duop-

oly and said while there is talk of

a third player. Alpha, entering the

market, greater competition is

needed. “All banks should be able

to sell all cards currently bn the

market.’*

Antitrust Authority director gen-

eral David Tadmor declined to

comment on Abeles' recommen-

dation. but pointed out that he is

currently investigating the state of

the credit card industry and

expects to issue a report wMun a

month.
The introduction of electronic

wallets must be progressed, a~sug-

gestion which has the full backing

of Bank of Israel Governor Jacob

Frenkel. The wallets should not be

exclusive to banks but also be

operated by other organizations.

Some bodies have already

expressed interest in the wallets,

he said.

While several foreign. banks

have established a presence here

in recent years, Abeles said the

number of- approaches las

declined. This he said was

because of the geo-political situa-

tion and changes in the Israeli

economy.
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Japanese bank scandal causes reshuffle

Dai-khi Kangyo Bank vice president Ichiro Fujita (right) announces the reshuffle of top executives, Including his succeeding
to the post of outgoing president Katsuhiko Kondo (second to right) at the bank’s headquarters in Tokyo last month. A major
scandal involving links between Japanese racketeers and financial institutions claimed a new victim over the weekend when the

‘

appointment of the new president promoted to clean up the mess was rescinded. Fujita joined a growing list of top Japanese
executives who have seen their careers derailed over the past three months by the scandal. Also pictured above are vice presi-
dent Yosbiharu Marti, who -was appointed as new chairman (left) and outgoing chairman Tadashi Okuda. (Reuter)

Merrill Lynch
buys 19.2%
stake in Agis

By JENNIFER FftiEDUN

Russia’s Gazprom to bid for gas deal
By DAVID KARRIS

A team of experts from Russian
energy giant Gazprom, the world’s
largest natural gas supplier, will

visit here next month to offer a

price for the supply of gas until

2000. with a view to a longer-term

relationship, according to National

Infrastructure Minister Ariel

Sharon.

Speaking at a media conference

in Russia, Sharon said the experts

will arrive in Israel on July 7,

when they will begin intensive

work on all aspects of the techni-

cal and economic sides of supply-

ing gas.

Following talks with senior

company and Russian government
officials, Sharon said he is giving

serious consideration to the laying

of a marine pipeline from Russia

to Israel.

It is still unclear whether this

would be the sole supply of gas,

replacing the planned line from
Egypt, of whether this would
become an additional source.

Talks are also ongoing with a vari-

ety’ of other countries - Including

Qatar, Turkey, Greece and
Turkmenistan over the supplyofgas.
Gazprom and Sharon agreed in

principle that the company could

supply gas until 2000. Sharon said

the gas is the best in the world and
he is confident of obtaining a

cheap price. Discussions also cen-
tered on the long-term supply and
the guarantee of gas no matter
what occurs on the regional geo-
political front.

Sharon also informed Gazprom
of various infrastructure projects in

Israel he believes the company can
participate in, including ammonia
production in the Dead Sea.
Gazprom succeeded the state-

owned gas company for Russia
and has a monopoly on gas supply
throughout the former Soviet
Union. The company also supplies

21 percent of all western European
gas consumption. Gazprom is stiU

40% state-controlled.

It is unclear what implication

these talks will have on the supply
of gas from Egypt
The three year old discussions

with Egypt had by the siart of this

year largely petered out to the
extent that Italian-based ENI (one
of the companies designated to

work with Egypt to deliver Israel's

gas supply) president Guglielmo
Moscato, attacked the Israeli gov-
ernment for delaying an agree-
ment.

Originally, the plans called for
Israel to import an annual 2.5 bil-

lion cubic meters of gas by the
year 2000 via a pipeline across the
Sinai Desert. Now, experts say a
deadline of 2002 looks more real-
istic.

Pharmaceutical manufacturerAgis

Ltd. has signed an agreement to seD

US investment house Merrill Lynch

a 19.2 percent share of the company
for NIS 200 million in cash, chair-

man of the board Moshe Aritin said

yesterday.

In the largest-ever foreign acquisi-

tion of a company listed on the- Tel

,

Aviv Stock Exchange. Mem!! Lynch

bought 55 million shares at NIS 36
per share from majority shareholders

Moshe Aikin and his sister Daniela

Yanai on Friday. Aritin and Yanai

received NIS 181m. in cash and will

hold 45% of the company after the

transaction. .

-

. . Aridn said he and Yanai agreedin

1992 to sell die shares as soon as

they were eligible to benefit from
Israeli tax laws.

“When we Issued the company
five years ago, we knew dial in five

years time we could sell the stock

with a tax exemption," Aritin said.

‘The idea was to take advantage of
the law as long as it existed.”

On May 29, Aritin and Yanai

became eligible for the tax exemp-
tion.

Merrill Lynch, which bought the

shares on behalf of its institutional

investors, received NIS 19.4m. in

transaction fees. The investment
bank, one of the largest in the

US, is expected to manage Agis’s
public flotation on the Nasdaq
exchange in early 1998.
A Merrill Lynch spokesman could

not be reached for comment
In trading yesterday on the TASE,

Agis fell 03%. Agis shares have
risen 66% since the beginning of the

year, in part because of foreign inter-

est in the company.
Over die years, Agis’ performance

has steadily improved. The compa-
ny's net profits went up to NIS .

47.04m. Iasi year from NIS 3835 in

1995. Revenue for the year roseto
NIS 684.06tn. from NIS 680.44m.
The company’s first quarter rev-,

enues jumped 15% to NIS 212m,
while net profit increased 33% to

NIS 163m.
Founded in 1961, Agis consistsof .

several subsidiaries - including,
Agis Industries, Israel fine
Chemicals and Careline, a cosmetics

'

and toiletries enterprise.
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Gov’t grants Carmel
Olefines $16m. in aid

By JENNIFER FRIEDUN

Carmel Olefines LtcL the second

largest producer of raw materials for

the plastics industry, has received a

$16 million investment aid package,

the Industry and Trade Ministry's

Investment Center said yesterday.

Want to keep

. in ctose touch

with your

securities

till 11 PM?

JOINIDB TELEBANK.

DIAL 03-5193111 PROM 3 AM TO 71 PM.

mISRAEL DISCOUNT DANK

The center also announced an
additional Sfm. in investments,
which will be distributed to five soft-

ware companies.
The aid given to Carmel Olefines

consists of tax exemptions and is

granted to help exporters increase

their operations, a spokesman for the
center said. Based in Haifa, the com-
pany is not entitled to investment aid
grants that are available to enterpris-

es located in development areas.

Representatives for the company
refused to comment on the grant or
its designated uses.

Carmel Olefines, a privately held
company, manufactures polyethyl-

ene. polypropylene and polystyrene.

The company exports to more titan

20 countries in Europe, the Middle
East. and Africa. Its 1995 sales

turnover totalled $3 1 Ora., and annu-
al exports amounted to $1 10m.
The plastics industry grew 10%

last year to S25b. The sector is

expected to grow by 15%-20% titis

year, as plastic products continue to
replace other materials formerly
used in packaging, wrapping and
agriculture.
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U.S. dollar

German mark
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Canadian doflar
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US unemployment rate

falls to 24-year low

o’
j

By MICHAEL ZWEBtffiR

C^MHX and NYMHX precious
- metals futures ended higher Friday,
' fed by, a further surge in platinum

‘

' and palladium prices, but pre-week-
end position squaring reduced the
gains across die complex near the
close.

•'

1

V The acute shortage of the white
metals, caused by a suspension of
Russian exports for five months, has
foiced short-cavering in the futures
marker and has seen a suspension of
market making in forwards in the

: physical market.

\ In addition, the sui^ly squeeze is

resulting in delivery periods on spot
physical transactions being negotiat-

ed, out. to 30 days, instead of the

.

usual two days, to avoid defaults,

-traders said.

j Atthe close of trade on Friday, tte
/August gold futures contract ended
.10 cents higher at $345.70 per troy

- odince. Septembffl silver finished up
. $1:40 at $482,70; September palla-

dium was up $5.85 at $1 79.00;
October platinum closed up $1430.
at $42430 and July high grade cop-
per ended 15 cents higher at 1 1 7. 1 5.

- Soybean futures finished mixed on
. Friday, with the nearby futures

^sli^ifly lower on continued recent

bearish influences and die deferred

contracts modestly higher: A
stronger than expected weekly crush

report jEriltially supported futures.
;

.
However it was unable to fully

retard the bearirii spread imwmding
in the old crop futures over foepast

several days. Thecootmued unwind-

ing of'd^oew crop spreads and.;
• rainfall, in tbeVmdistiH© laden sqmh .

added support' rotbe new crop
- months. The July, contract- slipped

3(4’so6tcejitito^35 1/4. .

ComVfuttnte settk^ lugher from
- frfe' on ‘ out 'as ...

lightfrayingi&teacstal^^'wW^lSeas *

replanted carried •

'pjk^ higjfe/flie July contract

sfipped.y4&i cent to $2.74.

.
:

l: Ssark«^Wmg aIoag with ideas

:mS^fe.O^.‘yeaflier could cause

Hiryestde^iysm parts ofthe soft red

beltundeqmned wheat futures. The
July contract-gained 3 1/2 cents to

.$359 j>2. : Energy futures hit their

Towest prfces this year in another

-B^j^roundof selling Friday on die

New,- York Mercantile Exchange,

/prompted bycweisupply concerns.
" Rapidly-rising supply ofcrude and

prteta^ airi do^ous supply prtrf>-

Teras m products led to realization

diat price levels over the past few

-we^ were nek justified, an analyst

\«flS<L
. ..

The My sweet light crude otl

• futures ‘ contract fell 87 cents at

$18.79 perbanel. Heating oil fimnes
?dropped with toe Septembercontract

- down 1.36 cents at 5336 cents per

gallon.
' - ' CommStock Trading

; - DATA COMMUNICATIONS VIA

jn fv> compote* aramiB LMmtP
rl l

E1^HP»JBgW»«TO*^*gU,W

. By JOAHHE KELLEY

WASHINGTON (Reuter) - The
US unemployment rate fell to the
lowest level in nearly 24 years in
May, but the pace of job growth
slowed markedly, the government
said over the weekend in a report
that sparked a powerful rally in
financial markets.

The report, the government’s
first major glimpse of the econo-
my's health each month, offered a
mixed reading ahead of the
Federal Reserve’s early July
meeting on interest rates.

The Labor Department said the
unemployment rate fell to 4.8
percent in May, the lowest level

since October 1973, from April's
4.9%.
But payrolls grew by just

138.000 after surging by 323,000.
It was the slowest since the
36.000 jobs added outside of toe
'farm sector in September.

Economists had predicted toe

unemployment rare would creep
back up to 5.0% and bad expected
the economy to add 219,000 jobs
in May. They said that, despite toe

slowdown in job growth, the
report painted a picture of a
remarkably healthy economy after

more than six years of growth.
Aftergrowing at a sizzling 5.8%

rate in toe first quarter - the

fastest pace in nine years - toe

economy has shown signs of

slowing but remains robust they

said.

“The economy is really in good

shape,” Nick Pema, chief econo-

mist at Fleet Financial Group,

said. ‘'We’re generating jobs and

toe unemployment rate is low.”

First Union chief bank econo-

mist Joel Naroff added: “The
labor market is cooking, workers

are becoming more confident and

there is minimal slack left for

employers to take up.”
Investors bet the report meant

toe Fed would hold rates steady

next month after raising them ear-

lier this year, and drove the Dow
Jones industrial average up 131

points to 7,437 at midday, above
toe record set last month. U closed

at 7,435.78.

The bond marker also rallied,

with the 30-year Treasury adding
1-1/4 points, lowering its yield,

which moves in toe opposite

direction from the price, to 6.78%
from 6.88% on Thursday.

The figures - especially the job
growth reading - can be volatile

from month to month. But toe

data so far this year portray a
labor market that is very light,

with payroll growth averaging

229,000 a month.

Fed policy-makers have been

worried that the light job market
will encourage workers to

demand big pay hikes, stoking

inflation down toe road. The cen-

tral bank raised short-term rates in

March in a bid to slow growth and
ward off inflation, the first

increase in more than two years.

Bui it held rates steady last

month, hoping toe economy would
slow on its own.
May's jobs numbers provide the

Fed with reasons to hold rates

steady or raise them. The slow-
down in job growth argues for

steady rates. But the drop in the

unemployment rate buttresses

those who believe that higher

rates are needed.
“The unemployment rate will

put toe Fed on alert,” Dan Seio,

economist at Nikko Securities Co.
International Inc., said. “As for

payrolls, toe labor marker is tight.

All indications suggest resurgence

of growth. We think the Fed will

raise rates in July.”

As is usually toe case, much of
toe growth in payrolls last month
came in the service sector.

Construction employment also

bounced back in May, after being

depressed in April by unseason-

ably cool and wet weather.

Manufacturing employment
was essentially fiat, however, held

down by a strike in toe automo-

Return of the ivory

A National Parks employee peers over the massive tasks of the well-known Chura Bull at Zimbabwe's Ivory Store. Zimbabwe,

Botswana and Namibia will be lobbying at the Convention on Trade m Endangered Species, starting today in Harare, for a par-

tial lift ofa 1989 world ban on ivory trade to allow the three elephant-rich southern African states to trade ivory regularly culled

from their 150,000 herd. (Reumj

Italy details largest world sell-offin ’97

Rome intends to raise

Bv CBtSPIAM BAUBER

ROME (Reuter) - The Italian Treasury

announced over the weekend that it aims to sell

at least 125 percent of energy giant ENI this

month in the biggest international share offer

seen so fax this yean

Treasury Director-General Mario Draghi told

a news conference that more shares would be

released if demand for toe third tranche sale

was strong, but added that the state would not

let its holding fall below 51%.

Italy currently owns some 69% of ENI,

which is the biggest capiralized stock on the

Milan bourse and the third largest oil and gas

C
°Drffi raidtoaTat current market prices, if

all toe stock was sold, the Treasury would raise

some 10 trillion lire ($5.8 biUtpn^ -This is cer-

Sy toe biggest offer of its kind in toe worid

so far in 199V he told reporters. “All rndica-

^nnfto date suggest there is going to be strong

Kid Jor
shares in the forthcoming

°m
n
T^asuiy will launch a road show for

institutions today to whip up suPP°rt f
or ^SLm, with toe retail rnmed at sn^!

Italian investors set to run from June -3-27.

The share price will be fixed on June 28.

$5.8 billion by selling 12.5% of energy giant ENI
Italy launched toe first tranche ENI privatiza-

tion in November 1995, placing 15% of the

company on toe market at a price of 5,250 line

per share, hi October 1996, a further 16% was
sold off at 6,910 lire per share.

ENI, a multinational operation headed by
Franco Bemabei, has posted consistently better

results over recent years, chalking up a record

group net profit of 4.45 trillion lire in 1996 and

promising further profit growth for 1 997.

ENI shares closed in Milan on Friday at

8.739 lire.

A minimum 400 million shares will be

offered to the Italian retail market in toe third

tranche sale, with up to 25% of this reserved

for ENI employees.

A further 300 million shares have been ear-

marked for Italian and foreign institutional

investors outside North America, with 1 50 mil-

lion shares reserved for US and Canadian insti-

tutions.

Around 130 million additional shares have

been set aside under a so-called “green shoe”

option in case of strong interest.

The Treasury said that retail investors would

be offered at least a 3% discount to ENTs clos-

ing share price on June 27.

Small investors will also be offered one free

share foT every 1 0 bought, so long as they keep

their third tranche stock for at least 12 months.

The ENI sell-off has proved a high-point in

Italy's otherwise sluggish privatization pro-

gram, with many other sales regularly delayed

by political in-fighting.

The Treasury hopes to sell telecom group

Stet later this year, but parliament still has to

set up a watchdog authority to oversee toe sec-

tor once it passes to private hands and there is

no guarantee it will meet toe 1997 sale dead-

line.

Italy, desperately needing cash to cut its debt

mountain, also plans to sell motorway operator

Autostrada and Stefs publishing arm. Seat, in

the coming months.
However, in its 1997 budget, the Treasury

predicted that it would raise 10 trillion lire this

year from privatizations, meaning that if all

goes according to plan it should near that target

with just toe help of toe ENI sale.

And if already has its eyes on a fresh ENI
placement

Under toe terms of toe third tranche offer,

the Treasury is committed to not offering more

stock to the market for six months. The "lock-

up” clause with the previous flotations was

nine months.

Italy's IMI and CSFB are global coordinators

for the offer.
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bile industry.

Reflecting tightness in the labor
market, average earnings rose by
four cents an hour last month, to

SI 2.1 9.

Despite pressure to pay workers
more, businesses so fax have man-
aged lo post solid profits while at

toe same time avoiding price

increases. Economists say that was
probably due to improvements in

toe productivity of toe labor force.

“The question for toe Fed is

whether toe increase in wages is

being paid for by the increase in

worker productivity - it seems to

have been so far,” said Bill

Dunkelberg, chiefeconomist for the

National Federation of Independent
Business.

The trade group released a May
survey of its members that showed
hiring demand at near-record lev-

els. with 16% of firms saying they
planned to expand employment.
Fully 30% of the companies sur-

veyed reported that they raised

employee compensation last

month. Dunkelberg said.

The Labor Department had pre-

viously reported that payrolls

grew by 142,000 in April. The
sharp upward revision reflected

new seasonal adjustment factors

and other changes meant to mea-
sure toe job market more precise-

ly.

Maof hits 300;
Bezeq up 6 .5%

Mishtanim Maof
292.08 2.51% 300.08 2.63%

By ROBERT DAMEL

Stocks jumped yesterday, pushing
toe Maof Index past 300 for the fust

time, as peace talks resumed and
shares traded in New York rose on
Thursday and Friday, analysis said.

The last day of Wall Street trading
to affect the Tel Aviv trading week is

Wednesday.

On toe Maof, measuring toe per-
formance of the 25 most-traded
issues. 24 stocks rose, ted by Bank
Leumi and Israel Chemicals Ltd. up
1-5 percent io 5.46 and 3.42 respec-
tively.

Bezeq climbed 6.5% to 10.06,

holding company Israel Corp. Series
1 shares added 5.25 to 23024, and
developer Industrial Buildings
jumped 5.5% to 5.93.

The lone loser on the Maof was
software house Formula Systems
LtcL, which dropped 2.25% to 5759.
The Maof Index of25 most-traded

shares leaped 2.63% to 300.08. The
Mishtanim Index of 100 issues

advanced 2^1% to 292.08.A total of
four of the top 100 issues fell.

“New York kept on breaking
records," said Idan Azoulay, portfo-

lio manager at the Impact Securities

subsidiary of Union Bank of Israel.

“And toe political news about toe

renewal of negotiations" also helped

prices, he said.

Bank Leumi was the most-active

issue, rising 1.5 percent to 5.46

shekels on trading of NTS 1 73 mil-

lion.

Across the Tel Aviv Stock
Exchange, NIS 2663m. of shares

traded. That’s 21% above toe

month's daily average of NIS
2203m. More than six issues rose

fa every one that fell.

Bezeq rose as the UK’s Cable &
Wireless Pic increased its stake in

Bezeq to 10.02%.

Teva Pharmaceutical Industries

Ltd, Israel’s largest pharmaceutical

company, rose 125% to 21328.
Teva said it signed a series of agree-

ments with drug company Merck
Sharp & Dohme Ltd. Teva’s

American depositary receipts in

New York were up 1 .2% Thursday

and Friday.

Drug maker Agis Industries Ltd.

slipped 025% to 39. The New York

investment firm Merrill Lynch &
Co. bought for clients 192% ofAgis

for NIS 200m., paying 8% below

Thursday’s closing price.

Urdan Industries LttL, a maker of

metal products, and Ormat
Industries Ltd-, a turbine producer,

each soared 7%, to 3.7 and 435.

Holding company Elbit Ltd.

leaped 53% to 10.63. Efron

Electronic Industries LttL, a technol-

ogy holding company, moved up

33% to 50.45.

Paint producer Thmbour Ltd.

gained 4% to 727. Financial ser-

vices provider Mivtach Shamir
Holdings Ltd. roared ahead 825% to

22.71.*’

Mofei Israel Technology Fund
Ltd. lacked on 5.25% to 2.04.

American Israeli Paper Mills Lid-,

known in Israel as Hadera Paper.

jumped 5% to 155.19. Department
store retailer Shekem Ltd. picked up
4% to 1.215.

Bank Leumi added 1 25% to 5.46.

The government recently pared its

stake in the bank based on assets by
selling 14% on theTASE
“The issuing of Leumi, Discount

and Sold Boneh, which were very

successful, made people believe tool

there are some real good prices out
on toe market." Azoulay said.

The government sold a chunk of
Discount Bank in April, and devel-

oper Sold Boneh recently raised

$24.4 million through the sale of
stock, bonds and options.

“The high turnover suggests that

toe* are real buyers,” Azoulay said.

“! don’t think these are people in for

a short ride."

Nice Systems Ltd-, producer of
digital voice-logging and archiving

equipment, slipped 1.75% to 103.43.

Not all money managers are san-

guine about ’
Israel's market

prospects.

Mark Menas, managing director

of Pacific Mediterranean Securities

Ltd. in Herzliya. wonders about the

economic comparisons between
Israel and toe US.
“We have high inflation, they have

low,” he said. “They have a growing
economy, ours is shrinking. They
have a money supply under control.

Ours is noL Everything is toe oppo-

site." Yet measured by toe stock

indexes, "we both appear to be doing
toe same thing.”

The centra] bank, ted by Governor
Jacob Frenkel has kept interest rates

relatively high to cool the economy
and fend off inflation.

That strengthens the shekel against

toe dollar, which hurts Israel’s

exporters: These companies! prod-

ucts become more expensive over-

seas; and they pay costs and salaries

in stronger shekels white eamjng
revenue in weaker dollars.

Companies thus pay more to

expand, which cuts into profils and

stock prices.

Another side effect of high rates -
toe benchmark interest rate is 13.9%
- is thattoey attract funds away from
stocks and into bank deposits.

Meiras said that much of the

money has driven toe Maof up near-

ly 14% in the past two months was
prompted into toe Tel Aviv market

by the addition of Israel to toe

benchmark indexes of die

International Finance Corp. in April.

“This maiket has nothing to do
with fundamentals,” he said.

(Bloombeig)

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are charged
at NtS 28.08 per line. Including VAT.

Insertion every day of the month
costs NIS 520.65 per line. Including

VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours Of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,

daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Center, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23,
26, 28. For info, call 5882819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassafi instal-

lations, Chagall Windows. Tfei. 02-

6416333. 02-6778271.

TEL AVIV

Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Andres Serrano:

The Morgue. Soviet Photography from

the Museum collection. Lucian Freud:

selection of works. Tzvi Hecken
Sunflower. Portraits: By a group of

Israeli artists. Virtual Reality: The
domestic and reaBstic in contemporary

Israel art HELENA RUBINSTEIN
RAVtL/ON FOR CONTEMPORARY
ART. Shiomo Bert-David and Amon

10 am-10 p.m. Fri. 10 a.m.-2 pm
Meyerhof! Art Education Center, Te).

6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, (Sal 04-

8374253.

GENERAL ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

. „
Jerusalem: Super Pham. Malha mafl,

679-3280; Balsam. Saiah e-Din, 627-

2315; Shuafax, Shualai Root 581-

0108; DarAJdawa, Herod's Gate, 628-

2058.
Tel Aviv: Superpharm Mimstore, 4
Shaui Namelech, 696-0106;

Superpharm, 40 Einsteki, 641-3730. TH
1 ajn. Tuesday: Pharma Dal

Jabotfosky, 125 Ibn Gviral, 546-2040.

TIB midnight Superpharm Ramat Aviv,

40 Einstein, 641-3730; London
Ministore Superpharm, 4 Shaui

Hamelech. 696*0115.

Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Eden, 95 Derech

;
Ramatayim, Hod Hasharon, 740-4002.

Netanya: Porat, 76 Petah Tftva, 834-

'0967.

Haifa: Hanass Denya, 99 Abba
Khoushy. 834-1113.

Kntyot area: Kipat Hofim Claflt

Zevuiun, 192 Derech Akko, Kiryat

Bafik. 878-7818,

Herzliya: Ctal Pharm, Beit Merkazim, 6
Mask* (cnr. Sderot HagaJJm), Herzliya

Pttuah. 955-8472, 956-8407. Open 9
a.m.to midnight.

Upper Nazareth: Ctal Pharm, Lev Hair

Mai, 657-0468. Open 9 am. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hadassah Bn Kerem
flniemal, surgery, orthopedics, ENT);
Mtsgav Ladach (obstetrics); BBair

Ho5m (pediatrics); Shaare Zedek (oph-

TeLfctfv^Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics): Tel Aviv

Mecficai Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laraado.

POLICE too

FIRE 102

FIRST AID loi
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or

911 (EngSsh) in most parts of the coun-
try. In addition:
Ashdod* 8551333 Kfa Sara* 9803222
Ashketon 6E61333 MaharijfS- 9912333
Beashe&a* 6274767 Netanya* 8604444

Beil Shemesh 6523133 Pwah Ttera* 9311111
Dan Region* 5793333 RahoveT 8451333
EBaT B332444 «8hon* 9842333
Hate- 8512233 Sated 8920333
Jerusalem' 5523133 Tel AviV 5460111
Kamwl- 9985444 Tibertas* 6792444
* Moble Intensive Care Ur* (MKJU) service in

me area, around thecode

Medical help for tourists (In Engfeh)
177-022-9110

The National Poison Contra) Center at
Rambam Hospital 04-852-8205, 24
hours a day, (or information in case of

Eran - Emotional First Aid - 1201,
also Jerusalem 561-0303, Te! Aviv S46-
1111 (childrwVyouft 5464)739), Rtshon
Lezfon 9564566112. Haifa 867-2229
Beersheba 649-4333, Netanya 862-
5110, Karaite! 988-8770, Kfar Sava
767-4555, Hadera 634-6789.
Crisis Center tor Religious Woman
02-655-5744/5. 24-hour service, confi-
demJafity guaranteed.

Wizo hotlines for battered women
02-651-4111. 03-546-1133 (also in

Russian), 07-637-6310, 08-855-0506
(also in Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours).TdAw 323-4819, 544-9191 (men)
Jerusalem 625-5558, Haifa BS&ossa
Stet 633-1977.
Hadassah Medical Organization

-

Israel Cancer Association supoort ser-
vice 02-624-7678).

^pmS8r

****
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Kuerten lowest-ranked World Cup hopes Me
FrCIlCh Open ch2tmp Israel go down in Moscow mire, 2-0, fall to second place

PARIS l'AP) - Gu.siavo Kuerten, a Brazilian who
had never won a tournament before, beat Sergi

Bruguera of Spain in straight sets yesterday to

become the lowest-ranked French

Open champion and the first

Brazilian man to win a Grand Slam.

Kuerten used a devastating fore-

hand to beat the former two-time

champion 6-3, 6-4. 6-2. He dedicat-

ed the victory to his late father, who
died when Kuerten was eight.

“He was the person 1 really loved,

and 1 miss him a lot.

‘This trophy and this tournament

go to him and I am sure he is really

happy right now," Kuerten told the

Center Court crowd at Roland
Garros.

With a huge grin, the 20-year-old

Brazilian lifted Che trophy and
kissed it after receiving it from six-

time champion Bjom Borg.

Kuerten came into the tournament

ranked No. 66. He will now move
into the top 20 after an amazing run

that saw him beat three ex-champi-

ons.

Kuerten was only the sixth

unseeded player in the Open era to

make it to the men's final and only

the third to win the title, after

Marcel Bernard in 1946 and Mats
Wilander in 1982,

Bruguera won here in 1993 and
\994 and was looking for his third

French Open title.

But it was Kuerten who dictated

play from the beginning.

Kuerten broke in the first set for

3-2 with a crisp forehand volley.

Then he broke again in the final

"
\ •>?.

game of the set, with a big crass- „ _
court forehand to che comer Gustavo Kuerten

Playing with remarkable confi-

dence, Kuerten often hit the lines with his ground-

strokes. He also served far better than his opponent.

In the second set, with occasional gusts of wind
playing havoc with both players' serve, Kuerten

broke again for 3-1, but the Spaniard broke back for

3-2, Until that break, Kuerten had allowed only four
points on his serve.

Bruguera saved three break points to hold at 3-3.

But at 4-4, Kuerten saved three
break points on his own serve to go
up 5-4.

Then, just as in the first set, he
broke Bruguera in the final game -
this time with a forehand to the cor-
ner that the Spaniard could barely
touch.

Kuerten said that when he was
almost broken at 4-4, it was "the
worst moment for me in the match.
“This game I needed to get the

match. I really ran for every ball. I

broke him in the next game and the

third set was a bit easier,“ he said.

In die third set, Kuerten didn't
serve with as much authority. He
had to save two break points in each
of his first two service games.
His final breakthrough came in the

sixth game of the final set A double
fault by Bruguera made it deuce. A
drop shot gave Kuerten a break point,

but then he hit a forehand long.

Another drop shot gave him one
more break point, and when
Bruguera sent a forehand long.

Kuerten had the vita] break.

The match ended two games later

after one hour and 50 minutes of

play, when Bruguera chipped a

backhand to the net.

It was the quickest men's final

since 1980, when Borg beat Vitas

Geniiaids in one hour, 46 minutes.

“He hit very hard and he deserved

to win," Bruguera said.

Kuerten already had beaten the last

two French Open champions,
(Rcuieri Thonms Muster and Yevgeny

Kafelnikov, to reach the final. Now,
be has added the 1993 and 1994 champion ~

Bruguera - to the list.

He had never gone past the quarterfinals in a tour-

nament before, and had a losing record this year com-
ing into the French Open.

DEREK FATTAL

m

Israel's dream of competing in

next year’s World Cup Finals m
France effectively vanished in

the mire of Dynamo’s Moscow
stadium last night following a

comprehensive 2-0 defeat by
Russia.

The Israelis never came dose to

overhauling the side currently

ranked 9tb in FIFA's standings,

and as so often has been the case

in decisive matches, the national

squad's defense contributed to its

own demise at the very moment it

needed to stand its ground.

Two excellent fust-half goals in

front of a spirited 27,000 crowd,

from Vladislav Radiraov in the

eighth minute, and the second

from central defender Alexei

Kosolapov exactly half an hour
later were enough to enable the

Russians to leapfrog over Israel

into first place, with a one-point

lead, and a game in hand over the

former-Group 5 leaders.

In other Group 5 action last

night, host Bulgaria were 4-0 win-

ners over winless Luxembourg to

trail Israel in the standings by only

one point. Bulgaria have two
games in hand over Israel.

The Russians now face Bulgaria

home and away in their last two
group matches in the battle over

fust place and the qualifying tick-

et that goes with it.

A victory in Israel’s final qual-

ifying match on August 20th

away to the Bulgarians in Sofia

offers an extremely slim hope of

securing second position and the

right to"a playoff for one of four

extra European qualifying places

depending on what transpires in

the games between Bulgaria and
Russia that will be played after

Israel completes its fixture list

Red Wings sweep Flyers
DETROIT (AP) - The 42-year

Stanley Cup drought is over for

the Detroit Red Wings.
The Red Wingsended the NHL’s

longest current Cup wait and won
their eighth title overall, complet-

ing a sweep of the favored

Philadelphia Flyers with a 2-1 win
Saturday night

The NHL's third straight sweep
in tire' ’finds also made Sporty,

Bowman the first coach to win
championships with three differ-

ent teams. He won five titles with

Montreal and one with Pittsburgh.

This might be Bowman’s last -

his contract runs out after this sea-

son - and the 63-year-old coach
has refused to discuss his future.

If this was his final game, it was
a brilliant ending. The Red Wings
were awesome in die finals as

Mike Vernon limited the Flyers to

six goals and Detroit never let

either Eric Lindros or
Philadelphia's vaunted forecheck-

ing game be a factor.

Lindros didn’t get his first goal

of the series until 14.8 seconds

remained Saturday night

But that was not enough, and as

the final seconds clicked off, Joe

Louis Arena erupted, with fire-

works exploding and confetti flying

from the rafters.

The Flyers held the lead for just

two minutes in the entire series as

the Red Wings’ left wing lock

worked with almost perfect effi-

ciency.

So did the Wings' Russian Five,

who added the NHL crown to die

many international titles the for-

mer Soviets already owned.
For the final moments, the Cup-

starved fans cheered wildly, wav-
ing white pompoms, even throw-

ing an octopus on the ice - a

Detroit playoff tradition - with 27
seconds to go.

The celebrations seemed
inevitable after the Red Wings
took the first two games in

Philadelphia. The Flyers never
recovered in putting forth an effort

coach Terry Murray aptly called

“choking" on Friday.

The Flyers responded with prob-

ably their best game of the series.

But the Red Wings again made all

the key plays, with Nicklas

Udstrom scoring with 33 seconds

left in the first period and Darren

McCarty adding a breakaway goal

with 6:58 left in the second.- •

Vernon, who played in juSt 12 of

the Red Wings’-first :44 games’ihis

K
ear, stopped 26 shots in raising

is record to 16-4 in the playoffs,

three more wins than he had in the

regular season. It was tire second

time he backstopped a team to the

Stanley Cup. Vfemon led Calgary

to die title in 1989.

frv their heyday, led by Hall of

Famers Gordie Howe, Ted
Lindsay and Alex Delvecchio, the

Red Wings dominated the NHL.
They won four Cups in six

years. Then nothing until

Saturday.

Vernon was named the Conn
Smythe Trophy winner as the

playoffs' most valuable player.

Israel completes its fixture list.

A heavy rainstorm an hour
before the kickoff yesterday

looked to be an ill omen for what
lay ahead as the already appalling

Moscow pitch was turned into a

mud bath. As the heavens opened,

Israel coach Shlomo Scharf was
probably regretting his decision to

play a relatively attacking lineup

given die worsening state of the

field.

The Austrian referee decided to

proceed with the game which was
delayed by 1 5-minutes to allow the

groundsmten' to remark the playing

—surface. •» •

Right from the start, it was clear

that" Russian coach Boris

Ignatiyev had planned his strategy

to perfection. Israel’s defensive

frailties were attacked with

absolute precision and with the

jugular exposed, the Russians

went in for the kill.

The Israelis were invited to

come forward only for the

' . . 'si>_ .v
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UPENDED - Israel’s Eli Ohana (above) tackles Russia’s Vladislav Radiraov in yesterday’s
Group 5 World Cup qualifier. Russia won 2-0. (Reuter)*

Russians to hit back with lighten-

ing counter- thrusts that left the

England win 1st Ashes Test
BIRMINGHAM (AP) - An

emotionally-charged England
raced to an emphatic nine-wicket

victory in the First Test against

Australia at Edgbaston yesterday

to take a 1 -0 lead for the first time

in five Ashes series.

Set to make 1 1 8 runs to win after

dismissing Australia for 477 in its

second innings, England skipper

Michael Atherton led the victory

charge with an unbeaten 57.

Atherton and Alec Stewart (40
not out) romped home to victory

in 21.3 overs with a day to spare

with an undefeated 90-run second-

wicker stand.

Stewart drove leg spinner Shane
Wanfe for his seventh four to take

England to 119 for one and sea]

the historic victory.

Atherton, who reached 5,000

Test runs in 68 matches, gave the

run chase a kick start with left

hander Mark Butcher taking 29
runs in the first three overs,

Michael Kasprowicz trapped

Butcher leg before wicket for 14

runs, but Atherton and Stewart

ensured the win was achieved

without any further hiccups.

ing counter- thrusts that left the

visitors squirming and shirking

the tackle in the vacuum between
midfield and the back line.

In the eighth minute, the snappy
Sergei Grishin played a perfect

pass straight into the path of the

unmarked Radimov. With a level

of skill that belied his position as

defender, Radimov took the ball

and shimmied past Alon Hazan
and with ice cool nerves safely

tucked it under Rafi Cohen to give

Russia the lead.

On the quarter hour, Kosolapov
rehearsed the move that was to

provide the second goal only to

see his header fall wide. When the

Israel's central defenders again

left an open path for him in the

38th minute, there was no possible

way for Cohen to stop the thun-

derous diving header that met the

cross pumped over from the left

flank by Igor Yanovsky.

By way of reply, Israel mustered

a series of well-taken free kicks,

first by Haim Revivo, and then by
his second-half replacement Itzik

Zohar. Apart from these set pieces,

only a couple of fine crosses from
the left by David Amsalem to

Revivo could have raised the heart

rate of Sergei Ovchinnikov in the

Russian goal.

Avi Nimni and Eyal Berkovic
lacked both power and ingenuity

in midfield, and indeed there was
something quite pathetic in the

way Nimni in particular tiptoed

around playing short passes more
suited to green veld instead of

slime.

After the break, Ronnie
Rosenthal made way for Alon
Harazi in an effort to shore up the

defense.

Content with their two-goal
lead, the Russians let the Israelis

enjoy most of the possession but

with Ohana and then his replace-

ment Alon Mizrahi leading the

line and hardly ever receiving the
ball, there was little to fear in the

way of assaults on goal.

Dmitry Alenichev, then Zohar
had shots that impacted the wood-
work but not the scoreline later in
the game for their respective sides.

The Russians ended the game as

they started, in the ascendancy as

the clock and hope ran out on
Israel.

Yuri Nikiforov, Akhrik Tsveiba,
ViktorOnopko. Alexei Kosolapov.
9-Sergei Grishin (90 Valeiy
Yesipo), Dmitry Alenichev,
Vladislav Radimov, Igor
Yanovsky; Vladimir
Beschastnykh (61 Andrei
Tikhonov), Dmitry Cheryshev (82
Yuri Kovtun).

Israel — Rafi Cohen, Felix
Halfon, Arik Bennado. Amir
Shelah, David Amsalem, Avi
Nimni, Haim Revivo (58 Itzik

Zohar), Eyal Berkovic, Ronnie
Rosenthal (46 Alon Harazi), Eli

Ohana (73 Alon Mizrahi).

Russia - Sergei Ovchinnikov,

GROUP 5
Team P W O L GF GA Pts
Russia 8 4 2 0 15 2 14
Israel 7 4 1 2 9 6 13
Bulgaria 5 4 0 1 14 5 12
Cyprus 6 1 1 4 5 14 4
Luxembourg 6 0 0 6 1 1?

Australia, 1st Innings 118
England, 1st innings 478 for nine dec.
Australia, 2nd Innings overnight 256 lor

one
Matthew Elliott b Croft 66
Mark Taylor c and b Cron 129
Greg Btewett c Butcher b Croft 125
Steve WUutfi ibw b Gough 33
Michael Bevan c Hussain b Gough 24

Mark Waugh c Stewart b Gough 1

lan Heafy c Atherton b Ealham
Shane Wame c and b Ealham 32
M Kasprowicz c Butcher b Ealham 0
Jason Gillespie run out 0
Glenn McGrath not out 0
Extras ( 1 8b. 1 21b, 5rtb, 2w) 37
TOTAL: 477 all out
Fall of wickets: 133, 327. 354. 393, 399,

431,465.465,477, 477.

Bowling: Darren Gough 35-7-1 23-3 (3nb),

Devon Malcolm 21-6-52-0, Robert Crrtl 43-

1CM25-3 (2w), Andrew Caddie* 30-6-87-0

(2nb), Mark Ealham 15.4-3-60-3.

Balling lime: 587 minutes. Overs: 144.4.

England, 2nd Innings
Mark Butcher Ibw b Kasprowicz 14

Michael Atherton not out 57
Alec Stewart not out 40
Extras (4b. 41b) 8
TOTAL: 119 runs for one wicket
Fail of wicket 29.

CLASSIFI EDS
DWETuNGsT^Tn™" DWEOING? SITUATIONS VACANT SITUATIONS VACANT

Bowling: Glenn McGrath 7-1-42-0,

Michael Kasprowicz 7-0-42-1. Shane
Wame 73-0-27-0.

Bating time: 88 minutes. Overs: 21 .3

England won by nine wickets

Touch Gold wins Belmont Stakes
NEWYORK (AP) - Touch Gold

rallied on the outside down the

stretch, took the lead with about
50 meters to go and won the

Belmont Stakes on Saturday to

deny Silver Charm die American
thoroughbred Triple Crown.
The defeat made Silver Charm

the 13th winner of the Kentucky
Derby and Preakness to fail to get

the Triple Crown in the Belmont.
He was bidding to become the

J2th Triple Crown winner and the

first since Affirmed in L978.

Touch Gold led for most of the

first half of the 2.4-kilometer (1 .5-

milel race, but fell off the pace
while Silver Charm and Free

House battled in front.

Silver Charm moved ahead of
Free House along the rail with

about 100 meters remaining, but
saw Touch Gold finish fast and
win the final leg of the American
Triple Crown series by about a

half lenath.

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AH rates

Include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 134.55 for 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NlS
13.45
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
210.60 10 words (minimum), Bach addi-

tional word NIS 21.06
TWO FRIDAYS - NIS 351 for 10 words,
^minimum), each additional word NIS

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 304.20 tor 10 words
(minimum).each additional word - NlS
30.42.

WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 432.90
lor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NIS 43-29.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
555.75 lor 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 55J57.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 1053 for

10 words (minimum), each add iNona)
word - NIS 105.30.
Rates are valid until AUG 31 1997.

Jerusalem Area Jerusalem Area General Sharon Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS WANTED SALES PERSONNEL
REHAVJA- 2JS, FULLY furnished, beau-
tiful, S670 monthly. July 1 - Sept. 30.
TeL 02-563^343.

RELIGIOUS BUSINESSMEN SEEK
housaa/ilais in Jerusalem. Fax; AHS +
+31-251-250305 (Holland).

RENTALS DWELLINGS
A-T0UR, CONDO, FULLV equipped,
only need a toothbrush. Long term, lor

serious. Tel. 02-826-2325.

Tel Aviv

WELL KNOWN, ESTABLISHED YE-
SHIVA - lor newly religious, seeks sales-
people, lor pay, all over the country, to
diarfcute tottery tickets. Tel. Shmuef after-
noons 02-626-2210, fax 02-626-2208 (all

day).

OFFICE STAFF
ENGLISH CLERK, SPOKEN Hebrew re-
quired. KfarSafia. TeL 09-766-0237, al-
ter 5 pm, or Fax C.V. to: 09-766-0234.
Aaron.

PURCHASERSALES

HOLIDAY RENTALS
SITUATIONS VACANT Te! Aviv

BAKA, ROOM + use of kitchen,

S200 per month, female. Tel. i

1441.

BEAUTIFUL STUDIO AND 2 room apart-

ments, Ban Gurion Blvd., tourists / bush

Tel Aviv

nessmen, Short / long term. Tel. 03-696-
9092, 050*356972.

HOUSEHOLD HELP
SOUm-AFRICAN AU PAIR AGENCY Is-

FOR SALE

BET SHEMESH- COTTAGE, new, 5 bed-
rooms, 3 balhrooms, garden. Tel. 02-
678-4656. 052-866874 (NS).

RENTALS
reel based, requires many South Afri-
can/other girls. Ihre-in au pairs country-
wide. Top conditions + high salary.
Wondarlul job opportunities. 03-619-
0423.

AMERICAN ELECTRIC APPLIANCES,
ftSaSSL.0** used 4 months. 03-
930/876 after 8pm

AZOREI CHEN, 5 + large terrace, air
conditioning, doorman. Country Club.

DEADUNES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication; lor Friday 4 p.m. on
Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication; lor Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

GERMAN COLONY (CREMIEUX), 4 *
garden, private entrance, Si,300. "DE
PRONT ESTATES". Tel. 02-566-3314,
052-601-680.

conditioning, doorman, country ciuo.
YAEL REALTOR. (Maklan). Tel. 03-642-
6253.

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE, fnend-

FRENCH FURNITURE FOR sate, high
quality. Louis xvi. FrencJVErwifeh/Rwna-
man, no Hebrew. Tel. 03-522-41 J 9.

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 3 or 4.

NORTH- NEAR SEA, 4, furnished,
charming, parking, air conditioning. TeL
03-604-4094.

Uest lamliiea, best conditions, the agen-
cy with a heart for the Au Pairs. Call Hll-
ma, Tel. (03) 965-9937.

PURCHASE/SALES

garden, basement, parking, long term, im-
mediate. (No commission). Ot VIROLL!
SIANI. Tel 02-623-5595.

SALES

For telephone enquiries please call
02-5315644.

RAMAT ESHKOL, (RAMAT Hagolan).
2.5 -i- large garden, solar heater, tele-
phone, heating, furnished. Tel. 02-581-

EZOREl CHEN, LUXURIOUS, 5 + bal-
cony, + seaview. high Boor. YAEL REAL-
TOR (MALDAN). Tell (03) 642-6253.

CHILDCARE + HOUSEHOLD WORK,
live in/out with own bedroom. Excellent
salary. TeL 03-649-8204.

Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

DWELLINGS
JAFFA, OLD HOUSE, 180 sq.m., plans
for 2 cottages. Tel. 050-307 1 72.

METAPELET. PLEASANT FAMILY,
high salary . Live-In / Kva-out. Good
conditions. TeL 03-537-1036.

MOVING, MUST SELU Oactir ap{
@s, bedroom furniture, garden Pet
gnu. Tel. 03-64Q-5306. 050-652194.

Jerusalem

General
REHAVIA, 3.5 FURNISHED, balcony,
modem kitchen, AC, 3rd, S990. From
July. Tel. 050-235-682(NS).

SAVYON, AU PAIR + housekeeping, 2
sweet kids. Tel. 03-534-4719, 03-751-
2265.

Sharon Area

FREE

SCOREBOARD
TENNIS - Anna Smashnova lost the final of the S50,000 Challenger

Tournament in Tashkent yesterday to Angelica GavaJdon 6-4, 6-2.

TRACK - Donovan Bailey lost a soggy 100-meter run to Nigeria's Davidson
Ezinwa yesterday at the IAFF Znamesky Memorial Grand Prix meet in Moscow,
moments after a torrential thunderstorm abated.

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL - Saturday's AL results: Kansas City 10,

Texas 4; Chicago l, Baltimore 0 (1 1 J: NY 2, Milwaukee 0; Toronto 3, Oakland

i; Cleveland 9, Boston 5; Detroit 3, Seattle 1; Minnesota 6, Anaheim 1.

Saturday's NL results: Cincinnati 10, NY 5: Atlanta 5. San Francisco 2:

Florida 7. Colorado 5 (1st); Florida at Colorado, 2nd game. ppd.. rain: Pittsburgh

9, Philadelphia 2; Montreal 5. Chicago 0: Los Angeles 5, Sl Louis 2; San Diego

5, Houston 4 ( 10).

WHERE TO STAY SALES

THE JERUSALEM INN at [he city Cen-
ter - double or large lamily rooms, pri-

vate bathroom, T.v./ielephone. qualityvate bathroom, T.v./ielephone. qualhy
furnished. Tel. 02-625-2757, Fax: 02-

GERMAN COLONY, LARGE, unique 2.3
or 4. Basement, garden, immediate (no
commissions). DIVIROLLI SIANI. Tel.

RENTALS
HERZLIYA BET. 4 bedroom, saaview.

SEEKING EXCELLENT HOUSEKEEP-
ER, references, full-time. Hebrew speak-
ing. Tel. 03-676-0261 (after 19:00).

WITH HEAVY HEARTS Wff miW; flUve.

away.our 6 month old Shephard mbunase.
dog because we are leaving ttwcoentry- . -

Has all his shots, house-brotetL&iS of wn
and great with Soria, needs lots of toveand
space. Tel. 02-633-6244, eve* Shoflrana

commissions)
02-561-2424.

025-1297.

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and long term rentals.

Bed and breakfast.

P.O. Box 4233, Jerusalem 91044.
Tel. 02-6611745, Fax: 026614541.

JEWISH QUARTER, SELECTION of
fine homes. 5250,000 - Si.500,000. M.
REALTY. Tel. 02-6286521 , 07-627-0011. BUSINESS PREMISES

HOUSEHOLD HELP

MEVASSERST, LOVELY PENT-
HOUSE, 5 * balconies, view, $360,000,
flexible. Tel. 02-533-7104. 052-67WJ&5.

OFFICE FOR RENT, n3 sq. m. In
$ha"araJ Ha'ir building, Jaffa Sl. 216.
Tel. 03-695-2955.

SEEKING WOMAN FOR disabled wom-
an, plus housekeeping, five-ln. Tel. 09-
700-2973.

UNRESTRICTED*^ (j
SUBARU^ LEGACY STAT)0N^WA6CK
1991. 1800- First hand, exceB«rad-
dition. Tel. 02-634-2235,' 052-SMH308*

^ •
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.cellist Inbal Segev and peroto
.- ^safZohm'play the two cello sonatas and the
V-Hemwlamnale Choir sings two of the coin-
v;pos^S motets. Ab8,-Yiiri Ahronovhch leads
j^^Jerusafcjii Symphony Orchestra IBA in

- String Symphony, the complete
i^tno&o:.to .A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
[
Tticlndmgtbe famous wedding march, nanai-

:-
jed by Claire Bloom, and the First Piano
iConoertp played by stunning young pianist
Orii Shaham . Michael Ajzenstadt

^TtaHari viotinist Salvatore Accardo brings
V. spftje oThis musica] friends, violinist Sylvie Gazeau,
cellist Gary

,
Hoffman and clarinetist Theresa

;,'nmfidiffvto play two concerts, tomorrow (2 pja) at

: fte Henty Crown Symphony Hall They play the
Brahms Clarinet Quintet and the same composer's
Second Stimg Sextet, while Wednesday (1 1 am.) at

;
XMCA'they play Brahms’s First Sextet and
Sjdbroerfs String Quintet Michael Ajzenstadx

^ CLASSICAL MUSIC

Michael Ajzenstaett

1

The Bona Feher ivdusic Center in Hokm presents

twe" special chamber-music concerts. Tonight,

Pmcfaas Zukerman plays the Franck Violin Sonata
with Tkfrana Goncharova at the piano. Zukerman is

laBsr joined by cellist Ralph Kirsbbaum and other

framds to play die Mendelssohn octet Thursday, the

program featuresdie Beethoven Kreutzer Sonata and
‘ibeSchubert Quintet for Two Cellos (8:30 p.m.).

. ! French maestro Jean Francois Pafllaid leads the

. Israel Sinforietta Beersbeba in Ravel’s Le Tombeau

Ralph Kirshbaum plays in Holon.

1 ;l
* vi: .i"

= ACROSS • •

1 A rlittle relic apt to be

5 Fish'feft—one caught a
pungent odour from it! (6)

9 Work out, not for the first

time 18) .
•

lOTnraing'heads, being
• • sweet (6) . ... - .

12Think -.playing tricks

amuses? (6) '
.

13 An arrangement to make a

reduction (8)

-15 Hell blow up over 500
eventually (7)

16 Silly Billy the diver (4)

20 Some soberly-clad
ambitious man (4)

21 There’s possibly no guard

on the beach .
(7

j

25 Pressing; for decorative use

ofmet2?-(8)
26 Eads, one houses a bird.W

de Couperin and Mendelssohn's Fourth (“Italian”)

Symphony, while Shlomo Mintz plays both the

Schubert Rondo and Mozart's Third Violin Concerto.
Wednesday (9 p.m.) at the Tel Aviv Museum,
Thursday (8:30 p.m.), Friday (1 p.m.) and Saturday (9

pjn.) in Beersheba.

FILM

Adina Hoffman

Irk'k'k'h VERTIGO - No matter how many
tunes you've seen Alfred Hitchcock's twisted 1958
masterpiece, the newly restored and released version

comes as a mesmerizing treat By returning the

brightness to the blue of James Stewart's eyes and
digitally remastering the original tracks of Bernard

Herrmann's great, swirling score, restorers Robert A.
Harris and James C Katz have done more than

responsible archival work. They've put die visceral

charge back into one of the most obsessive and dis-

turbing love stories ever committed to screen.

(English dialogue, Hebrew subtitles. Parental guid-

ance suggested)

e^tK-pviic
*»«
bcuncm

tags

28 It’s an Oriental
health-drink prepared
from herbs (6)

29 Getting rid of unwanted
moisture, takes a reading

(8)
30 Charges for some plants (6)

31 A wretch who’s
second-rate—of less
consequence (8)

DOWN
1 Left with a pound to make
an entree (6)

2 Salad food for an artist? (6)

3 At home, so main problem
may be staying awake (8)

4 See move as a firm sign (4)

6 Takes up commercial post

with organisation (6)

Lanu-
Mil «««!

amiyfj11

H«iaaaaai

7 Dog the French sup-
porter—stick around (8)

81 am—— as the northern

star”, declared Julius
Caesar (8)

11 Suggest the fellow should
be toldto go elsewhere (5,2)

14A woman’s name for lip

lines? (7)

17 Container crates in bad
state (8)

18 Brave children (8)

19 Taking some photographs
and thereby causing a split

(8)

22 Leftwinger’s internal
discomfort (6)

23 A feast makes serving men
late (6)

24 A heavenly body from
remote parts (6) .

27 Finding nothing right,
almost everyone is vocal (4)

SOLUTIONS

Hass Hsaasaosii]ana a m a
ananaaa aaBanaaaaoQBBsans Q03QE Sana

a h n a
aasasaanHEHns h
a a h 0
q sanE00H0C]an!30
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HQnEiBsn gatanrasa
a b a Q s s
aasnaanna saaaa

Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Clonesn, 7 Cross, 8

Beekeeper, 9 Tea, 10 Book, 11

Scanty, 13 Bishop. M Putrid, 17

Affair, 18 Ago*. 20 Snm, 22

Supporter, 23 Oasis, 24 Imtsta.

DOWN: 1 Caber, 2 Onerous, S Step,

4 Aspect, S Booty, 8 Ashamed, 7

Cranium, 12 Confess, IS Bassoon ,

15 Regatta, ISSimper, 17Amuse, 19

Corse, 21 Topi.

QUICK CROSSWORD

mmum\ mmmmm
-5-S iiiiBii

ACROSS
1 Authors (7)

5 Rule (5)

8&ht (5)

SUinpii10 ^)

10 Inspirit (9)

12 Set (3)

13 Pamper (6)

14 Wan (6)

17 Low (3)

18 Large church (9)

20 Implacable (7)

21 Thespian (5)

23 Chic (5)

24 Ghost (7)

DOWN
1 Entire (5)

2 Anger (3)

3 Carry out (7)

4 Brook (6)

5 Gun (5)

6Uneven (9)

7 Irritated (7)

11 Usual (9)

13 Direction
indicator (7)

15 The mean (7)

16 Standing (6)

18 Pursue (5)

19 Big (3)

22 Small child (3)

CHANNEL 1

630 News Rash
631 News in Arabic

6:45 Exercise Time
7:00 Good Morning

EDUCATIONAL TV

6:00 Blood on the

Painting -part 2
6^0 Basic Arabic
9K» Rearing
9^30 Nature
9:45 For the very young
10:15 Sciences
10:40 En^sh
11:10 Social Sciences
11:40 Tolerance
12:10 Sciences
1230 History

13:00 Plain Clothes
1350 Cartoons
14350 Kitty Cat and
Twnmy
14^5 Quentin Quack
15h0 Cartoons
15:10 Whhout Secrets

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Motom^ce from
Mars
15:55 Booty
1&00Du0iki
16^5 Yetadudes
16.*50 St4»r Ben
16^9A New Evening
17:34 Zappy
Entertainment

18:15 News h En^sh

ARABIC
PROGRAMS
1&30 Sports
19:00 News

HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19:30 Newsflash
1£h31 Hebrew video

2(k00News
20:45 F'oooftica

22:15 Different

Drummer
23:00 The Thin Blue
Line

23:30 News
00:00 Daily Veree

CHANNEL 2

6:15 Todays
Programs
6:30 Tricky

7M0 Breakfast

9d» Meetings
10:00 Pablo
11H» The Britts

11:30 Alfonso Bonzo
12:00 Doug
12:30 Basic Arabic
13HJ0 Kate and EBe
13^0 Open Cards
14HJ0 Degrassi Junior

14S0TcTac
15KX) ftew Generation
-KkyaiMaiacMs
youth group
15:30 MakeA Wish
16:00 The Bdd and
the Beautiful

17:00 News magazine
with Rafi Reshef
17^30 The Fresh .

Prince of BebMr
18d)0Sindbad
19:00 Pacific Blue
20d)0News
20^0 ITS Nothing
21:10 IDF 1 - ortarnaJ

series s^ at a nway
rado station

21^5 Dan Shflon live

23^0 MBermium
00:00 News
OOKf5Miannium-
contd
(Xk25 Night Owto Tak
2^10On the Edge of

the Shelf

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

1530 Hofy Koran
15:40 Sp^ou
16A5 NeighboiBS
16^0 In theWM-
documentary
17riwm
17^0 Blue Heaters
18rl0 French pro-

grams
19KX) News in French
1&30 News headfries

19^5 Parenthood
20:00 Disoover maga-
zine

2030 Murder She
Wrote

21:10 hfigMandar

22H)0 News ii Engfish

22:30 The Write

VSrtSct

23:15 Homicide

MIDDLE EASTTV

7:00TV Shop
1430 The 700 CUj
15:00 GefbQt
15^0 Dennis the

Menace
16:00 Larry King

17HXJ Famfly

17:45 Beakman’s
World

18:10 Perfect

1835;Saved by the

Bed
1930 Showbiz
19:30 World News
Tornqht

2030 Cosby Show
2035 Mr. Bean
2030 Major Dad
21:15 Diagnosis

Murder
2235 Matlock
23.D0 CW
2330 The 700 Club
0030 Quantum
Shopping

ITV3(33)

16.-00 Cartoons
1630 Panorana
1730 Adventures and
Chalenges
18:00 Her M^est/s
Tears
1930 News in Arabic
1930 Doctors Tak
2030 News
2(fc45 International Art

Magazne
21:15 Love and
Bullets (1979) -a
detective sent by the

FBI to kidnap a gang-
ster's mol falls in tove

with his prey. With
Charles Bronson. Ji
Ireland and Rod
Steiger. Directed by
Stuart Rosenberg.
2230 The Duchess of

Dike Street

ETV 2 (23)

1530 Afi Together

Now
1630WWSein
Russia
16:30 Scientific Library

1730 Frufis of the

Earth

17:15 Mleslones ii

Science and
Technology
17:30 Faces of

Culture

18:00 Basic Arabic

18:30 Family
Connections
19:00 Female
Perspective

1930 Vs 8 Vis

2030 A New Evening
2030 Cybemews
2130 Star Trek Deep
Space 9
21:45 Situation

2235 Female

23:15 Europe by
Design

FAMILY CHANNEL

7:00 Good Evening
with Guy Pines (rpO

7:30 Love Story with

Yossi Siyas frpt)

830 DaBas (rpt)

930 One Ue to Live

9:45 The Young and
the Resfess (rpt)

1030 Days of Our
Lives (rpQ

1in52ngara(rpt}
1230 Bamaby Jones
12^5The Streets of

San Frandsco
1330 Wings
1430 DaBas
1430 Days of Our
Lives

1535 The Nanny
1630 Hercules
16^45 Zingara

1730 Good Evening
wfthGuy Pines
1830 Local Broadcast
1830 One Ue to Live

19:15 The Yourg and
the Restless
2030 Sunset Beech
2030 Married With

CMdren
21:15 Shtock Show

21-AO Seinfeld

22:05 Nad »td Stacey
22:30 Love Story with

Yossi Siyas
2330 Seinfeid (rpt)

2335 Babylon 5 (rpt)

00:15The Streets of

San Francisco

135 Bamaby Jones

MOVIE CHANNEL
W
1130 Island C8y
(1994) — ayquth drug
turns people into mon-
sters

1335 Seeing Stars

1335 Cadtec Girts

(1 993) - a mother and
daughter visit their

hometown where the

daughter Eals in love

1530 Strange Voices
(1987) (rpt)

17:10 Landslide
(1992) - a geologist

with amnesa finds

that someone is trying

to keep him from

Cinema
1835 To Cheat a
Cheat (Hebrew, 1977)
-comedy of errors by
Ze’ev Rewah. With
Jacqiras Cohen, Han
Dar and Ya’acov Ben-
Sira

2035 Sihouette
(1994) -the sister of a
murdered nurse hunts
for the truth. WBh
Jobeth Wffiams and
Coibffi Bemsen
2230 Down Came a
Blackbird (1994) -a
journals! is drawn to a
c&ric where a
Holocaust survivor

treats torture victims.

With Raul Julia, Laura
Demand Vanessa

Waken. John Turturro,

Rosarme Arquette,

Ethan Hawks and
Martin Scorsese (rpt)

3:00 Town Bully

(1988) (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons
9:00 M^hty Max
930 Wafting far

Summer
9^ Pink Panther
1030 Where on Earth

is Carmen Santiago?
1035 Lois and Clark

11:15 Famiy Matters

11:45 Fun on Six

12:15 ChxMtitas
1330 The Story TeOer

13:10 Sonic
1335 Inspector

1435 The Little Bfts

1430 Mighty Max
1535 Pink Panther
1525 Wailing for

Summer
1530 Where on Earth

is Carmen Santiago?
1630 Ocean Girl

1630 Cafitomia

Dreams
1735 Fun on Six

17*5 CWquititas

1835 Honey Bee
Hutch
1930 Journey to the

Center of the Earth

1930 Step by Step
2030 Animaniacs
2030 Married With
Children

2tk40 Rosearme
21:10 Cosby Show
2136 Different Wbrid

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

2230 Dead Ringer

(1964) -Bette Davis
plays twin sisters with

a long-standkig

{judge over a man.
With Kart Malden
2355 Be8s of San
Angelo (1947)-

ii-ineofew
video efips

Popofiflca

2330 Man with a Gun
(1995) -a hit man is

hired by a mafia boss
to kB he wife. The
mafioso doesn't know
that the two are having
an attar

135 Search and
Destroy (1994)- star-

studded thriBer about a
slimy character

financing for nis dream
movie. With Dennis

Different
Drummer

The Thin
Blue Line

Western with Roy
Rogers as a lawman
trying to keep the bad
guys out of town

CHANNEL

8

6:00 Open University

(rpts)

835 Wings of the Red
Star, part 9 (rp»)

930 Return to the

l^¥hef!£ado(rpt)
1130 Stnforaetta:

Everywhere
1230 Wbrid ona
Plate (rpl)

1330 Travelogue (rpt)

1335 Big City Metro:

New York (rpt)

1335 Anatomy of

Love (rpt)

1430 Without Pity

(rpQ

15:45 The Last Snake
Divers

16:15 Human Naluie

1730 Open UnivwsAy

Tl^^nilage^Bw

1935 Wbrid ona
Plate, part 8
1930 Travelogue:

Hawaii
2030 Big City Metro,

Part 8: San Francisco

2030 Investigative

Report with BaGe
Moskona Lerman:
Anatomy of Love, part

3: tofidefity- stories of

infidelity by men and
women across the

world and a theory on
why it happens.
2135 Taxi Cab
Confessions
2230 Human Nature,

part 7
2330 Open University
- Struggle For
Democracy; Personal
Finance; Plant

Communications

SUPER CHANNEL

630 Travel Xpress
630 The Ticket

730 VIP
730 Travel Xpress
8:00 Today
1030 European
Squawk Box
1130 European
Money Wheel
1530 CNBC Squawk
Box
1730 Interiors by

1730 Gardening by
the Yard
1&30 The Site

1930 National

Geographic Television

-30th Birthday

2030 The Terat
2030 VIP
2130 Datekte
2M0 NHL Power
Week
2330 Best of The
Tonight Show
0030 Best of Late

Night with Conan

1:00 Best of Later

130 NBC Nightly

MOVIES

ITs Nothing

Married
With

H3F1 Children

Shtock
Show

Animaniacs Big City

Metro

«_ Married !

SBhouette with

CMdren bivestasfiye

Roseanne Report with

DanShflon
Live

Seinfeld

Ned and
Stacey

LoveStoi
with Yoss
Siyas
SeinMd

Moskona
Lerman

TatiCeb

Different Confessions

World

Down
Came a
Blackbird

News with Tom
Brokaw
230 The Tonight

Show {rpt)

330 Inremight

STAR PLUS

630 tvfine To Five

730 Pierre Frane/s
Cooking
730 GfJoe
830 EeW the Cat
830 Oprah Winfrey
930 Dvnastv
10:30 Sanbi Barbara
11.-30 The Bold and
the Beautiful

1230 Hurd shows
1330 Lost in Space
14:30 Black Beauty
1530 Charles in

15:30 Pierre Frane/6
Cooking
1630 Livtog on the
Edge
1630 Hindi programs
1830 Star News
1930 Yes, Minister

19:30 Chicago Hope
20:30 The Bold and
the Beautiful

2130 Santa Barbara
2230 Star News
2230X-F9es
2330 Star Trek

0030 Vegas
130 Oprah Winfrey

230 Bamaby Jones

CHANNEL5

630 Bodes in Motion

16:00 Bodes to

Motion

1630 Viva Bofivia-

CupaAmerica tour

preview

1730 JNF march
18:00 Intemafional

Journal

1930 NBA Fhab,
Game 3 highSghts

2130 NationdChess

7:30 A^a Formula 1
8:30 Rugby Super
12s, AustraBa
10:00 Goft Omega
Tour

1130 Golf: Inside

PGA Tour

1130 Cricket Week
1230 Sports Intfia

1230 Soccer
Tournament oJ France
1430 Trans Wbrid
Sport

15:30 GoU: Inside

PGA Tour
1630 Rugby. Super
12s
18:00 Sitoertdte:

Wbrid Championship.
Germany
2030 Soccer
Tournament of France
22:00 Super League

0030 Rugby: Super
12s
1:30 Motorcycfing:

French Grand Pnx

BBC WORLD

News on the hour
730 Correspondent
830 Newsoesk
9:30 Hard Tak (rpt)

1030 Correspondent
tt 30 The London
Boat Show '97 (rpl)

1230 Hard Tak (ipt)

13:30 Top Gear (rpt)

1430 Newsdesk
1530 Correspondent
16:15 Wbrid Butiness
Report

16:30 Asa-Padfic
Newshour
1730 Film '97

1830 Hard Tak
19:30 Tomorrow^
Wbrid (rpt)

21:30 Hard Tak (rpt)

22:30 Windowon

2230 Viva Bofivia

2330 Athletics

EUROSPORT

930 Soccer. World

Cup Legends
1030 Motorcycfing:

Austrian Grand Pnx
iaOO|&^^V^rid

European Meet
1530 Triathlon: ITU

World Championship
1630 Soccer: Wbrid

Tournament of France
with France, En^and,
BrazI and Italy

1930 Speedworid
2130 Tournament of

France
23:00 Soccer Wbrid

qualifying rounds

130 Snooker Euro

League

STAR SPORTS
(unconfirmed)

530 Soccer
Tournament of France

00:00 Newsdesk &
Business Report

130 Asia Today
2:10 Newsnight

CNN
NTERNATK3NAL

News throughout the

&30 NBA Week
7:30 Insight Apt)

830 Global View
9:30 Wbrid Sport

1130 CNN Newsroom
12:30 Future Watch
1330 American
Etftion

13:45 Q&A (ipt)

14:00 Asian News
1430 Wbrid Sport
15:15 Asian News
15:30 Business Asia

16:00 Impact

1730 Wbrid Sportlrpt)

1830 Earth Matters

1930 Q & Awittl Riz

Khan
20:45 American
Edition

21:00 World Business
Today
2130 Wbrid News
2230 Impact

2330 European News
23:30 Insight

[Human
[Nature

0030 World Business
Today
0030 Wbrid Sport
130 Wbrid Vew
230 Moneyline

VOICE OF MUSIC

636 Morning Concert
935 Shlomo Yotle:

Beautiful City:

Michael Alperin: Fly

Away My Sadness,
completion of folk

songs from Bulgaria.

Mongofia and Russia:
Doublechord Duo,
Key Positions

-

works tor ceto and
double bass on the

low elements: water,
air. fire and earth, by
Boismortier. Benda,
Pleyei, Rossini and
others
12:00 Light Classical
- DortzettL excerpts
from L’efisir cTBmore.
La Hie du regiment;

Lucrezia Borgia
1330 Artist (A the

Week- Ralph
Kkschbaum, ceBo.

Michael Tppett: Triple

concerto for viofin.

viola, cefio and orch;

Hindemith: Sonata lor

ceto op 25/3
1436 Encore
15:00 Cyde of Works
- Beethoven’s piano
concertos

16:00 Early music
1730 Etnahta -
broadcast from Henry
Crown Auditorium,

Jerusalem.

Mendelssohn
Marathon, in cooper-
ation with Israel

FestrvaL Inbal Segev
(ceto), Assaf Zohar
(piano). Hemiota
Women's Choir dir.

Rachel Kochavi-
Leventer Two motets
op 39; Sonata no 1 in

B fiat for ceto and
piano op 45; Concert
variations in Dior
ceto and piano op
17; Sonata no 2 in D
lorceto and piano 58
1930 Rainbow of

Sounds
20:05 Israel Festival

Jerusalem 1997-
five broadcast from

Henry Crown
Auditorium.

Jerusalem Symphony
OrchestraHBA, cond.
Yuri Aronovich, Orly

Shoham (piano), LS
Tuneh and Marina
Levitt (sopranos),
Claire Bloom (narra-

tor), Hemiota
Women's Choir.

Mendelssohn
Marathon-
Symphony no 12 for

strings; Piano concer-

to no 1; Midsummer
Night's Dream inci-

dental music
23:00 Just Jazz

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE My Beautiful
Laundrette 5 • Lost Highway 6:45 • A
Summer in La Goulatte 930 • The
Music From Ancestral Soub
Madagascar 930 G.G. GIL Jerusalem
MaH (Malha) ® 6788448 Beavis and
Butt-head<«Drive»Btood and Wine 5,

7:15, 9:45 • The SafntwWeddlng Bell

Blues°°Marco Poto-The Chamber 5,

7:15, 9:45 • Head Above Water 5, 7:15.

9:45 RAV CHEN 1-7 * 6792799 Credit

Card Reservations « 6794477 Rav-
Mecher BuiWing. 19 Ha'oman SL. TatoicX

Con Air 5, 730, 9:45 • The English

Patient 3, 6:15. 930 - Absolute Power
5, 7:15, 9:45 - Ghosts of Mississippi 5,

7:15, 9:45 • Maximum RbteeMetro 5.

730, 9:45 • 101 DalmaUans 5. 730, j
9:46

meVasseret ZION G.6. GIL *
5700868 ShinewThe Saint AM. 7:15, 10

SMADAR A Self-Made Hero 7:45, 10 -

Beautiful Thing 530
TEL AVIV
DfZENGOFF » 5101370 Head Above
Water^Biood and W3ter«iKotya 11 a.m_.

1. 3, 5. 7:45, 10 GAT Everyone Saysit

Love YOU 5, 730, 9:45 GORTON
Romeo and Juliet 6, B, 10 G.G. HOD
1-4 « 5226226 Hod Passage, 101

Dizengoff SL Beavis and Butt-head 5,

730. 10 • Dante’s Peak 5. 730, 10 - The
Chamber 5. 730, 10 * Marco Polo 5

730, 10 LEV The English Patient 11

ajTL, 1:45. 5, 630, 930 • Shine 11 am.
2. 8. 10 - Secrets and Ues 11:15 a-m^ 2,

430, 7:15, 10 • Beautiful Thing 1 • A
Seif-Made Hero 4, B, 10 The Prisoner

of the Mountains 1130 a.m., 4:30, 8

G.G. PEER wedding Beil Blues 5,

730, 10 - Vertigo 4:45, 7:15, 10 - The
Chamber 5, 730- Rkficufe*Marco Polo

5 730. 10 RAV-CHEN * 5282288

Diiengaff Center Con Air 2:30. 5, 730.

9-45 Absolute Power 230. 5. 730, 9:45

. ioi Dalmatians 230, 5. 730 •

Maximum Risk 230, 5, 730, 9:45 •

5102674 Opera Houra Ghos» of

Mississippi 5, 730, 9:45 • Sling Blade

* Marvin'sRoom 5, 730,

9:45 The People vs Larry Ftynt 5, 7:15,

9:45 • Crash 6, 730, 9:45 G.G. TEL
AVIV ® 5281181 65 Pinsker^SL

Reite-The salnt«Orfv« 5. 750/10 TEL
AVIV MUSEUM When the Cat's Away

5.8. 10

CINEMA CAFE AMAMI * 8325755

Secrets and Lies 7 * Breaktog the

waves 8:45, 930 • Empire Of the

Senses 930 GLOBECtTY v8569900

Wedding Bell Bliws**Drfve»B4ttvto

and Burt-head»The Saint 4:45, 7:15,

9:45 • The Chamber 4:45. 7:15, 9:45
MORIAH tt6643654 Shine 7:30, 930
ORLY * 8381868 The English Patient

6. 9:15 PANORAMA l&rya 430 •

Head Above Water 430, 7, 930 • Blood
and Wine 7. 930 • Space Jam 430
RAV-GAT 1-2 » 8674311 Con
Air®Absolute Power 430, 7, 9:15 RAV-
MOH 1-7 * 8416898 Con Air 430. 7,

930 - Metro 430. 7. 930 - Ghosts of
Mississippi 430, 7. 9:30 • Maximum
Risk 5, 7, 930 • The English Patient 6.

9:15 • 101 Dalmatians 4:45, 7. 9:15
RAV-OR 1-3 « 8246553 Ghosts of

Mississippi 430, 7, 9:15 • Metro 430. 7,

9:15 • Everyone Says 1 Love You 4:45,

7. 9:15

AFULA
RAV CHEN 8424047 Con
AfruAbsolute Power 7. 930 - The
English Patient 6:15. 9:15

ARAD
STAR *9950904 Absolute Power 7:15,

9:45 - Ridicule 7:15. 9:45

ARIEL
Metros
ASHDOD ^
G.G. GIL w 6647202 The Samt«Blood
and Wtoe»The Associate -eMarco Polo

5, 730, 10 • Secrets and Lies 7:15. 10
da OBI *711223 The Prisoner of the

MountabnS'»Thfl Chamber 5, 730, 10 -

Breaking the waves 630, 930 RAV
CHEN *6661120 Con Afr*Maximum
Risk -Metro 5, 730, 9:45 • The English

Patient 6:15, 9:15 • Absolute Power 5,

7:15, 9:45 * Ghosts of Mlssisippi 4:45,

A&ftKELON
G.G. GIL v 729977 Blood and
WtoeuThe ChamberwThe Associate 5,

730. 10 SMne«The Saint 5, 7:30. 10
RAV CHEN Absolute Power 5, 7:15.

9:45 • Jerry Maguire 4:30, 7:15, 9:45 •

The English Pattern 6:15, 9:15 • Con
Alr»M«ro 5, 730, 9:45
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN Con Air 5. 7:15. 9:45 •

Absolute Power 5. 7:15. 9:45 • The
English Pattern 630. 930 • Drive 5.

730, 9:45 * Metro 730, 9:45 • Ghosts of

Mississippi 5, 7:15, 9:45 101
Dalmatians 5, 730, 9:45 • SpaceJam 5
BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL *6440771 Marco Polo
oBlood and WInewShine 5, 730, 10 *

Breaking the waves 630, 930 G.G.
OR1 *6103111 Drfve-oThe Chamber 5.

730, 10 5. 730. 10 RAV-NEGEV 1-4
•6285278 Con Air 5. 7:30, 9:45 -

Ghaut Of Mississippi 4.-45, 7:15, 9:45 •

The English Patient 630, 9:30 •

Absolute Power S, 7:15, 9:45
EILAT
GIL OrtvettMarco PokkaWedding Ball

Blues 5, 730, 10
hadeRa
LEV Con Ah- 7:45, 10 • The Bigtlsh
Patient 6:30, 930 - Absolute
Povrer»The Saint 730, 10
HERZUYA
COLONY •6902666 Marvin’S Room
530, 7:45. 10 - Everyone Says 1 Love
You 530. 7:45, 10 STAR » 589068
Absolute Power 730. 10 • Beavis and
Bun-head 7:45, 10 Con Air 730, 10
HOLIDAY The English Patient 6:45.

HOD HASHARON
GIL Con Air 5. 730, 10 • Absolute
Power 5. 7:30. 10 - The English
Patient°oBreaklng the Waves 8:30.

930 • Space JamooThumbeJina 4:45

KARMftEL
CINEMA The English Patient 6:15.

9:15 • Con AimAbsolute Power 7.

9:30
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 Con
Air»Weddlng Ball Blues«Beavis and
Bun-head 11:30 a.m.. 5, 730. 10 • The
English Patient 6:30. 9:30 Space
Jam 4:45 - The Chamber«Absohite
Power°°Head Above water 5, 730, 10
KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. GIL The Ghamber»aBeavEs and
Butt-head 7:15, 9:15 Head Above
Water<>cMetro<»B1ood and Wine 7:15,

9:45 • Shlne~The Saint-oMaroo Pdo
7:15, 9:45 - Maximum Risk<»Drive
7:15.9:45
kirVatshmona -

G.G. GIL =6905080 Con Ato»The
Saint 5. 730, 10 • Tlu English Patient
630. 9:30 • Space Jam 4:45
LCD
STAR =9246823 Absolute Power
»Blood and Wlne<»Maxlmum Risk
7:30. 10
NAtiARIYA
HEICHAL HATARBUT Metro 8:30
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Blood and wlne~The
Saint-Con Air-Shine 4:30, 7, 9:30 -

Maximum RIskBeAbsolute
Power-The Chamber 4:30, 7, 930
NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 • 404729 Drtve»The
Chamber 5, 730, 10 • Wedding Bell
BluestBeavis and Butt-head 5, 7:30,
10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 « 628452
Drive«-Beavls and Butt-head^The
Chamber 5. 7:30, 10 - Wedding Bell
Blues°°Baavls and Burt-head 5, 730,
10 RAV CHEN • 8618570 Con Air 5,
730, 9:45 * Absolute Power 5, 7:15.
9:45 - Ghosts of Mississippi 4:45,

‘

7:15. 9:45

OR AK1VA
RAV CHEN • 6262758 Con
Air-Absolute Power 7. 9:30 - The
English Patient 6:15, 9:15
ORYEHUDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 TIM Chamber-Shine 5,

730. 10 • Secrete and Lies 4:45, 7:15,

10 • Breaking the waves 830. 930 •

Space Jam 4:45
PETAHT1KVA
G.G. HECHAL Con Air-Drfve 5. 730,
10 • Absolute Power 5, 7:30, 10 G.G.
RAM 1-3 • 9340818 Blood and
WkiewMaxbnum Rlsk°°Darite's Peak
730 SIRKIN The Saint-Wedding Bell
BhiaswBaavIs and Butt-head 5, 730,
10 • The Chamber-Marco Polo 5, 730,
10 - Space Jam 4:45

RA'ANANA
PARK Absolute Power 5. 730, 10 •

Con Air 5, 730, 10 • The Saint 5. 730,
10 • The English Pattern 630, 930 •

> Marco Polo 730, 10 • Space Jam 1130
am, 5
RAMATGAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 • 6197121 Absolute
Power 5, 7:15, 9:45 • Beavis and Butt-
head 5, 730, 9:45 • Ghosts of
Mlssisstopl 7:15, 9:45 - The EtteUsh
Patient 3. 6:15, 930 5 RAV-OASIS1-3
• 6730687 Con Air-Metro 5. 730. 9:45
-Drive 5. 730, 9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Kolya 730. 9:45 • Space
Jam 5:15

REHOVOT
CHEN A Self-Made Hero 730, 9:45
730, 9:45 • Heed Above Water 730 9:45
• Kolya 730 • Marco Polo 9:45 > Crash
730, 9:45 RAV MOR Beavis and Butt-
head 5, 730, 9:45 • The English Patient
&15, 9:15 • Con Air 5, 730, 9:45 -

Ghosts Of Mississippi 5, 7:15. 9:45 •

Metro 5, 730, 9:45 • Absolute Power 5,
7:15. 9:45

RISHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 • 9619669 Secrets and Lies
7:15, 10 - The Sabrt-Dante's Peak 730,
10 GIL vertigo 4:45, 7:15, 10 •

Rkaeuto»Thedumber 5. 730, 10HAZ-
AHAV Wedding Befl Bkies>» Absolute
Power 5, 730, 10 • Con Alr-Beavisand
Butt-head i 10 - The Chamber 5,
730, 10 RAVCHEN Con Air 5, 730
9*.45 • Ghosts of Mlssisstopi 4:45, 7:15,
9:45- Absolute Power 5. 7:15. 9:45 -The
English Patient 630. 930 STAR
DrivflnMarco Polo 730, 10 • Maximum
RlsknCrash 7:45, 10
YEHUD
RAV CHEN Con Air 5, 730, 9-45 • The
English Patient 730, 930 • Absolute
Power 5, *15. 9-^5 • Metro 5. 7:15. 9:45
All times are pun. unless otherwise indi-
cated.
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Jordan Valley residents blame
PWD for highway neglect

By MARGOT DUPKEWTCH

Jordan Valley residents

charged yesterday that the

Public Works Department is

responsible for the state of
neglect on Route 90. Jordan
Valley Settlements Committee
chairman David Elhayani
claimed the department has cut
two-thirds of the budget allocat-

ed by Infrastructure Minister
Ariel Sharon to improve the

highway.
A PWD spokesman denied the

charges, saying it had asked the

Ministry of Infrastructure for

NfS 150 million to carry out the

necessary repairs on the entire

highway, NIS 15m. of which had
already been spent on improve-
ments, mainly in parts known to

be particularly dangerous.
Repairs, he said, had been car-

ried out on the road between
Na’ama and Argaman and north

of the Mehola junction. The
repairs on the stretch of road

north of Argaman where the

three members of the Pell fami-

ly and two friends travelling

with them lost their lives last

Thursday will be carried out
soon, the spokesman said.

Sharon, currently in Russia,
said on an Army Radio inter-

view yesterday that so far this

year NISI 5m. to NIS 20m. had
been spent on repairing the

highway and another NTS 30m.
would be allocated next year.

Sharon said that on his return in

two days' time he would investi-

gate whether his orders had indeed

been carried out. “The highway is

not only of extreme strategic

importance but also serves as a
main link between Jerusalem and
the northern part of the country,”

he said.

Jordan Valley Regional
Council spokeswoman Tami
Aliya said residents demand
intensive work be carried out on
the highway and not just cosmet-
ic changes. “The road is a main

The blame lies with the

Minister ofTransport - he is

guilty by default.

The time to act is now -

while we are still alive !

Members of Metuna, the Organization for Road Safety, reinforced by members of People in Red, those who have lost a family
ber in a traffic accident, demonstrate outside the Transport Ministry in Jerusalem yesterday. (Brian

mem-
Hendler)

artery," she said. “Many people
travel on it, especially during
holidays, and every accident that

occurs we take personally."

Judy Siegel adds:
Road accidents are responsible

for a financial loss of NTS 1 bil-

lion a year. Health Minister
Yehoshua Matza said on a tour of
the Beit Loewinstein rehabilita-

tion hospital in Ra’anana yester-
day. Commenting on the tragedy

that befell the Pell family last

Thursday, Matza said that “this

accident reminds us again of the

great loss due to accidents.

Facing such horrible tragedies,

even a number tike NIS I billion

seems valueless, but I ask myself
how many lives we could save
with such an amount of money if

we didn't have to spend it in the

aftermath of such senseless acci-

dents." The NIS 1 billion figure,

he said, is an estimare that does
not include the loss of work days
due to accidents.

Route 90’s fatal toll

According to Judea and Samaria Police spokesman
.
Opher

Sivan, the stretch of Route 90.between Naharayun and Mehola is

deemed to be the mostproblemarici Sivan said that on this stretch

alone there were 45 road accidents in 1996 and 1997. Nine of the

accidents - including the one that took the lives of the Pell fami-

ly and their two Friends - were fatal, killing 1 7 people.

During this period. 20 people were seriously injured and 155
lightly injured on that stretch.' Margot Dudkcvitch

Elbit unveils new
unmanned aerial vehicle

By STEVE RODAN

Elbit Systems Ltd. is unveiling
an advanced short-range
unmanned aerial vehicle which
it says has garnered interest in

Israel and other nations, execu-
tives said yesterday.

The UAV is called the
Hermes-450S, developed and
manufactured by Elbit's sub-
si diary Silver Arrow, based in

Herzliya. The UAV is meant to
provide tactical intelligence for

ground forces and to direct
artillery fire.

The Hermes, a single-engine

drone, can stay in the air for 20
hours at an altitude of 20.000
feet.

Except for the engine, it con-
tains backups of all of its vital

systems.

Yeshayahu Shapira, Silver
Arrow's managing director, said
there are already several orders
for the Hermes, but he would
not identify them.
Executives said the IDF is

likely to order it as part of its

program to upgrade its UAV
capability.

Elbit has won a contract from
the IDF to develop advanced
avionics for the F-15 upgrade, a

contract valued at $12.5 mil-
lion. The contract will be exe-
cuted via Elbit's subsidiary
EFW, based in Fort Worth,
Texas.

This month, Elbit will supply
the first prototypes of the system
to the IAF and will install the
avionics on the F-15s by
November.
Elbit executives said they will

highlight theircompany’s ability

to upgrade combat jets and heli-

copters during next week's Paris

Air Show.
Elbit president Joseph

Ackerman said two-thirds of his

company’s business stems from
upgra'des.

At the air show, Elbit will dis-

play the MiG-21 it upgraded for

the Romanian air force. Elbit

and Romania signed an agree-
ment to market MiG upgrades to

third countries.

Survey: Religious

give more to charity

than secular
By JUDY SIEGEL

Three out of eveiy four Israeli

adults donates to charity, but mod-
em Orthodox and haredi Jews
contribute four to seven times as
much per capita as secular resi-

dents. The average Israeli donates
NIS 250 a year.

These statistics were collected

in a firsr-of-its-kind survey con-
ducted at Ben-Gurion University.
Prof. Binyamin Gidron, of its

new Center for Research into
Non-Profit, Philanthropic, and
Voluntary Organizations found
that the religious sector donates

almost exclusively to religious

causes.

In addition, 44 percent of hared-
im do volunteer work, compared
to only 15% of the secular popula-
tion. One out of five Israelis does
volunteer work for an average of
16 hours a month. This comes out
to 60 million hours, worth NIS
725 million a year.

The poll of 3 representative
sample of 500 Israeli adults was
carried out with help from
Modi'in Ezrahi, said Gidron.
who noted a trend of reduced
philanthropy from foreign
sources.

By Popular Demand!

AUDIO
) blME Li

A new selection from Naxos Mdiobooks -

classical literature with classical music.

New digital recordings o:

Orlando

(2CD,s/2awfiatapes)

Virginia Woolfs fantastic

ffcgtt erf imagination. Read

by Laura Paton, music by

Wvaki Goupem,

C-P-Badt, Schumann,

Ravel and others.

JP Price: on CO -fBS 58

on AfC- NIS 38

Frankenstein

(2 CD's/2 auefiotapes]

Sound dramatisation of Mary Sheteys original

novel, read by Daniel Phipott, Jonathan OGwar

and Chris Larton, music by Tchakavsky, Debussy

jP Price: on CO -MS 58

on A/C-NK 38

Listen to great works of literature read and
performed by famous actors.

The texts are given extra dramatic presence by
incorporating classical music.

Experience the growing

appeal of classical

literature, on audiobook.

Sense and Sensibility

pCOs/ 3 audiotapes)

Read by Juhet Stevenson, music by We&er,

Beethoven, and Ditteredorf.

JPPrica on CO -MS 87

onA/C -NIS 57

Popular Poetry - voUl

(2 CD's/2 aurfotapes)

Nearly 100 of the most popular

' and loved poems, by

Sh^cespeare, Dome, Pope,

Byron, Keats, BJAe and many

others. Read byTony Britton,

Jasper Britton and Emma
Fielding, music by Chopin,

Schumann, Brahms

JP Price: on CD-NtS 58

onA/C-N!S38

•sH The Count of Monte Christo

(207s/2aucSotapes)

A tale of revenge and retribution,

readby ffifl Homewood, musicby

Balakirev, Vbfanann

JPPrica on CD- NIS 58

onAJC-NB38

Classic Chilling Tales

vol 2

200*5/2 audiotapes)

Stories ol EAPoe, M.RJames,

Oskar WWe and others - stories to

be fistened to in the dak, with the

tights turned off and the imagination

switched on. Read by Anthony

Donovan, music by Smetana.

Hindemith, Beethoven etc.

JPPrica on CD - NtS 58

on A/C - NIS 38

Tales from the Greek

Legends

(2 CD's/ 2 audiotapes)

Stories oi Perseus, The

Labours of Hoades,

Adventures ol Theseus, Jason

and theArgonauts read by

Benjamin Soames,

accompanied by music of

Hoist Wagner, Cui, Debussy

and others.

JPPrica on CD- NIS 58

onA/C-MS38

The Piped Piper of

Hamelln and other

favourite poems

(2 CD*s/2aixtiotapes]

60 ol the finest and most

entertaining poems for

younger listeners, including

nonsense poems, states of

adventure, images of nature

and more, read by Anton

Lesser. Aime Harvey, Khtinka

Wolf. Music by Tchakovsky,

Deitoes, Sam-Saens,

Debussy and others.

JPPrica on CD -NTS 58

on A/C -NK 38

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

:

4 Short Stories (2 CD's/ 2 audiotapes)

.

The Cstener is drawn to experience drama,

suspence and, uftimata/y, the shock ol surprise.

Read by Cart Kgg. music by Grieg.

JP Price: on CD -NIS 58 on A/C - NtS 38

ALL TITLES SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY - PLEASE STATE ALTERNATIVE CHOICES

Robinson Crusoe

(3 CD's/ 3 audiotapes)

Reed by Nigel Anthony,

music by HaendeL

JPPrica on CD-NIS87
on A/C-NIS 57

Books, The Jerusalem Posi. POB 81 , Jerusalem 91000

Postage in Israel: one item NIS 6. two or more NIS 10

Total NIS

Enclosed check payable to The Jerusalem Post, or credit card details.!

Please list gift recipient's name, address and message separately.

Visa Isc/MCD Diners AmEx

CCNo. 1 Exp.

Name—
Address.

_Code_

Phone fday)_ JD No.

Artificial

heart patient

in stable

condition

Bv JUDY SIEGEL

In another year, an artificial

plastic and titanium heart contain-

ing rechargeable batteries will

serve as a possible replacement for

transplants of human hearts. i»o

says Dr. Jacob Lavee, who on

Shabbat implanted Israel's first-

ever artificial heart in a patient

who will eventually require a heart

transplant.

Yishai Einbinder was yesterday

conscious and in critical, but sta-

ble condition in Sheba Hospital at

Tel Hashomer. Einbinder is

expected to remain at Sheba for

two to three weeks.

Einbinder had been waiting fora

suitable heart transplant for

months, but none was available.

His doctors decided to transplant

the $80,000 artificial heart, which

was manufactured by the TCI

company in Boston.

Lavee, head of the heart trans-

plantation unit, who performed the

surgery along with Prof. Aram
Smolin sky, Dr. Gabriel Amir, Dr.

Violeta Glaubar, and. Dr. Eran

Segal, learned how to carry out the

procedure in the US. Previously,

booster pumps have been implant-

ed in Israel for only until a diseased

heart gained strength or a trans-

plant organ become available.

The TCI heart - the only one so

far approved by the US Food and

Drug Administration - is powered

by a battery worn outside the body

which must be replaced twice a day.

Lavee said there are some 300

people walking around with such

hearts; a total of 1,000 such pumps
have been implanted at only 100

medical centers abroad. The mor-

tality rate after such implants is a

very low five percent; the remain-

der have already traded their artifi-

cial pumps in for transplant oigans.

"These devices have already

proved themselves; one in

Sweden and another in the US
were implanted two and a half

years ago. and the patients are

still going strong. We don’t know
how long they can last, but they
could perform indefinitely, some
recipients have even taken their

names off the transplant waiting
list,” he said.

The improved version now
under completion in Boston has
the battery attached directly to the

artificial heart; to power it, the

patient will wear a charging belt

that introduces electricity”subcuta-
neously, Lavee explained.

A conventional heart transplant,

including the waiting time and
drags, costs $250,000: an artificial

heart will be cheaper, the organ
isn’t rejected by the body, and the

patient won’t have to take expen-
sive (and toxic) anti-rejection
drags. But an artificial heart can
be offered only to younger
patients who would die at any
moment without it, Lavee said.
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Forecast: Partly cloudy. Lower
'

temperatures.
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Winning cards f

The winning cards in yestser-

:

day's daily Mifal Hapayis Chance
drawings were: the ace of spades,:

jack of hearts, jack of diamonds
and 7 of clubs; and the jack of’

spades, jack of hearts, 9 of dia-

monds and jack of clu bs.
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(_ VALID TO 10/5/97 - 20/6/97

SRffVISION
TV CHANNEL 9

THIS WEEK: Netanya Learning Center; Book Star - "Mr. Mani”
(with Michael Shemer & Carol Novfs); Dry Bones; ESRA Events.

Teve! - Tel Aviv -Dan Area
Matav- Haifa Town Area

NetanyaArea

Central & Southern AreaIdan-

Arutzei

Zahav- Dan & Sharon Areas

'6.00 p.m. «ot* new
5.00 p.m. time/**

7.30 p.m.

6.00 p.m. & 9.30p.m. 4

9:30 am., 9:00 p.m.

INTERNET CLASSIFIEDS
Reach alt of Israel and the world for just:

'

For Two weeks $13 US Ddlars/NlS 45 . . .

“ *
One Month S25 US Donars/NIS 88
Two Month $45 US Dolbra/MIS 158 -

Three Months $70 US Ddlars/NIS 245
Sbc Months $130 US Dotiars/NIS 458 ,
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